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Tuition winners: Karen 
Miklosovic won a semester's free 
tuition, valued at $1,322, in the eighth 
annual Honor Student Association 
tuition raffle Thursday. Anna 
Mendenhall, Sonya Hogg and Fred 
Wright each won a $50 book 
scholarship. The raffle raised nearly 
$2,000 for the J. Robert Bashore 
Scholarship. 
Parking decals fake: 
Forged University parking decals 
were found Wednesday on two cars 
parked in Lot K, near Harshman and 
Kreischer, police said. 
University officers are 
investigating the incident, but no 
formal charges have been made. 
Forgery ofparking decals is a 
fourth-degree felony punishable with 
a six-month minimum to a five-year 
maximum jail sentence plus a 
maximum fine of $25,000. 
STATE 
Spring forward: America 
will pusnba ck the hour of darkness 
starting Sunday as daylight-saving 
time returns. 
The actual moment of change from 
standard to daylight time occurs at 2 
a.m. for most of the nation, when 
clocks should be shifted forward an 
hour. The law calls for the change to 
be the first Sunday in April. Standard 
time returns Oct. 28, the last Sunday 
in October. 
No risk found: The Centers 
for Disease Control said Thursday its 
long-awaited study of Agent Orange 
shows Vietnam veterans at increased 
risk of only one type of cancer —and 
"no evidence" that the risk stems 
from exposure to the dangerous 
herbicide used in the war. 
The study, which had been 
criticized by veterans groups even 
before it was released, focused on 
Vietnam veterans and cancer, and 
"only indirectly evaluated Agent 
Orange exposure," the CDC said. 
Agent Orange, sprayed by the U.S. 
military to remove jungle and crops 
in Vietnam, contained dioxin, a highly 
toxic chemical that some studies have 
found to increase the risk of cancer. 
NATION 
Photos denounced: 
Opponents of a planned exhibition of 
Ctographs by the late Robert 
pplethorpe denounced a group of 
the pictures Thursday as encouraging 
child pornograph v and damaging to 
community standards. 
Cincinnati lawyer Donald Klekamp 
and others at the news conference, 
including the head of Citizens for 
Community Values, called on the 
Contemporary Arts Center to remove 
sexually graphic pictures from the 
exhibit, planned for April 6 through 
May 25. 
Meanwhile, speakers at the annual 
convention of the Ohio Museums 
Association said the ongoing dispute 
over the Contemporary Arts Center's 
decision to exhibit Mapplethorpe's 
photographs show that museums 
have tailed to to defend freedom of 
expression. 
HISTORY 
On this date: in 1972, 
legalization of marijuana was one of 
the top issues in a discussion by state 
legislators, faculty and students 
sponsored by the Interf raternity and 
Panhellenic councils. 
Compring the health hazards of 
cigarettes and marijuana, Speaker of 
the Ohio House of Representatives 
CharlesKurfess said, "If smoking 
were introduced into this country as 
recently as marijuana has been, I'm 
sure there would be legislation 
introduced to outlaw the smoking of 
cigarettes." 
Compiled from local and wire reports 
Liquor-impaired driving 
target of bill in congress 
COLUMBUS (AP) — Ohio soon may 
have a new traffic offense: impaired driv- 
ing. 
The offense, a lesser crime than drun- 
ken driving, would be based on a blood al- 
cohol reading of between 0.05 percent and 
the 0.10 required to prove intoxication. 
Sen. Paul Pfeifer, R-Bucyrus, chairman 
of a Senate-House conference committee 
that is working on far-reaching revisions 
of Ohio's drunken-driving statutes, said 
Thursday that impaired driving will be a 
part of that bill. 
The committee, at a meeting that lasted 
into the predawn hours on Thursday, 
agreed on most of the other provisions in a 
redrafted bill that Pfeifer said could be 
voted on in the Senate and House early 
next week. 
Rep. Marc Guthrie, D-Newark, also is 
seeking the inclusion of the essentials of 
another bill — long stalled in the Senate — 
creating a statewide fingerprint network, 
funded with a $3 surcharge on court costs. 
However, Pfeifer said he discussed 
Guthrie's proposal with Senate President 
Stanley Aronoff, R-Cincinnati, and that 
they decided that the fingerprint bill 
should be handled in separate legislation. 
Pfeifer said the fingerprint bill, which 
also would help fund local law enforce- 
ment training programs, is stalled in the 
Senate Finance Committee as a result of 
concerns by Chairman Theodore M. Gray, 
R-Columbus. Pfeifer said, "We don't want 
to back-door Ted on this issue." 
Guthrie, a House conferee on the drun- 
ken-driving bill, has been trying without 
success for many weeks to get his bill out 
of Gray's committee. He said the finger- 
print system is within easy reach and 
would be one of the most significant anti- 
crime efforts approved by the Legislature 
in many years. 
Drug guru busted 
by Alan Gustaf son 
USAToday-CIN 
CORVALLIS, Ore. — The guru of marijuana 
growers is courting the masses. 
Tom Alexander may be scaling back on his 
publication, ySensemiBa Tipsj since the 
government busted him four months ago — 
but he has found opportunity in a computer 
business and legal gardening publication. 
Alexander has not mellowed since gun- 
toting federal drug agents stormed his gar- 
dening store four months ago and carted away 
$45,000 in high-tech gardening equipment. 
Charging that Full Moon catered to mari- 
juana growers and violated drug parapherna- 
lia laws, agents seized everything from grow 
lights to electric fans. Prosecutors agreed not 
to charge him if he closed shop. 
"It was like a boxing match," he said. 
"They hit me below the belt. On a standing 
eight count, I staggered up on the count of 
four. And I'm doing business mainstream." 
D See Grower, page 3. 
Pot crop 
sprouts up 
The USA's pot crop Is 
growing. Its value may hit 
$60 billon this year. 
•86 ?     «_    '89 
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Dazzling Dancers The Key/Eric Mull 
Four members of the Erick Hawkins Dance Company perform a dance called "New Moon" Thursday night in Kobacker Hall. The 





WASHINGTON (AP) - The 
House rejected the White House's 
version of child-care legislation 
Thursday in a vote that cleared the 
way for a more ambitious Demo- 
cratic plan. 
The House defeated the conser- 
vative alternative on child care on 
a largely party line vote, 225-195, 
before turning to the competing 
and more expensive plan to help 
families find and afford day care. 
The vote came despite a renewed 
threat of a veto from presidential 
spokesman Martin Fitzwater. The 
House first turned back amend- 
ments aimed at limiting federal aid 
for church-run day care centers. 
"What we're talking about here 
may be the most important issue 
we're going to deal with this year," 
said Majority Leader Richard Ge- 
phardt, D-Mo. "The world has 




to up costs 
Proprietor defines lease 
Local landlord gives information on legalities of off-campus living 
by John Kohlstrand 
city writer 
by James A. Tinker 
staff writer 
The national minimum wage increase to 
$3.80 per hour takes effect Sunday —April 
Fool's Day — but the ramifications are no 
joke. 
The salary hike is not expected to 
necessitate immediate cutbacks, but the 
budget crunch will be felt throughout the 
University even more so next year when 
salaries are increased again. 
"At a lot of different levels, there are go- 
ing to be some belts tightening," said Con- 
rad McRoberts, director of Financial aid 
and student employment. 
The total personnel cost for wage in- 
creases is $150,000, according to Christoph- 
er Dalton, vice president of planning and 
budgeting. 
For many reasons, Including the wage 
hike, tuition costs may rise ana state fund- 
ing probably will increase as well. 
*'We can project the state subsidy in- 
crease will be at most 5 percent," he said. 
Since this wage increase comes near the 
end of the academic year, the initial costs 
should not be too great, he said. 
However, when the second phase of the 
Congressional wage increase jumps to $4.25 
on April 1,1991 the University budget will 
be under even more pressure. 
Currently, the campus minimum wage is 
$3.65 per hour, 30 cents higher than the 
national average. At Food Operations — 
the largest student employer on campus — 
starting wages are $3.75 per hour and will 
College students may find it is easy 
to pick on landlords. 
Relating horror stories about off- 
campus living is a favorite activity 
among students. Such tales make 
wonderful conversation starters and 
are a commonality which bond stu- 
dents. 
R.E. Management head Scott Pre- 
phan understands. As a University 
graduate who lived off campus him- 
self, he had both good and bad experi- 
ences while renting from Bowling 
Green landlords. 
But the view Is not always rosy 
when you are sitting behind the land- 
lord's desk, Prephan said. Students 
who are not aware of their legal rights 
D See Wage, page 5. 
BGNews 
Leo Roose. malntainance worker for R.E. Management, inspects a water faucet He Is 
on 24-hour call and In the case of a nonfunctional furnace or other serious break- 
down, he may be paged at home to repair it —even in the middle of the night 
and obligations in a renter's agree- 
ment can cause headaches for an 
apartment owner. 
Often many of the most basic as- 
pects of renting a room — stated 
clearly in the lease — cause disputes, 
he said. Confusion over when rent is 
due and when tenants are allowed to 
move in and out are just some of these 
items. 
"We get people who say, 'I want to 
stay an extra week.'" said Prephan, 
who manages well over 200 apart- 
ments. "Well, we've got people mov- 
ing in the next day — you can't do It. 
It's right there in the lease." 
To alleviate these kind of misunder- 
standings, Prephan put together a list 
which outlines the 10 clauses most 
confused the most by his tenants. His 
tenants are required to sign and re- 
turn this form, as well as the lease. 
Often misunderstood items on this 
list include the joint-and-separate 
clause in the lease and lockout keys. 
The joint-and-separate^ clause, a 
common feature in area leases, states 
if one of a group of roommates moves 
out, the remaining roommates are 
required to come up with his or her 
portion of the rent. 
A misunderstanding over this 
clause put Prephan on the spot last 
year when one group of tenants re- 
fused to come up with their former- 
roommate's portion of the rent. R.E. 
actually had to file an eviction before 
they would come up the money. 
'Tre didnt want to evict them, we 
understood the whole situation," Pre- 
phan said. "But the only way we could 
get the money from them was to evict 
the people who were in there." 
U See R.E., page I. 
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Clean up your act. 
It may save your life. 
With known dangers posed on the environment by 
disposed plastic, styroroam, paper products, etc., it 
should be an easy decision to recycle. 
Yet, day after day, individuals dispose of things 
which can be recycled to form other products. This 
diminishes the clean air and surroundings and de- 
pletes the environment for future generations by 
creating extreme landfill use. 
It is obvious something needs to be done. 
Students and other groups recycle beverage 
cans, which is a good beginning. However, these in- 
dividuals do not use the majority of materials 
which can be recycled. Restaurants, factories and 
other businesses consume the most of these prod- 
ucts and have to concern themselves with recy- 
cling. 
Campus Pollyeyes owner George Nicholson 
joined the ranks of those businesses who care about 
the world they live in and has recycled different 
items for nearly two years. 
He has saved money on trash pick-up, but he also 
has created a cleaner city and a cleaner environ- 
ment. 
Other businesses should follow in Nicholson's 
footsteps and clean up their acts. 
The extra minutes it takes to wash out a plastic 
container or store paper will add to extra years of 
our environment and a cleaner world. 
Hostage plight 
needs answers 
i_J ast week marked the fifth anniversary of the 
kidnapping of Terry Anderson, an Associated 
Press correspondent in Lebanon. A couple of tele- 
phone callers reminded us that the government 
isn't doing much to get him free. 
While we share the frustrations of these callers 
and others and would want Anderson released even 
if he wasn't a journalist with connections to Lorain, 
criticizing the administration's inability to retrieve 
the hostages is much easier than making workable 
suggestions to get them free. 
The callers seem to think negotiations are the an- 
swer. Even if the government knew who to nego- 
tiate with, which it doesn't, the best it could do is 
plead for the release of Anderson and the seven 
other Americans, plus eight others from foreign 
countries. 
Diplomatic messages to Iran and discussions 
with Syria, countries that have or at one time had 
some influence with the hostage-takers, might 
seem as impotent as tying ribbons around flag 
poles, but they're the only logical channels the U.S. 
government can pursue to get Anderson and the 
others free. 
Until that day arrives, the rest of us can keep giv- 
ing moral support to the families of hostages and 
praying for the safe return of the captives. 
Reprinted courtesy of the Lorain Journal. 
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Lambada only for the 'pros' 
Not being one to miss out on 
any bumping, grinding and 
sweating that needs to be done, I 
decided to check out one of the 
new dances sweeping the nation 
— The Lambada. 
I decided to sign myself up for 
some lessons in lambada at a 
dance studio in that cultural 
mecca known as Toledo. 
First of all, I must tell you I do 
possess the body of a dancer. 
However, since anti-obscenity 
and pornography laws prohibit 
it, we cannot run a picture of my 
body. 
"I want to lambada," I told 
the short, lithe, swarthy man at 
the studio. "I want to set the 
dance floor on fire with my pas- 
sionate gyrations." 
He smiled a knowing smile as 
I danced around the office like a 
miniature Victor Buono with a 
lobster in his shorts. 
"Come with me young man," 
he replied. He was wearinea fri- 
lly, rainbow-colored shirt. There 
were salsa stains embedded on 
his chest. 
Nino lead me into the studio 
where a group of people had 
already gathered for their first 
lesson. The class was made up 
entirely of men, including The 
(Toledo) Blade's famous Blade 
Runner Alan Abrams, columnist 
ad nauseum — tastefully attired 
in a ragged old plaid coat with 
a vy stains. 
iss, watch as I demon- 
strate the lambada  with my 
lovely partner Maria Conchita, 
Nino said. 
A beautiful, scantily clad, 
dark-skinned woman emerged 
from a door on the side of the 
room, sauntered to his side and 
attached herself to his body as if 
she were velcro. 
"Okay, let's get this over 







He snapped his fingers, 
screamed a shrill, high-pitched 
"Aiya" — at which point the 
hearing aid of the 63-year-old 
man standing next to me ex- 
ploded into a million pieces — 
and Nino took off dancing. 
Maria and Nino interlocked 
their pelvises, interlaced their 
thighs and began to slither and 
bop their way across the room. I 
began to sweat. 
It whipped my classmates into 
a frenzy, and Blade Runner be- 
gan panting heavily. I had to 
cover his eyes. 
Strangely enough, Maria 
didn't seem to be moving much. 
Nino dragged her around the 
floor, thrusting, gyrating, 
sweating and making a real 
scrunched up face like his 
boxers had ridden up around his 
armpits. 
She just kind of wrapped her- 
self around his legs and held on 
for dear life. 
The music stopped and he 
released her. "Okay class, now 
you try with Maria's sisters. But 
first I need SO bucks from each 
of you." 
He quickly made his way 
through the class and eagerly 
snatched up the bills the men 
were digging out of their pock- 
ets. I hoped her sisters looked as 
good as she. 
"Okay class, let's lambada," 
Nino screamed, thrusting a fist- 
ful of bills into the air. 
I was grabbed by a 350-pound 
woman who smelled like week- 
old albacore tuna and mayo. She 
smooshed my face to her bosom, 
crushed my ribs, lifted my feet 
off the ground and wrapped my 
legs around her waist. 
She thrust me this-a-way and 
she thrust me that-a-way. 
The other men were being 
handled in a similar fashion, but 
most of them seemed to enjoy it. 
Blade Runner had a big smile on 
his face. 
Out of the corner of my eye I 
saw Nino hand Maria a big stack 
of cash. 
She stuffed it in her shirt and 
sauntered out into the street. 
I managed to extricate myself 
from the iron grip of the hefty 
dance fiend and I wandered out 
of the dance studio. 
Nino was nowhere to be found, 
but Maria was. I saw her stand- 
ing on a street corner, leaning 
into a car. I was going to ap- 
proach her, but she was saying 
something to the guy in the car 
about how it wouldcost 50 bucks. 
Then I noticed it was the Blade 
Runner. I turned away, not 
wanting to interrupt Blade Run- 
ner's private "dance lesson." 
Anyway, I'm too sore now to 
lambada. Lambada is only safe 
in the hands of trained "profes- 
sionals" anyway. 
Robaugh is the resident dirty 
dancer /orThe News. 
Letters 
Diversity describes 
To the Editor: 
The Miller/Molinet letter 
(March 8) contained some fac- 
tual errors and distortions that 
ought to be addressed. To begin 
with, diversity is not a "pro- 
blem" that is "intrinsic to our 
American culture." "Diver- 
sity," an adjective, describes 
the multicultural realities of 
American society, which have 
sprung from cultural interaction 
among various ethnic groups of 
original inhabitants, colonizers, 
immigrants, slaves, prisoners 
and exiles. Problems arising 
from cultural interactions in this 
country are as varied as the 
number of groups existing here. 
Slavery, the dehumanizing 
practice of turning human be- 
ings into chattel, nas affected 
(and continues to affect, though 
we prefer to deny it) the cultural 
character of this nation. So too 
have genocidal practices 
against the natives, or Real 
Americans, by the government 
and by private individuals and 
corporations. More recently, the 
aiming of cigarette marketing 
at African Americans, the use of 
pesticides in agricultural fields 
where Mexicans and Mexican 
Americans labor, along with the 
inequalities present in the ethnic 
compostition of the military 
services (resulting in dispropor- 
tionate casualty rates among 
African Americans) are exam- 
Siles of continuing genocidal pol- 
cies. Historical accounts of 
immigration quotas, dis- 
enfranchisements, internments 
and violence (including lynch- 
ings) aimed at Asians and Asian 
Americans (and other ethnic 
groups as well) are further ex- 
amples of racial/ethnic "pro- 
blems" that have powerfully af- 
fected American culture. 
While "diversity" can de- 
scribe the composition of our 
culture, then, it cannot explain 
the "problems" that appear 
connected to groups involved in 
the makeup of this culture. Po- 
litical disenfranchisement of 
groups can be, however, de- 
scribed as intrinsic to this coun- 
try. A study of how groups have 
won the right to vote reveals 
much about how important 
"Americanness" really is. Afri- 
can   Americans   received   the 
Sjht to vote at the close of the 
vil War, but were often dis- 
couraged from exercising that 
right by literacy and poll taxes. 
Women and Native Americans 
didn't get the right to vote until 
about 60 years later. Today, 
about 125 years after African 
American enfranchisement and 
almost 70 years after the en- 
franchisement Women and 
Native Americans, these groups 
are still hard pressed to find en- 
try into the upper levels of 
power, those enclaves where 
significant policies and de- 
cisions are made. Is it any won- 
der then that, as Miller/Molinet 
put it, some seem to be "prefer- 
ring to extol groups and ancient 
heritages over the fact that we 
are all Americans?'' 
Many people, preferring to 
preserve the precious mettle of 
their own culture, resist the 
American smelting factory that 
continues to churn out fool's 
gold. They are to be applauded. 
Some Americans are beginning 
to recognize the value of differ- 
ence, not as a problem, nor as an 
exercise   in   condescending 
"tolerance," but as a cause for 
celebration. To paraphrase 
Gandhi's famous quote, were I 
asked what I thought oi Ameri- 
can culture, I might reply, "It is 
a very good idea. 
Roger G. Schmidt 
English/Ethnic Studies 
Correction 
In the March 7 front page 
story "Tenants need to 
exercise rights," The News 
reported University stu- 
dent John Ventresco was 
unhappy about losing $120 
of his rent deposit — $40 for 
a dirty bathtub - to R.E. 
Management. According 
to R.E.'s records, he was 
only charged a total of $70 
and substantially less than 
$40 for the bathtub. In ad- 
dition, Ventresco is still 
renting from R.E. The 
News apologizes for any 
misunderstanding this 
may have caused. 
Green Harvest by Vlllamor M.Cruz 
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Action group 
protests plant 
by Jeremy S. Weber 
staff writer 
A group of University students will be joining students from 
other area colleges this weekend to protest the possible reopen- 
ing of an Indiana plutonium plant. 
Earlham Nuclear Freeze (ENuF) — an action group from 
Earlham College in Richmond, Ind.— is sponsoring a protest 
Saturday at the plutonium processing plant in Fernald, bid. 
Eli Briggs, one member of ENuF, said the protest is intended 
to draw attention to the actions of the plant. 
"Mainly, we are demanding the plant be closed down be- 
cause the waste storage facilities are not entirely safe," she 
said. "The plant has been closed down in the past because 
radioactive water leaked into the town, and we want to make 
sure it's kept closed." 
Briggs expects 100 to 150 students for this weekend's rally. 
Participants will bring plants and seeds to place in front of the 
building, as a symbol of a more peaceful and safe future. 
Eight to 10 University students will be at the protest, accord- 
ing to Rebecca Wood, local organizer of the event. 
''Our goal is to get media attention and let the government 
know we're still thinking about it," she said. "We're not Just 
going to go away." 
Briggs said while she is hopeful people will notice the protest, 
it is unlikely one protest will make a significant difference. 
"It's going to take a lot more than one protest to change peo- 
ple's attitudes," she said. "We're not going to stop with just one 
protest; we need to make a lot of small gestures. 
However, Wood said the possibility for meaningful changes 
always exists. 
"You never know what goes on in legislators' minds," she 
said. "I think they are listening and I think the government 
pays attention when they see people coming." 
Students from the University of Wisconsin, Indiana Universi- 
ty and Albion College are also expected to attend the protest, 
Briggs said. 
WSA hosts culture week 
by Marit Henrtkien 
Reporter 
The Annual International 
Week is not only for internation- 
al students, but for all students 
who want to learn about and ex- 
perience other cultures. 
Simon Khaw, vice president of 
the World Student Association, 
said "We highly encourage 
American students to come and 
celebrate with us." WSA is host- 
ing their 27th Annual Interna- 
tional Week, from April 2 to 7, 
which centers on the theme 
"sharing the world in us," he 
said. 
During the weeklong festival, 
students will be offered the op- 
portunity to look into cultures 
from all over the world. The fes- 
tival, which usually has been at- 
tended primarily by interna- 
tional students, also gives these 
students an opportunity to ex- 
press their cultural beliefs and 
customs, Khaw said. 
"I am pretty sure most people 
will learn more about different 
cultures by attending any of the 
events," Khaw said. Students 
can learn from different lec- 
tures held throughout the week 
and by just talking to people at 
the events. 
The festival will begin with a 
flag parade in the Union Oval 
and ''anyone can join the par- 
ade," Khaw said. "Just bring a 
flag." 
The WSA's regular coffee 
hours, twice each week through- 
out the year, will be open from 
Monday through Thursday from 
1:30 to 4:30 p.m. during the fes- 
tival. Snack food from different 
parts of the world, along with 
presentations by people from 
Asia, Europe, America and the 
Middle East, also will be part of 
the week's coffee hours. 
"The coffee hours is a very 
good place to learn, because 
students from the different 
areas hold presentations on 
their countries," he said. "Ques- 
tions and discussions are en- 
couraged." 
The final and main event of 
the week is the International 
dinner on April 7. 
"It is a combination of exotic 
food and inter-cultural enter- 
tainment," said Jang Pyo Park, 
WSA's cultural and social chair- 
person. 
Dishes from 15 different coun- 
tries will be served at the din- 
ner, which is usually attended 
by international students, their 
American friends, University 
faculty and members of the 
Bowling Green community. 
Kisa Arville, junior hospitality 
management major, said she 
believes the dinner is the high- 
light of the international week. 
"There is alwavs an incredi- 
ble amount of food for a very low 
price," she said. 
"If you want to experience 
something different, this is the 
place to be," Arville said. r'There are people from all over 
the world often dressed in their 
national costumes. 
Other events during the week 
will include an international 
fashion show, international 
game night and T-shirt painting 
in the Union foyer.. 
Grower  
D Continued from page 1. 
Alexander said his business 
prospects are too bright to be 
downbeat about the bust. 
He has expanded sales of The 
Growing Edge, a magazine on 
legal indoor gardening, and he 
has opened a computer consult- 
ing business, Old Town Comput- 
er Arts. 
Alexander, 38, denied the 
store's clientele consisted of 
marijuana growers. He insists a 
wide variety of hobby garden- 
ers, farmers and professional 
people were devoted customers. 
In fact, Alexander said his 
fear of being raided by under- 
cover agents prompted him to 
take precautions. 
R.E.  
D Continued from page 1. 
Tenants also can become up- 
set when they cannot get a lock- 
out key after the office closes at 
5 p.m., he said. 
But his apartment complexes 
are not residence halls, he ex- 
plained, and his employees do 
not have time to come out at all 
hours of the day to rescue a key- 
less tenant. 
While some students might 
complain that it takes too long to 
Set something fixed, work or- 
ers are prioritized by R.E. to 
be sure the most pressing prob- 
lems are addressed right away. 
"If someone has no heat, it's 
instant priority — it's done as 
soon as possible," he said. 
In such a situation, manage- 
ment will page a maintenance 
man at any hour to get to work. 
But other repair orders may 
take more time. 
"You might get somebody 
with torn drapes or something 
who wants them repaired im- 
mediately," he said. "Well, we 
have to run a business here. It's 
not going to kill them to go with 
a tear in the drapes for a week or 
two." 
Rent-deposit returns are an- 
other souce of heartache for 
both renter and landlords. Stu- 
dents consistently complain of 
overcharges for damages at the 
end of the year. 
Prephan admitted making 
charges against a rent deposit is 
a somewhat subjective task. 
"Both of us can go into a bath- 
room and look," he said. "You 
might say 'its somewhat clean' 
and I might say 'its somewhat 
dirty' andcharge you for it." 
However, one of the biggest 
weapons in protecting a rent de- 
posit is sometimes neglected by 
students. 
R.E. offers a check-in sheet 
similiar to those in University 
residence halls for listing the 
broken and damaged Items 
while moving in. Any item not 
listed on this sheet which is 
found damaged at the end of the 
year will be charged to the rent 
deposit. 
"We tell them to return it (the 
check-in sheet) — it's in their 
best interests — but we can't 
force them to," Prephan said. 
"That's what causes some of the 
problems." 
If a student has a problem 
with being overcharged, they 
may submit a complaint in writ- 





by Dennta Kelly 
USATod»y-CiN 
The USA's beat graduate 
schools are Stanford for 
business, Yale for law 
Harvard for medicine and 
MIT for engineering, U.S. 
News * World Report 
magazine said in ratings 
The magazine used ad- 
missions selectivity, re- 
sources, graduates' Job 
market appeal and reputa- 
tion rated by deans arid 
others off-campus. 
The top five were: 
Business:   Stanford, 
Harvard,  University  of 
Pennsylvania,   North- 
western, MIT. 
DUw: Yale, University 
of Chicago, Stanford, 
Columbia, Harvard. 
Medicine: Harvard, 
Johns Hopkins, Duke, Uni- 
versity of California-San 
Francisco, Yale. 
Q Engineering. MIT, 
Stanford, University of II- 
linois, Urban*- 
Champaign, Caltech, Uni- 
versity of California- 
Berkeley. 
The magazine's "up- 
aad-comerr': Washington 
University, St. Louis, busi- 
ness; Virginia's George 
Mason University, law; 
University of Alabama- 
Birmingham, medicine; 
U.C.-SanU Barbara, engi- 
^J\appa ^J\appa  Cy« atnma 
^jrormt t 
Saturday   Ward 31,   1990 
CISG WOULD LIKE TO THANK 
FOOD OPERATIONS AND THE 
UNIVERSITY UNION FOR THEIR 
DONATION OF SOFT DRINKS 
WHICH LED TO A SUCCESSFUL 
ELECTION. 
M 
"This Saturday-Remember Spring 
Break at Dry Dock. 
DRY DOCK 
Contest With Great Prizes 
No  Cover No I.D. 
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Greenbriar Inc. 
We will be leasing the following 
locations for the Fall of 1990 
• East Merry Avenue Apartments - 522 E. Merry Ave. 
• Field Manor Apartments - 519 Leroy Ave., 542 & 
560 Frazee Ave. 
• Frazee Avenue Apartments - 818 Thurstin, 624, 670 
(will have new carpeting), 656 Frazee Ave. 
• Buff Apartments-1470 & 1490 Clough St. 
• Campbell Hill Apartments-   3 Bedrooms 
Call or Stop in for a Complete 
Listing of Available 
Apartments & Houses 
352-0717 
224 
E. Wooster St. 
Hours: 
M-F      9a.m.-5p.m. 




This is not a coupon. 
This is not a special oltar. 
This is the regular price 
Conveniently located on 
campus, UniGraphics provides 
resumes in several clean 
business-like formats. 
tor a quality typeset resume   Resumes are typeset in two 
at UniGraphics. to three days and are ready for 
printing. Charges can also be 
applied to your Bursar account. 










211 West Hall 372-7418 
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Local zoning argued 
by Sandra Kowalsky 
staff writer 
Controversy regarding the se- 
gregation of University students 
ana city residents spurred 
heated debate during Wednes- 
day's City-University Relations 
Committee meeting. 
Faculty and student commit- 
tee members expressed their 
concerns about the impact the 
separation of students and resi- 
dents has on the community. 
The associated zoning and park- 
ing regulations that contribute 
to the problem were addressed. 
"What is happening is that the 
permanent residents are drift- 
ing to the west and the tempor- 
^r residents to the east," said 
chael Marsden, associate 
dean of the College of Arts and 
Sciences. "They are not living 
harmoniously together, but sep- 
arate." 
Marsden also said he believes 
it is wrong to isolate students 
from certain areas of the town. 
Terry Michelitch, Interfrater- 
nity Council president, ad- 
dressed a parking issue ap- 
proved by City Council a few 
weeks ago. 
"City Council does 





Director of Greek Life 
The issue required Greek or- 
ganizations wishing to live off 
campus in the designated Greek 
zones to be accommodated with 
a   one-to-one   parking   ratio. 
However, current buildings in 
the designated zones only ac- 
commodate a three-to-four ratio 
of parking spaces to residents. 
In addition, the issue stated all 
new buildings in the Greek dis- 
tricts must be built with the one- 
to-one parking ratio. 
Therefore, u Greek organiza- 
tions desire to move off campus, 
the only way to do so is to wait 
for new housing to be built. 
Last week, Mayor Edwin Mil- 
ler said there are no current 
plans to build in the Greek 
zones. 
"The issue is clearly discri- 
minatory and Greeks are made 
out to be a minority group," Mi- 
chelitch said. 
The mayor responded by say- 
ing the council had been instruc- 
ted to pass similar legislation 
which would cover all other mul- 
tiple housing on a one-to-one 
ratio. He hopes the legislation 
G See Segregation, page 5. 
ROTC gives future, credit 
by Greg Watson 
reporter 
"Being all that you can be' 
means not only receiving a mili- 
tary credit through the Reserve 
Officers Training Corps, but a 
University education. 
"ROTC is not just a military 
program," said Major Michael 
Flynn, professor of military sci- 
ence. "It is a program that helps 
students achieve career goals by 
learning leadership techniques 
while getting military credit at 
the same time." 
There are presently 36 mili- 
tary science students — 20 serv- 
ing in their junior year, Flynn 
said. Once a student serves 
ROTC as a junior, the student 
makes a commitment to serve in 
the military after graduation, he 
said. 
The student will go to Fort 
Worth, Texas, after the junior 
year, where he will demonstrate 
leadership skills while obtaining 
hands on military training, said 
Beverly Kodak, a junior educa- 
tion major and ROTC member. 
Senior ROTC students train 
military science students and 
make plans for ROTC events, 
she said. 
"National scholarships are 
given to over 50 percent of ROTC 
juniors and seniors," Flynn 
said. "We also give a substance 


























allowance to all cadets." 
A student does not have to be a 
military science major to be in 
ROTC, Flynn said. There are bu- 
isness, education, criminal jus- 
tice, political science, history 
and nursing majors participat- 
ing in the program. 
r'The ROTC program at the 
University offers a well-rounded 
education," Kodak said. "While 
the ROTC is important, the aca- 
demic side of the program is 
stressed the most." 
With such a large education, 
the student has a better chance 
in becoming an officer and al- 
most 70 percent of the nations 
officers are from ROTC, she 
said. 
ROTC is a good way for stu- 
dents who want to get a military 
education, but do not want to at- 
tend an academy, according to 
Maior Edward Vogel, assistant 
professor in aerospace studies. 
"Some academy students 
want to go to a military school 
where the rules are not so 
rigid," he said. "The ROTC 
offers a way to get military 
credit without all of the rules." 




by Wynne Everett 
city writer 
Two University seniors have 
earned the title "kings of 
Northwest Ohio" by sweeping 
the region's "UGLY barten- 
der" contest. 
Bartender Joe Jessen, lib- 
eral studies major, and his 
campaign manager Sean No- 
lan, visual communications 
major, raised $5,853 for the 
Toledo area Multiple Sclerosis 
Society to capture the regional 
title for the eighth straight 
year for Howard's Club H, 210 
N. Main St. 
Toledo's MSS chapter and 
Miller Brewing Co. sponsor the 
annual fundraising contest for 
bartenders in the three North- 
west Ohio Miller distributing 
regions. 
"Understanding Generous 
Lovable You" bartender con- 
testants and their campaign 
managers collect "votes of 25 
cents a piece from Valentine's 
Day to St. Patricks Day. 
'It's actually a popularity 
contest," said MSS UGLY Co- 
ordinator Sandy Crep. "The 
Howard's team got 27,685 
votes." 
Jessen and Nolan not only 
raised more money than their 
UGLY competition in the Find- 
lay region, but also the Toledo 
and Defiance areas, earning 
them the first "kings of 
Northwest Ohio" title. 
"This is the first year they 
had a combined title," Nolan 
said. "And we took it all." 
The pair sold buttons and 
T-shirts, and organized events 
such as pig roasts, band ap- 
pearances, auctions and "car 
smashes" to raise money dur- 
ing the four-week contest. 
?'It did take a lot of time, but 
it was an awful lot of fun too," 
Jessen said. "That's why we 
doit." 
BG News 
Seniors Sean Nolan (left) and Joe Jessen show off the trophies they 
won for Howard's Club H In the Toledo-area UGLY bartender 
contest. The duo raised $5,853 dollars for the Multiple Sclerosis 
Society in the month-long fundraising competition. 
Support from fellow How- 
ards employees and communi- 
ty businesses helped the pair 
win the UGLY-est title, Nolan 
said. 
"We really couldn't have 
done it without the people who 
came through for us this 
year." he said. "I really can't 
emphasize that enough. All the 
employees and the owner real- 
ly pulled together to help us out 
and everybody in town was 
realgenerous. 
"There's a billion charities 
I'd give money to if I had it," 
Jessen said. '"This just hap- 
' pens to be one I got involved 
with and it's been really fun. 
All the areas together made a 
phenomenal amount of 
money." 
The consolidated collections 
of all three districts totaled 
more than $70,000, Crebs said. 
Winning bartenders from 
each region are awarded a 
trophy and a trip to the 
national UGLY bartender con- 
vention in New Orleans in 
May. 
"It's like a brainstorming 
session." Nolan said. "It'll be 
a lot of fun for us too. It'll be 




to choose your own 
way of life? 
Libertarians beltew thM you haw the fight to pursue happiness 
u you choose, so long as you do not use force or fraud in your 
dealings wtth others. The law should protect the liberties of 
all people-married and single, straight and gay conwnitonal 
and unofthodoi-and should treat all individuals equally 
The Libertarian Party 
DEFENDERS OF LIBERTY 
C«ll 353  1813 or 1 800 669 6542 
ISO fcnniylwnll Aoenut. S£ • Wllhlmton. DC 2000) 
Man waits for 49 
years for initiation 
by Gabriela C. Rico 
USAToday-CIN 
TUCSON, Ariz. — Most young 
men wait for several months to 
be initiated into a fraternity. 
Preston Hogue, who let a couple 
of wars and a career get in his 
way, has waited 49 years. 
Hogue, 70, was here Monday 
to be initiated into Phi Gamma 
Delta fraternity at the Universi- 
ty of Arizona. 
"I am very excited about 
this," he said as he sat in the 
fraternity house lounge. "Being 
around young people is really 
great." 
A* 









Hogue has had such a long 
wait because after he became a 
pledge in 1941, he had to leave 
UAfor World War H. After he 
was moved from North Africa to 
Anzio in Italy in 1944, Hogue was 
captured by the Germans and 
held as a prisoner of war for a 
year. 
In 1954, when Hogue left the 
Army, he moved to San Fran- 
cisco, where he worked as vice 
president of marketing for a 
tuna company. 
He said that while he always 
wanted to be a member of the 
fraternity, he never got around 
to checking into what he needed 
to do. 
But Dick Forbes, his room- 
mate from the university, did. 
Forbes, from Cincinnati, said 
that two years ago he and his 
wife were in Tucson for a vaca- 
tion, and he decided, "By gosh, I 
want to see what I can do to get 
him initiated." 
When Forbes was here again 
this past fall for homecoming 
he went to the fraternity to ask a 
the initiation could take place. 
The house voted unanimously to 
make Hogue a member. The 
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Rollin' on the highways of Ohio 
Gilbert Avery celebrates 
60 years at Greyhound 
by Wynne Everett 
dry writer 
"Bases come in and buses go out no matter what 
else goes on. "—Gilbert Avery 
A lot of buses have come and gone through Bowl- 
ing Green in the last 60 years. A lot has changed in 
this small town and the world beyond in 60 years, 
as well. 
Gilbert Avery has seen most all of it from the 
driver's seat of a bus or the window of his Bowling 
Green Greyhound station. 
In October, Greyhound will honor Avery, 91, for 
his 60 years of service with the bus line. 
Avery said he plans to hang his commemorative 
plaque next to the one he was awarded after 50 
years with Greyhound — both of them are one-of-a- 
"I've got the only 50-year plaque Greyhound's 
ever given and I'm going to have the only 60-year 
plaque too," says Avery, straightening himself 
over the bus-station counter and raising his voice 
ever so slightly. It is the only time he approaches 
anything less than humbling modesty. 
When Avery began his career with the bus com- 
pany in 1930, Herbert Hoover was president, 
America had just plunged into the Great Depres- 
sion and World War II was still unthinkable. Cross- 
country bus lines carrying travelers all over the 
nation were also just a dream yet to be realized. 
Regular bus service extended throughout the 
Bowling Green the year Avery started working for 
what would become Greyhound. As a young man, 
Avery drove the huge wagon-style coaches over 
many of the city streets he helped build years be- 
fore. 
"I rolled all these streets on this side of the rail- 
road tracks here," he said. "We did it all in one 
summer. I was still a boy." 
Named for his grandfather, who earned his liv- 
ing driving the stagecoach between Bowline Green 
and Findlay, Avery believes it was fate that he 
would spend his life moving people. 
"I don't suppose I ever thought about it," he 
said. "But I guess I never thought about doing it 
for as long as I have." 
As roads improved and bus lines grew with 
expanding service, Avery ventured beyond Bowl- 
said. "It was alive-hour trip from Detroit down to 
Cincinnati and five hours back. You'd get 15 then. 
They make a lot more than that now." 
A leather strap hangs in Avery's station proudly 
displaying each of the annual bus licenses he col- 
lected during his years of service. A metal badge 
for each year up to 1956 — when Greyhound started 
using paper certificates as licenses — hangs on the 
belt. 
Although he carried a variety of interesting pas- 
sengers, some of the most intriguing boardea his 
bus during wartime, Avery remembers. 
During World War II, Greyhound buses hauled 
recruits to depots on their way to Europe and the 
South Pacific. Avery said many of the busloads of 
soldiers he transported were drunk and rowdy on 
ay to 
member him. 
"They see me and they say, 'I don't like you, 
Cou're the one who took me to the army," he 
lughed. 
In 1965, Avery retired from driving, but he 
wasn't ready to stop working yet, so he took over at 
the Bowling Green station selling tickets on com- 
mission for the bus company. 
"They've got a mandatory retirement age." he 
said. "I didn t know what to do when I retired. No- 
body wants to hire you because they think you're 
too old. So, I bought out the bus station and went 
into business for myself." 
Although he spends his days sending people off 
to far-away places, Avery has never ventured far 
from the town where he was born. Other than his 
trips up and down western Ohio as a driver, he has 
never traveled beyond BowlingGreen. 
"I've spent my whole life in Bowling Green... so 
far," he said. "I have no desire to travel." 
Since 1927, he has had a free ticket to travel 
anywhere in the continental United States or Can- 
ada, but he has no plans of using it. A lifetime of 
BG News/Mark Deckard 
Gilbert Avery stands behind the counter in the Greyhound Bus Station on Lehman Avenue which he has 
owned for 60 years. 
watching Bowling Green change and grow has en- 
deared it to him. 
"I just have no desire to travel," he shrugs. "I 
take vacations. I just never go anywhere. I think 
Bowling Green is fust beautiful — as beautiful as it 
was when I was a boy." 
Despite the past 60 years of change in Bowling 
Green, the bus company has remained a constant. 
Now, the recent drivers' strike has cut the num- 
ber of daily buses servicing Bowling Green from 17 
to two, and the station is quiet at mid-day. 
The strike both surprised and upset Avery, who 
"They've got a mandatory 
retirement age. I didn't know 
what to do when I retired. 
Nobody wants to hire you 
because they think you're too 
old. 
-Gilbert Avery, bus station owner 
believes it eventually will send Greyhound belly- 
up. 
"I never thought they'd really go," he said. "We 
never had anything like this before. I think that'll 
be the end of it. People live by habit. If they get out 
of the habit of riding the bus, they'll never come 
back." 
If Greyhound were to go out of business, it would 
ironically leave Avery the only man to be with it at 
its birth, as well as at its death. And it will leave 
more time for his bowling league and service 
clubs. 
"I like to bowl, even though I roll well below 
300." he giggles. "They say I bowl good, but I don't 
feel I do,  he adds with modesty. 
Avery said he doesn't really think a 60-year ca- 
reer is anything to be smug about. 
"I don't want to brag," he said. "I might have to 
live up to it" 
In fact, as he reflects on the idea, he said the 60 
years has gone by rather quickly. 
"I think back 60 years, and I can remember 
what somebody said to me that day. It didn't seem 
that long. If the next 60 years go that fast, I'll be all 
right." 
Segregation  
D Continued from page 4. 
will be passed within six 
months. 
Greg Bakies, director of Stu- 
dent Legal Services, said there 
has been some attempt to push 
students into certain areas of the 
town — whether or not there is 
an isolation effect. 
"Students ought to be encour- 
aged to live throughout the 
town," Bakies said. 
Wayne Colvin, director of 
Greek Life, also voiced his con- 
cern about City Council's ac- 
tions. 
"City Council does not feel 
Greeks are citizens or accepta- 
blepeople," Colvin said. 
The mayor said zoning is the 
biggest headache of being in of- 
fice. For a convenience factor, 
Miller believes the students 
would want to live as close to 
campus as possible. 
"When we start moving stu- 
dents around, there is more of a 
parking problem," Miller said. 
There is no way there will be a 
change in any zoning in wards 
three or four," he said. 
At the end of the meeting, 
Greg Bakies said he will write 
the proposal to present to City 




□ Continued from page 1. 
continue to be 10 cents better, at 
least this year. 
The dining hall and snack bar 
service is raising wages "15 
cents across the hoard," said 
Edward O'Donnell, associate di- 
rector of Food Operations. 
"We have not completely 
determined what our wage in- 
crease will be next year," he 
said. "It's going to present a 
challenge to us; budgets are get- 
ting tighter every year." 
He said no jobs should be lost 
because of greater personnel 
costs. Also, there are no plans to 
raise food prices, however next 
year's minimum meal plan is 
$545 — a 7 percent increase. 
Campus eateries are not the 
only area facing financial hur- 
dles. 
The work-study program may 
deteriorate if the U.S Depart- 
ment of Education does not en- 
hance the current $597,970 work- 
study allocation, McRoberts 
said. 
It is doubtful funding will rise 
much because "they haven't 
significantly increased funds in 
the past five to 10 years," he 
said. 
Unfortunately, fewer students 
will be allowed to participate in 
work-study, he said, causing 
more student to seek school 
money through loans. 
"I think employment is a 
great source of financial aid ... 
college work-study gives jobs, 
provides the University with a 
service and develops a bond (be- 




Looking for resposible Graduate 
Student to serve on the Board of 
Trustees. Contact the GSS Office 
for further information at 




from the 1960's to the 1990's 
* Tuesday April 3, 7:30p.m., 121 West Hall 
Remember Vietnam, Student Protests, 
Shootings at Kent and Jackson State... 
Join us for the 20 year commemoration - 
May 14 weekend in Kent with activists from 
all over the U.S. and the world 
Sponsored by Progressive Student Organization 
Social Justice Committee 
Graduate Student Senate 46 N MAIN ° BOWLING GREEN 
JOHN NEWLOVE REAL ESTATE 
SUMMER & FALL RENTALS 
LARGE ASSORTMENT OF 
HOUSES, DUPLEXES, & APARTMENTS 
(TOO MANY TO LIST) 
STOP IN TO 319 E. WOOSTER FOR A BROCHURE OF COMPLETE 
DETAILS AND SPEAK WITH OUR FRIENDLY STAFF. 
JOHN NEWLOVE REAL ESTATE 319 E. WOOSTER 
354-2260 
(ACROSS FROM TACO BELL) 
■*■■*■■■■••■       ^t 
■Miiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii' 
Applications are being accepted 
for 
Summer 1990 BG News editor 
Fall 1990 BG News editor 
1990-91 Gavel editor 
1991 Key editor 
1990-91 Miscellany editor 
1990-91 Obsidian editor 
Application forms may be obtained at 
The BG News office, 214 West Hall. 
Application deadline Thurs., April 12 5 p.m. 
March 30,1990 
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Book contains love advice 
by Karen S. Peterson 
USA Today-CIN 
Stop beating yourself up be- 
cause you always pick the 
tarongr' lover. 
You simply fall for the person 
who is right tor you at a particu- 
lar time in life, according to 
psychiatrist Martin Blinder, 53, 
author of the new Choosing 
Lovers (Glenbridge, $18.96). 
"People come to me who are 
having tremendous problems 
understanding where their 
romantic relationships are go- 
ing, or why love often brings 
pain or bitterness," said Bun- 
der, who begins a relationships 
4 column in First magazine in 
• June. 
■ '. "But love does not have to be 
■ this inchoate thing that buffets 
¥ you around," he said. "You can 
' get a handle on it." 
k    Q. Do people fall in love with 
growth process was completed 
swimmingly. 
Q. You talk about eight pat- 
terns of romance. What's the 
first? 
A. Adolescents are frequently 
in validating relationships. They 
want to date the prettiest girl or 
the captain of the football team. 
The romance is expected to sup- 
ply what is missing within them- 
selves. There is a little of it in all 
relationships. 
Q. When does it get to be a 
problem? 
ents than partners in intimacy. 
Then people go several routes. 
They may try experimental re- 
lationships, finding what fits. 
They may try extramarital af- 
fairs, divorce. But experi- 
mentation can become a fixed 
pattern. 
Q. What other patterns might 
they by? 
A. They are bleeding from all 
pores. They want someone who 
creates a loving, warm am- 
bience — the healing re- 
lationship.   But   these   re- 
"Love does not have to be this inchoate 
thing that buffets you around. You can get 
a handle on it." 
-Martin Blinder, author of Choosing Lovers 
I 
I! 
the' 'wrong "person ? 
A. I don't think there is such a 
thing as a bad relationship, a 
wrong person. I don't make val- 
ue judgments. Even painful re- 
lationships are routes to good 
Ones. I get sick and tired of 
books that place the onus on the 
reader for loving too much, or 
for hating women. Neither of 
you picked the wrong person. 
The romance ended because it 
had achieved its purpose. The 
A. Validators get stuck in the 
superficial trappings of these re- 
lationships — appearances, a set 
of romantic images. And buried 
beneath there is emptiness and 
anger. 
0. What is the "structure 
building" relationship ? 
A. You build for the future 
together, often following a heav- 
ily-scripted plan from your fa- 
milies. You pay off the mort- 
tage, rear the kids. And one 
ay, you might wonder, "Where 
is the passion?" The couple re- 
late to each other more as par- 
lationships, like experimental 
ones, are short-livea, designed 
to be no more than therapy. 
Most of us go through tran- 
sitional relationships. They are 
very powerful and important. 
We see a lot of how we have been 
in the past, and a lot of our par- 
ents' relationship. But this new 
person also represents the fu- 
ture. It's a giant step past the 
previous relationship. Still, we 
know this isn't really "it." 
Q. Which one is "it"? 
A. The synergistic re- 
lationship. Growth and devel- 
SS^SSSSSSSSS! 
RESIDENT STUDENT ASSOCIATION 
TOLEDO ZOO TRIP 
SATURDAY APRIL 7, 1990 
2 GROUPS 
both groups depart Union Oval 
1st group depart at 9:30 a.m. 
return at 1:30 p.m. 
2nd group depart at 10:30 a.m. 
return 2:30 p.m. 
regestration: 1st group 8:45 a.m. 
2nd group 9:45 a.m. 
LIMITED SPACE 
FIRST COME FIRST SERVE BASIS 
$2 ADULTS, $12-11 YR. 
DINOSAUR EXHIBIT Add. $1.50 EA. 
Bring Lunch or $$$$$ 
available upon request 
$2 for strollers 
ID for wheelchairs 
TRIP SPONSORED BY R.S.A. 
•yip-met ZPAi 8/t.it/on 
 and  
jd/l/i/e vtomhuiei 






Starts   ZJhuri., *tpril 5,   3 p.m. 
through  ^tpril 7,   5 p.m. 
at J^iama f ni C^piiutn ~J*rou6m 
opment are complete, usually 
after experiencing one or more 
of the other relationships. The 
partners are often older — over 
Q. You mentioned side alleys 
people sometimes take. 
A. Avoidance relationships. 
They're based on escaping inti- 
macy. They are characterized 
by distance, busy-ness. 
And the opposite — fusion re- 
lationships. These people see 
their partner as almost an ex- 
tension of themselves. They are 
so desperate to connect, they 
would do anything to hang on. 
They tolerate adultery. 
People tend to get stuck in 
these Blind alleys, choosing the 
same type over and over again. 
Source: Psychology Today, survey of SS7 adults Sam Ward. GNS 
Q. What if you are married to 
this person? 
A. I cannot tell you what you 
should or shouldn't do. I can just 
tell you where you are and what 
it means. My book talks exten- 
sively about marital therapy. 
But, when somebody tells me 
she (or he) can't love again — I 
know even after the coldest win- 
ter, spring comes again. After 
loss, there is renewal. 
Love quiz reveals personal romance patterns 
(USA Today-CIN) - What is 
your romance pattern? Martin 
Blinder has put together this 
quiz to help you see why you 
choose a particular partner at 
a particular time. 
1. My romantic relationships 
tend to hut: 
a) weeks or less (10) 
b) months (8) 
c) a year or so (6) 
d) many years (2) 
2. The initial attraction for 
me usually Is: 
a) sexual chemistry (10) 
b) friendship (3) 
c) shared interests (2) 
d) familiarity, comfort (4) 
3. My partners In re- 
lationships usually are: 
a) much like me (5) 
b) polar opposites (8) 
c i like ones before (10) 
d) different every time (7) 
4. My affairs end: 
a) with great difficulty and 
struggle (10) 
b) Dy mutual consent, nat- 
urally (4) 
c) 6y becoming friends (3) 
d) abruptly, casually, with 
little regret (8) 
5. My romances serve pri- 
marily to: 
a) enrich life. (2) 
b) make life worth living 
(10) 
c) lend excitement (8) 
d) lend companionship (4) 
S. My partners have seemed 
to like me most for my: 
a) nurturing, caring quali- 
ties (6) 
b) sexual prowess (10) 
c) independence (2) 
d) need for them (8) 
7. My primary romantic goal 
is to: 
a) experience as much as I 
can before settling down (8) 
b) findAeep a spouse (7) 
c) find/keep a reliable com- 
panion (2) 
d) ward off loneliness (10) 
8. The people I'm drawn to 
tend to be: 
a) more popular, smarter, 
attractive or powerful than I 
am (10) 
b) dependent, passive (9) 
c) aloof (8) 
d) my equal (1) 
9. The emotional cost to me 
of my love life is: 
a) very high (10) 
b) substantial, but I get back 
what I offer (4) 
c) negligible - my expecta- 
tions, investments are small 
(6) 
d) nonexistent. What love 
life? (8) 
W. When I'm between re- 
Uttoaahips, I: 
a) feel incomplete, alone. 
(10) 
b) enjoy my company (2) 
c) have several casual af- 
fairs (8) 
d) remember what I've 
learned, and look for some- 
thing better (3) 
SCORING: 
75-109: You are seeking vali- 
dating relationships to win af- 
firmation of your worth. You 
are still gathering basic data 
about who you are. Obtaining 
emotional support takes 
precedence over realistic, 
concrete plans for a long fu- 
ture with someone. 
50-74: You are experiencing 
transitional relationships now, 
but each successive one re- 
flects greater maturity. You 
are moving forward. 
25-49: You are coming very 
close to a mature, complete, 
wise and possibly permanent 
synergistic relationship where 
you can have it all. If married, 
it is highly likely your mar- 
riage will endure. 
DEB-IT! 
BGSU FOOD OPERATIONS 
HS- 
INCODING STUDENTS ID'sI 
Beginning this summer the coupon meal plan 
will be discontinued and student photo ID s will 
be used to purchase meals and snacks. 
Those students planning on purchasing a meal 
plan will need to have their ID encoded. 
NAVE YOUR ID ENCODED AT ANY 
OF THESE DINING HALLS. 
Tuesday, March 27 - McDonald  11:30am-2:30pm 
Wednesday, March 28 - Kreischer  11:30am 2:30pm 
Thursday, March 29 - Harshman   11:30am-2:30pm 
Friday, March 30 - Commons  11:30om-2:30pm 
Monday, April 2 - Founders  11:30am-2:30pm 



















The 1990 Census is a big 
job. We need thousands of 
part-time and temporary 
workers. Would you like to 
be one of them? You just 
have to pass a simple test 
and meet a few other 
requirements, and you can 
earn from $5 to $8 an hour 
depending on where you 
live. Call your local state 
employment office for more 
information. 
Answer the Census. 
II Counts tor More Than You Thkikl 
CENSUS '90 
REGISTER 
To Win A Free Caribbean Cruise For Two 
INCLUDING MR FARE 
Courtesy ol Costa Cruise Lines ana Cai-Centrai Marketing Corporation 
COSTA 
RE. MANAGEMENT 
352-9302 505   ( lough Si. 





Hanford Dixon's decision to 
leave the Cleveland Browns for 
the World Champion San Fran- 
cisco 49ers should come as no 
surprise to football fans. 
■rtie 31-year-old Dizon has not 
seen eye-to-eye with Browns 
head coach Bud Carson since 
spring camp last year, when 
Carson publicly said Dixon was 
over the hill. 
Given that the Browns left 
Dizon unprotected and recently 
signed Raymond Clayborn, a 
35-year-old cornerback from 
New England, Dixon's chances 
of making this year's team were 
about as good as ex-President 
Ronald Reagan remembering 
his wife Nancy's birthday. 
Now, reports say fellow cor- 
nerback Frank Muinif ield, who 
with Dixon nicknamed and ini- 
tiated Cleveland's "dawg" de- 
fense, is barking about the loss 
of his teammate in addition to 
contract problems with the 
Browns. 
In the past five years, the 
Cleveland fans have developed a 
canine-like character around 
these two. The bleachers at 
Cleveland Stadium have been 
filled with fans wearing dog 
paraphernalia and eating dog 
bones. 
And yes, the fans were occas- 
sionally seen throwing the bones 
at opponents. 
But will it be the same without 
Dixon and possibly Minnifield? 
The thought here is no. 
Those two were the glitter on a 
team starving for an image. 
Of course, All-Pros OzzTe 
Newsome and Clay Matthews 
have been shined in Cleveland 
since 1979, but those two always 
have gone quietly about their 
business. 
And in 1985, Bernie Kosar's 
arrival brought much hoopla 
and hope of a a Super Bowl ap- 
pearance. 
But what fewer people paid at- 
tention to was the acquisition of 
Minnifield from the now-defunct 
United States Football League a 
year earlier. 
Minnifield and Dixon, who 
was entering his third season, 
hit it off right away and pushed 
each other to be the best. 
They were often criticized for 
talking trash to opposing 
players and being hotdogs, but 
week after week they would shut 
down opposing wideouts. 
In other words, their bite was 
as good as their bark. 
Opposing players obviously 
agreed, selecting the tandem to 
three consecutive Pro Bowls be- 
tween 1986 and 1988. 
Their honors were even more 
impressive since the Browns' 
defensive line attacked like a 
little poodle. Cleveland pos- 
sessed one of the league s worst 
pass-rushing units, allowing op- 
posing quarterbacks extra time 
to throw. 
Despite nagging leg injuries 
and missed games, Minnifield 
still was rated by his peers as 
one of the best cornerbacks in 
the league, as they voted him to 
the last two Pro Bowls. 
Dixon has not been so lucky. 
In his first season, 1981, what 
he lacked in technique, he made 
up for with speed. But in the last 
two years, that speed has slowly 
faded away and because of it he 
has taken shots from everybody 
from disgruntled media to a new 
coachingstaff. 
While Dixon was not the AU- 
Pro player he had been, he 
proved to be one of the top two 
cornerbacks the Browns had. 
The Browns may have given up 
on Dixon too soon. 
Ask yourself this — would a 
successful organization like the 
49ers sign a supposedly over-th- 
e-hill comerback when they 
already have one of the best de- 
fensive backf ields in the NFL? 
Of course not. 
For the Browns sake, they bet- 
ter hope San Francisco, or any 
other team, doesn't trade for 
Cleveland's remaining "dawg." 
Or next season, the once bark- 
ingdefense may only wimper. 
Charles Toil is an assistant 
sports editor for The News. 
Lacrosse off to quick start 
by Greg Watson 
sports writer 
After a successful fall season, 
the Bowling Green lacrosse club 
recently began the spring por- 
tion of its schedule in almost 
equally impressive fashion. 
Following a 7-2 victory over 
host Kent State March 10, the 
Falcons won two of three 
scrimmages during their Spring 
Break trip to Arizona. 
The club was 7-4 and won its 
own Falcon Cup tournament last 
fall. 
Over break, BG defeated Ari- 
zona State 9-7 and the Phoenix 
Men's Club 14-7 before bowing to 
Hobart College 2&0. Hobart has 
won the NCAA Division ni 
championship the past 10 years. 
"We have most of our players 
returning from last year," said 
Geoff Knapp, team captain, "so 
we know how to work with each 
other." 
The spring lineup consists of 
Shawn Murphy and Blake Knee- 
dler on attack, Bin Robertson 
and Nate Anderson in midfield 
and John Cox and Tom McDon- 
nell on defense. Scott Gillie and 
Mark Koldan will share goalie 
duties. 
The experience could benefit 
the club in Midwest Lacrosse 
Association play. 
"We have one of the toughest 
schedules in the conference," 
Knapp said. "We will be playing 
19 games this (spring) and three 
will be against Big 10 schools. 
"Some of the better teams we 
are going to play against will be 
Ohio University and Michigan 
State." 
Both the Bobcats and Spar- 
tans are members of the MLA. 
BG opens the home part of its 
spring schedule Saturday with 
two games. The club plays John 
Carroll University at 1 p.m. and 
Ohio University at 3 p.m. On 
Sunday, the Falcons host Albion 
at 3 p.m. 
MAC to test foreign gridiron 
MUNCIE, Ind. (AP) — Ball State and Ohio Uni- 
versity will play their 1990 Mid-American Confer- 
ence football game in Ireland on Nov. 17, Ball State 
officials announced Thursday. 
The teams will play in the Shamrock Crystal 
Bowl at Fitzpatrick Stadium, which has a capacity 
of 30,000, in Killarney, Ireland. 
"The Shamrock Crystal Bowl represents an 
extraordinary example of the infinite possibilities 
for the development of goodwill and cultural un- 
derstanding between the people of the U.S. and Ire- 
land through sports," said Jim Aebli, president of 
the game's organizer, the Sports Marketing Group 
of Fort Lauderdale, Fla. 
Officials predicted the game would be a sell-out. 
"It gives us a chance to broaden the scope of the 
university through a football program of which we 
are extremely proud," Ball State coach Paul 
Schudel said at the news conference where the 
game was announced. 
Ball State posted a 7-3-2 record last season, fin- 
ishing 6-1-1 in conference play to claim the MAC 
championship and a berth in the California Raisin 
Bowl. 
Ohio finished 1-9-1 overall and 1-8-1 in the MAC. 
"These fine football programs will provide the 
Irish people with a glimpse of an American sport 
that few understand," said Paudi O'Connor, the 
former Lord Mayor of Killarney and the director 
of the game's development. 
"Moving a collegiate football game from the 
heartland of America to the Emerald Isle provides 
a chance for people from both countries to enjoy a 
valuable cultural exchange," said Don Purvis, di- 
rector of intercollegiate athletics for men at Bail 
State. "Our student-athletes will get a look at a 
part of the world beyond their normal life experi- 
ences." 
BG sports roundup 
The baseball team (10-6) will look to build on 
Tuesday's victory over Michigan, when it hosts 
a doubleneader against Youngstown State Sat- 
urday at 1 p.m. 
Sunday, Oakland University also will visit 
Steller Field for a twinbill as part of the Fal- 
cons' 11-game homestand, which continues un- 
til April 7. 
Q C C 
After going 1-11 on its spring trip, the softball 
team hopes Tor a turnaround today in the five- 
team Ohio State Invitationals. The Falcons will 
face a tough Ohio State squad at 9 a.m., with 
play continuing through Sunday. 
ODD 
The men's and women's track and field 
squads will have their first northern outdoor 
meet this season when they travel to Blooming- 
ton, Ind.. for the Indiana Quadrangular. 
c a a 
The men's golf team will test the links in the 
Bluegrass State when it competes Saturday in 
the Johnny Owens Invitational in Lexington, 
Ky. 
ana 
The Falcon football teamplays an intrasquad 
scrimmage at Doyt Perry Field Saturday at 10 
a.m. 
ODD 
Only a limited number of seats are remaining 
for the April 25 Scott Hamilton Ice Show. 
The on-ice and chair seats are sold out but 
there is still a large quantity of general admis- 





American Red Cross 
STUDENT TRAINING GROUP RATES AVAILABLE 






15199 Grove Rd. 
Garrettsville, Ohio 
44231 
Beef & Lindy 




Chuck St Julie 
Bush & Beer 
Rob & Diane 
Marcy & Lorri 
Tytkes & Vanessa 
AFT€R 
Doug S Grin 
Dave & Tiff 
Roger & Rabbit 
Mild & Little Lisa 
Paul & Cheri 8R€flK 
John St Gloria 
Dean & ? 
Bass & Kathy-LUathy Mick 5i Jogger 
Hess & Shu-Mou Matt & Ross 
Timo & Lamas Steve & LUendy Ron & Sherri 
Rob & LUendy Jim & Rosie Babor & Vumbo 
Tuna & Gidge Jim & No Idea Woody & Lori 
Joe & Ann T&fl Duvol & Kris 
Hanh & P«99Y Joe & Deana       UJhitecheese & Trixie 
Paul & Christine Mike & Dana Jim & Chris 
Purfor & Dragon Dirk & Michelle Juan & Moore 




N.W. OHIO'S LARGEST SELECTION 
OF COMPACT DISCS! 
CBS^ 
$1 OFF        >^&r EACH ITEM **4CT <*" 
on the purchase of 1 or 2 CD's, pro- 
recorded cassettes, LP's or music videos 
Mix or Metchl 
(All sale items & specials excluded.) 
- COUPON - EXPIRES 4/14/90 j_. .--_-._ 
$2 OFF EACH ITEM & 
on the purchase of 3 or more CD's, pre- 
recorded cassettes, LP's or music videos 
Mix or Max! 
(AH sale items & specials excluded.) 
. COUPON - EXPIRES 4/14/90 





128 N. MAIN ST. 
DOWNTOWN/B.Q. 
403 S. MAIN ST. 
DOWNTOWN/FINDLAY 
OPEN 7 DAYS 
Mon. Thun. 10 am-10 pm 
Fri.-Sat. 10 am-10 pm 
Sundays Noon-5 pm 
Mon.-Thun. 9 am-10 pm 
Fri.-ial. 9 am-12 pm 
Sundays 11 am-7 pm 
March SO, mo 
THE BG NEWS 
Big bucks basketball 
Th« thril of winning NCAA toumamsnt games hasnl changed 
much ov«r the last 10 years, but the payoff has. Most teams 
don't get to keep all of the money because of conference re- 
venue sharing. In the Big Ten. for instance, a team keeps 50 
percent, and the other 50 is divided between the other nine 
teams. In the ACC. a team keeps all of Its first-round payoff, 
and 70 percent of it thereafter. But a good NCAA run still pro- 
videe a lucrative payoff. A look at how the payout has increased: 
SourwNCAA Ka-tn Can*. Gannett Newa Santo 
Komminsk center of attention 
Tribe center fielder trying to prove he's worthily of position 
by Chuck MeMn 
Associated Press writer 
Quote of the week 
"HI always remember this as the night that Michael Jordan 
aad I cwubtoedU scare 7» points." 
...Chicago Bulls' rookie forward Stacey King, who scored one 
point to Michael Jordan's 69 in the Bulls' 117-113 overtime win 
over Cleveland Wednesday night. 
TUCSON, Aril. — Joe Carter had a repu- 
tation as a star player, but the Cleveland In- 
dians were a better team last season 
whenever Brad Komminsk started in center 
field instead. 
With Carter as the starting center fielder. 
the Indians were 45-58. When Carter would 
rest, become the designated hitter or move 
to another position to make room for Kom- 
minsk in center. Cleveland was 28-25. 
"I take a lot of pride in my defense," 
Komminsk said this week at the Indians' 
spring training camp. "I know the pitchers 
appreciate guys who work hard behind 
them, and knowing if that marginal ball is 
hit, there's a good chance of it being run 
down. If vou save a run. that's one run less 
that you have to get during the course of the 
game. I love robbing guys of hits." 
Now that Carter is gone, traded to San 
Diego, you'd think Komminsk would be the 
logical choice to take over in center. He led 
all center fielders last year with an average 
of 3.15 putouts per nine innings, and though 
he slumped badly after the Indians dropped 
from contention in September, he was hit- 
ting .300 as late as Aug. 31. 
But the Indians, desperate for a leadoff 
hitter, acquired center fielder Mitch Web- 
ster from the Chicago Cubs over the winter, 
and Webster's speed ensures that he'll be in 
the lineup at the start of the season. 
Where does that leave Komminsk? 
"I don't know," Komminsk says. "I'm Just 
trying to play hard, hit the ball hard. I didn't 
finish as well as I wanted, obviously. But I 
think I showed them I could still Dlay and 
help the team win some ballgames. 
Komminsk's season average of .237 can be 
partly excused because he was on and off the 
bench erratically throughout the final 
month. Once interim manager John Hart 
replaced the fired Doc Edwards, the Indians 
experimented with an unusual array of 
lineups, and Komminsk, 28, was sometimes 
left out. 
It's not his nature to kick up much of a fuss 
about such things, but he didn't enjoy the 
month at all. 
"John said he was going to be going with a 
bunch of different lineups lust to see what 
different guys could do, which was nice." 
Komminsk said. "But even though he said 
that — he said they knew what I could do, 
and they were happy with what I did — you 
still want to be out there every day, regard- 
less." 
Komminsk, who spent a portion of the first 
half of the season at Class AAA Colorado 
Springs, finished with eight home runs and 
33 RBIs in 198 at bats for Cleveland. He was 
the American League's player of the week 
for July 13-16, when he hit .400 with two 
homers and nine RBIs in four games. 
The disappointment at the way the i 
ended didn't wreck the whole year for him. 
At least, for a time, be showed that his im- 
pressive minor-league statistics from the 
early 1960s, when he was in the Atlanta or- 
ganization, were no fluke. 
"I think my best years are still ahead of 
me," he said. "Offensively, if I got 500 or 600 
at bats, I think I could put together a solid 
year." 
Oester irate over demotion 
Red's second baseman thinks preseason benching unfair 
by Joe Kay 
Associated Press writer 
PLANT CITY, Fla. (AP) — 
Ron Oester has to prove himself 
again. This time he doesn't think 
it?sfair. 
Oester lost his job as the Cin- 
cinnati Reds' starting second 
baseman while he sat at home 
over the winter. 
New manger Lou Piniella in- 
stalled Mariano Duncan as his 
starter based primarily on his 
speed. Oester is left trying to 
prove him wrong. 
"The thing that bugged me is 
he hasn't seen either of us play. 
He's been in the American 
League," Oester said of Pinie- 
lla. 
"That's what didn't make 
sense to me. I know I'm his type 
of player. I play hard every 





free! free! free!     121 WEST HALL 
FRIDAY, MARCH 30 
CHOCOLAT 
7:00 pm Directed by CLAIRE DENIS 
France.   1988. subtitled. 
Bated partly en Denis'! childhood experiences in French colonial Africa, ihe Hoy centers on l 
young Fiench girl, her father, a liberal-minded colonial official, her beautiful, restless mother, and ' 
their handsome house savant Protee.   The film incisively probes the bamer between white and 
blade. Europe and Afnca, defining an impenetrable gap expressed through unspoken tensions, 
uraeaung glances, and unresolved vignettes. 
9:00 pm 
KOYANNISQATSI 
Directed by GODFREY REGGIO 
Music by PHILIP GLASS 
United States.  1983. 
Koyarvusqosi represents a non-ewleric ihenuOve lo the commercial nuin&rean., a mcrvie thai is 
both entertaining and cxpcnmenul    There is no story or dialogue, just a cascade of staggering 
mages keyed to ftulip Glass's soaring, reverbensnt score.   The point of it all is defarruliarization 
an an immense, all-embracing scale: a tfwught-piovoking. sense-fhanenng experience. 
SATURDAY, MARCH 31 
WOMAN ON THE VERGE 
7:00 pm        OF A NERVOUS BREAKDOWN 
Directed by PEDRO ALMODOVAR 
Spain.  1988. subtitled. 
The plot of Woman on the Verge centre on fcpe, who icdeves an answenng-machaic kiss-off 
from her unworthy lover Ivan.   Papa is not, as one might expect, a tragic victim, hut is instead a 
ic&lieni woman of action who hurts the offenebng telephone out of her high-rise window- and sets 
forth across Madrid to track down her maintain lover.   Woman on the Verge is AaTnodovar's 
most sheeny enteruurung fian to date. 
9:00 pm (ASIAN FILM, yet to be announced.) 
SIJNPAY. APRIL 1 
COMMISSAR 
6:00 pm Directed by ALEXANDER ASHKOLDOV 
U.S.S.R.   1967/1988.  subtitled. 
The nay is set during the 1922 Qvi War between the Reds and the Whaes   A stem female Red 
Army officer finds henclf pregnant and. as a result, is left behind in a L'kranian town where she 
haa haen bideted with a Jewish family.  Her inaiaoon imo Jewish entire coincides w* her 
growing raamartay. until the end of the war leads her to reinvest her newfound feelings in the 
({evolutionary   struggle. 
This event sponsored by: Graduate Student Senate, World Student 
Association, Cultural Events Committee and Alpha Phi Omega 
game, I do whatever it takes to 
win. I don't think he should have 
said anything before seeing us 
Plftue liella says the position is 
Duncan's, unless he plays 
poorly. 
"I haven't seen Mariano play 
much at all. just what I hear,1' 
Piniella said. "He gives me 
some speed. 
"If Oester has a real good 
spring and Mariano, for 
whatever reasons, doesn't, we'll 
assess that. That's not cut and 
dried." 
That's not much consolation to 
Oester, 33, who overcame a 1967 
knee injury to regain his start- 
ing job last year. 
"I don't feel I should have to 
go out and fight for my job," 
Oester said. "In the second half 
last year I hit as well and I 
played as well as anybody on the 
team. Then I find out I'm not 
starting at second base any- 
Oester took over as the Reds' 
starter in 1980 his first full 
season, and held the job until a 
torn knee cut his 1967 season 
short. He needed reconstructive 
surgery that jeopardized his ca- 
reer. 
The Reds didn't protect him at 
the end of the season, leaving 
him free to go to another team. 
He decided to stay with the 
Reds, turning down an offer 
from Los Angeles, and his play 
at the end of the 1968 season won 
back the job. He started 23 of the 
last 29 games that year, batting 
.316. 
"I don't want to go anywhere 
else," said Oester, a Cincinnati 
native. "That's why I signed for 
a half-million dollars less than 
what the Dodgers offered. I 
wanted to stay here." 
He was the starter the first six 
weeks of the season, hitting .179 
in April and .194 in May. A 
pulled hamstring sidelined him 
from June 7 to July 17, and be 
wound up in a platoon situation 
the rest of the year. 
Oester agrees that Duncan 
gives the lineup more speed. He 
doesn't think that should be the 
only factor. 
"I'm not going to steal 30 to 35 
bases." he said. "Ill steal 10 to 
15. That's my speed; I don't 
have good speed. But there are 
other things I can add to the 
club." 
Oester's defense and his gritty 
style are considered his main at- 
tributes. So far, they haven't put 
him ahead of Duncan's speed. 
"I don't think it's fair, but it's 
something I've got to live 
with,"he said. "I'm going to go 
out and show him what 1 can do. 
"If it's not good enough for 





OPEN DAILY FROM 11:00 AM - 4:00 AM 
SUNDAY 11:00 AM - 2:30 AM 
DELTA GAMMA 
SPRING FORMAL 1990 
Sheri Trocber ft MO g Daqe 
Susan Haaen ft Jell D.iqe 
Chris Puqh ft Brend.in Foley 
Debbie B.iuer & Joe C.incilliert* 
Amy Thackeray & Phil Cant 
Heather Jones & Trip Htjduk 
Ann Preston & Brian Kierrcr 
Deb Cleckner & Doug Roqahner 
Wendy   Wilkinson & Brad W.npu II 
Jennifer Franqos & Chris Westovei 
Kelly Caroll ft Kevin Rakes 
Peqqy Kain ft Heney Grendell 
Jennifer Jayne & M.irk Matthews 
Jamie Somers ft Jim Wattamaket 
Till any   Wise 6 Craiq Ma tun 
Heather Craiq & Steve Arman 
Julie Wilkinson & Tony /ollinqer 
Tiffany   Realty 8. Dave Underwood 
Melissa Rossi ft Chns Zindash 
Heather Tel/row ft Barry Jones 
I aura   Mayo ft   Mall F ley 
Molly   Dodqe ft Brent Cowill 
Meq.in Bauman ft Ciaiq Kumuk 
Robyn Monti ft Ken Klee 
Kelley Buinev ft Mike Dwyei 
Kory Halter ft Denny   Trimmei 
Jo.tA Koz.w ft Jeremy Lindsay 
Jen Slack ft Brett   Knittle 
St   ic y   Kaufman ft Keith   Hennekei 
I ind.i /.ivii   ft   Joe Miller 
Tiffany Ferguson ft Jeff Makai 
Beth Millet   ft John Could 
Beth Mann ft Paul Mon.mty 
Julie Sarqent   ft Jason   /« iln 
MM hi ii.   Brown ft Scoh C.iidiu >| 
Klmberlj Kniqht K Kevin Huisi 
Jennifer Cubb ft Mike Anticoli 
Tara Westertield ft David   Hemelq.ir 
Laurel White ft Mark   St.lie. 
Anne Ceismann ft Tom Hit hards 
Suzanne Earlcfc ft Peter   Burton 
Kimbeily Cial ft John Schimpl 
Heathei   Sullivan ft   Bill Scott 
Missy   Martell ft Chns Albert 
Cathleen leiko ft Chns Creed 
Robyn ASCndOl f ft   Todd VanM li ti'i 
Lome Conner   ft Cieij StOVvCll 
Tracy Ann Frank ft Brad i   Snedcke 
Lor! Winston ft   Mike PontihOI 
Knsty   Freifag ft   fodd Wilson 
Joanna lamniy   ft   Pal   Noil I 
Cingei Rolh 6 Ron Slolph 
Melissa Rossi ft thus Zinb.lSh 
I luabeth Bakei ft rodd P 
Tracy Piei son ft Blake I i>, i 
Kelly   Hoaq ft Tim Mc Al.   . 
Stacy r 
Shelly Long ft Mark distort 
Aimer   Bauman    ft Scot! luiinn 
Sheii   Heli her   ft   Todd   liibhlt 
Julie Aten ft Slade MtC.lur.in 
Lynn Millet   ft C hi is C hi lot <l I 
st .m y  Lieberman ft 11 .i ij Brui hit 
Mary   SI tier   ft Ryan Haley 
THE BG NEWS 
Classifieds March 30.1M0 
CAMPUS & CITY EVENTS 
AM A. 
Formal Mooting 
Or Jim stone 
Mori 12 Market net eatch 
TUN Ap.il 3 7 30 PM 
MSC220 
Bring your doear 
ALAH CAMfOWA epeeks on STUOtNT ACT1V- 
ISM From mo 1 MO's lo mo 1990'8 on Tuos- 
day Apn 3. 7 30pm. 121 Wosl Hal. Hoar 
about ma upcoming 20th commamorabon ol 
Jackson State/Kent Stale May 4 weekend at 
Kant Ska*. Also \fletrasm. atudant protaata. and 
tha atruggta tor kietlco Sponaorad by PSO 
SJCandQSS 
Everyone welcome. 
ATTENTION OSEA MEMBERS 
Tha Mat maatlng wta b« Wednoaday April 4th at 
0pm. Hope to see el ol you there' 
ATTENTION PROSPECTIVE LAWYERS: 
"Mow to gat Into LAW SCHOOL" 
Wed.Aprll4et7:a0pm 
Ohio Law School Admlaalon Counselor a 
will present Information 
Sponaorad by Pre-Law Soclaty a Phi Alpha 
Delta 
ATTENTION EVERYONE: 
Tha HISTORY SOCIETY is proud to present 
Bruce Dunlevy from tha E.P.A. on Tuaaday 
April 10th, at 6pm in I he OH Campus Studenl 
Cantar Lounge. People trom al majors wel- 
uome. fttstory majors and minors are anoour- 
agadloaltand  
■ a a part ol the world 
Apply to be a board or committee member ol 
World Student Association 
FWt up appscatlon at 403 South Hal 
Deedsne: April 4 
Election day: April 15 
Mora  Into,   plaaaa   contact.   Peggy   Pak   at 
353-1952 
Join tha real world, loin WSA 
Cortgraajtolonatothenew 
1SS0-1H1 OSEA OFFICERS: 
Praaldant Elect: Stephana Jones 
vTce-Pteeioent Amy England 
Trees Elect: Uaa Kerchanfaut 
Secretary Bruce Mickley 
Membership Suiie Page 
Pubac Relationship Short Reed 
Fund Raising. Donna Tutlock 
Social: Janny Wletzke 
Service. Loses Alexander 
Publicity Kim Server 
Historian. Susan Frank 
wcno PROCESSING 
SI 25/page 
Karen 874-1673 Perrysburg 
PERSONALS 
Dlacovar Europe a Earn 6 Credit hrs 
Summer Study Program m France 
Claaees are English 
Dr. Chariea Chlttle will talk about program 
Open to al. 
Wed , April 4.9pm 
Room 1000 BA Bldo For more Wo. 
Dr. Chltoa 372-8180 or 352-8012. 
FREE FREE FREE FREE FREE 
In let national Fail Festival 
121 Wast Hal 
Friday March 30:  7PM CHOCOLAT 9  PM 
KOYANWSQATSI 
Saturday March 31;  7PM WOMAN ON THE 
VEQE OF A NERVOUS BREAKDOWN 
9PM (ASIAN FILM, to be announced! 
Sunday Apr! 1: 8PM COMMISSAR 
Sk* of causes? Come to DRY DOCK 
to remember Spring Break this Saturday trom 
9pm-1am. Located In me basement of Harsh- 
man Quad No cover No Id! 
STUDENT ACTIVISM From the 80s to the 
90's with Alan Cantors, Director. Kent May 4 
Cantor Tues April 3. 7:30 p.m . 121 Weal 
He* 
' Spon by PSO. Social Justice Comm. OSS 
• All aro Welcome • 
LOST & FOUND 
FOUND ••Classring 
Describe S Claim 
Call Shan. 1-332-5220 
LOST 
I loet my black, leather-bound folder belore 
spring break and I'm in trouble If I do not find it 
Tha contents include rmec. papers, a book of 
stamps, a smal yellow scratch pad etc. 
If you And n PLEASE either cal Matt al 
372-4341 or leave i! in me BG News office in 
Waal Hal Thank You 
LOST: yetow spiral notebook 
labeled Great Ideas   Cal 372-8027 If found 
no 00 new ARO 
Woman'a watch found on Wed. March 14th in 
from ol University Hal Cal. describe and It's 
yours. Tom 372-6185 Leave a message on 
the machine if wa aren't home. 
SERVICES OFFERED 
'KAPPA DELTA* 
VlfS ARE THE BESTI 
KEEP UP THE GREAT WORK' 
•"IMA"" 
Our last general mealing wH be Apr! 2.111 
Slh Hal 7.30pm. Its Important that everyone 
attend • wa have some Important information 
So let a partyl  
• • -KAPPA KAPPA QAMMA- • • 





...tha KEY to success! 
•••Kappa Sigma "• Delta Zeta-" 
John, 
Oat excited tor Formal on Saturday. We'l have 




BERMUDA  BLOWOUT '  BERMUDA BLOW- 
OUT 
BERMUDA  BLOWOUT  ■  BERMUDA BLOW- 
OUT 
BERMUDA  BLOWOUT ■  BERMUDA  BLOW- 
OUT 
GET PSYCHED!!! April 7. 1080 
2nd Annual FIJI Ultimate Frtsbee Classic 
Sat April 7 11.00 AM 
BGSU Intramural Flekts 
Featuring LOVESTREET 
for kilo 372-8331 
2nd Annual FUl Ultimata Fnsbee Class* 
Sal   April 7 1 I 00 AM 
BGSU Intramural FWde 
Featuring LOVESTREET 
tor Into. 372-8331 
Adoption Happily married couple of 14 years. 
We promise your chad a loving home and finan- 
cial security Devoted, stay home mom. Caring 
dad and one big sister Al medical an d legal 
expenses paid Call coaecl 1 822-9288 
Alan Canfora. Director. Kant May 4 Cantar wtj 
speak on "Student Actfvlam From the 80a to 
the 90s' on Tuaaday April 3 at 7:30 p.m., 121 
Wast Hal. Al are welcome Sponaorad by 
PSO, Social Justice Comm and 0 8.8.  
Alpha Gamma Darts 
Jennifer Mabae 
Congratulations on your new Chapter Consul- 
tant position You'll do a fantastic tobl 
Love, your AGO sisters 
Alpha Osms " Stgms Chls 
All tha Alpha Qams 
CAN'T WAIT 
For our wild taa tonight 11 
Alpha Oama * Sigma Chi'• 
Alpha XI Delta ' Kappa Sigma 










Alpha XI Delta • Kappa Sigma 
AOTT • CAROLYN ALDRICH ■ AOTT 
THE SISTERS OF ALPHA (DMrCFtON PI 
WOULD LIKE TO CONGRATULATE CAROLYN 
ALDRICH ON HER RECENT LAVAUEFaHQ TO 
PENN STATE DELTA TAU DELTA JEFF WH- 
SON. 
Congratulations to Brenda Luehra for winning 
the Mmltie Scholarship1 
•easier Sand Oil 
RSVP Deadens extended 
until April 3rd 
SENIOR SEND OFF 
Apr! 6. 7-Bpm. 
Maatl Alumni Center 
Don't trass the concert by Jazz Quaartet 
STANLEY JORDAN Sat Apr 7 at 6pm n 
Kobecker Hal Tickets avail  Kobecker Box 
Office Mon-Frl 12-rJom Also at Finders S 
Boogie Records Sponsored by UAO. the 
Coeage ol Musics! Ana. Cultural Evenla 
Committee Ticket* $16 50. 12 60, S9 50 
($2.60 discount w/vefd BGSU ID) 
Attention: IMOKERSMI 
FREE Smoking Cessation Classes begin next 
weak. For more Into or to register, call "The 
Weal" at J72-S102. Sponaorad by the Stu- 
OaMn Heenn •efVtCe. 
Becky '^v-oh-ohr Welch 
8UBPW8EI You were wrong. -H» not a letter. I 
|uet wented to My you're a greet friend md I 
can't weil m we're roomiee next yee/   Keep on 
■Hnoln Icjgn 
Unda 
BEDROCK BABE OF THE WEEK 
FERN 
For not sating you Bedrock T-shirt in Florida! 
■and most olal    fuel beceuee " 
(DM someone aay attar houre?) 
BETA BOO 
•ETA $00 
Tha Brothers ol Beta Thata PI 
wleh to thank the Chi-O'a 
on a great apirtt raid a serenade 
■ETA 500 
■ETA $00 
Don't miss the concert by Jazz Guitarist 
STANLEY JORDAN Sal Apr 7 at Spm n 
Kobecker Hal Ticketa avail -Kobecker Box 
Office Mon-Fn 12 6pm Also at Finders $ 
Boogie Records Sponsored by UAO. the 
College ol Musical Arts Cultural Events 
Committee Ticketa $15 50. 12 50. $9 50 
l$2 50 discount w valid BGSU ID) 
BRATHAUS 




DZ • D2 • DZ • 02 • DZ 
TheSleteraot Delta Zola would Ike to congrstu 
lete Debbie McNewe on her lavaliering to Theta 
ChiSheunProbert 
DZ • DZ • OZ • DZ • DZ 
OZ'DZ'DZ'DZ'DZ 
The Setters of Delta Zeta would Ike to congratu- 
late Mary Zabo on her engagement to Bel Eng- 
ash 
DZ • DZ • DZ • DZ • DZ 
DZ ■ DZ * OZ ' DZ 
Delta Zeta VIZ Appreciation Week 
March 27-30 
DZ" DZ- DZ • DZ 
OZ • OZ • OZ ' DZ 
Congratulatlona  to  Hekt  Heuer on  her en- 
gagement to Lou Simone • ATO. 
OZ • DZ • OZ • DZ 
HEADtNO FOR EUROPE THIS SUMMER? Jet 
there anytime from Clev aasnd. Oefroa, or Cht- 
oago tor no more than $220. or from tha East 
Coaat lor no more than $ 160 with AJRHITCH « 
(as reported m Coneumer Reports NY Times. $ 
Lefa Go') For dates* cal 212 864-2000 or 
write AJRMTCH, 2790 Broadway. Ste 100. 
New York. NY 10026.  
Hasp WFAL raise tt tor the Ronald McDonald 
ChaaVsn'a Charity wrth the 2nd Annual 
WFAL VoUeybotl Tourn. with all praceeda eo- 
Mf to R.M Chaktrens Charity Taema racy 
conslat ol up to 7 pupil {coed or not), but 
only $ may ptey at one given unvs See WFAL 
far rules. Entry Fee $1$. Capt atajn up at 11 
Waet Mall-Fee needed at Hme ol ekjnup Any 
f Cael PsuU or suite MISS. See them far 
$Jgrvup. Tournament date Is April 21-Sal. at 
e«»c Cantar. Slan up by Apr*! 1«.  
HEY MONI JAMAICA WA* OUT OF CON- 
TROL! 
Bedrock Babes Delta Camping Crew, and ol 
course Scottle a Mate The whole mountain ex- 
perience up in me tropical raWoreet. "RE 
MON . Jerk chicken I rice. Mats COOL AMD 
HER TEA, Alfred's Fack'a cafe, sweetie Cherts, 
no problem, those "luxury vaas ", tha 10 extra 
doaara for fuel (yeah right)' 
-see you next year   let's get together and toe) 
How do 17,000 people get caught In tha act? 
Your chance is coming next weak I 
Hear do 17.000 people get caught In the act? 
Your chance la coming next weakl 
How do 17,000 people get caugm mine eel 7 
Your chance la corning next wee* I 
KE - KKQ - KE - KKQ 
O J . Tr* Mar. Beagle BSC Driftwood. Lumpy, 
Pumpkin J.J . Flop. Eggnog. Grub. Comdog. 
Fanny, atakeiy Pan-Pan, Trey, Tague, HggM, 
MUCH. Sport, and Pappy - 
Oh my hear! aaya that 40 cases of brew, one 
broken door, food wa. breekdencere and too 
many ahots of rum forever bonds us In tie 
Tides ol Long Boat Key. I wanna be rich ao 
move over Raymond because It takes 2 to 
make INnge go right KKQ t KE on Spring 
BreeklMO 
Thanks lor a greet tvivji 
Loveya  Spooge 
KE - KKQ - KE - KKQ 
Welcome beck everyone! 
Hope you el had a 
wonderful Spring Break1 
Phi Mu • PN Mu • PtU Mu 
Bermuda Blowout a 
coming fast Everyone gat 
PSYCHED re gonna be a 
it' 







IN THE UNION 
Hspp, pausdo six r 
CAVS' UAO * CAVS ' UAO ' CAVS 
CAVS VS BOSTON CELTICS 
Friday, Apr! 8 at 4:30 
$19 tor tranaportaOon S ticket 
Sign-up at the UAO office 
CHRIS MADPJl, RUBEN GONZALEZ. • 
MARK BOUND: 
Thanka for a terntic spring break at Tyndal. It 
wee the beat over. Plan to get together soon tor 
some more "Three Man." Wa mas you. Sea 
you alter Guepoe 
RESECCA, KELLY. BETH, AND SUSAN 
Congratijntionelo the 1990-1991 
Student Council torExceptional Children 'a Otli- 
cere: 
President Bruce Mickley 
vice PreeHent Stephanie Delbel 
Secretary. Jen Casey 
Treasurer Brenda Luehrs 
Membership Amy Bow 
Funrjraling Amy Cleveland 
Activities Jennifer Suedlow 
Pubaclty: Hekt Hughes 
COUNTRY BUCKS PIOROASTII 
 2SKege  
FEATURINO BLITZEN 
• ••APRS. 7th'" 
DEE GEE * DEE GEE 
CONORATULATIONS   WENDY   WILKINSON 
FOB BEING SELECTED AS AN AEROBIC IN- 
STRUCTOR NEXT YEARI 
DEEGEE   SK3EP 
The Sisters of OeNa Gamma would axe to con- 
gratulate Laurel White and Slg Ep Mark Sleber 
on their recent asvakehng. 
a report to mel 
Get peyched tor wa ki Phi on Saturday' 
Loveya'Maml 
GayJLeabian Intormatlon Line 
It you have questions about homosexuality or 
the gay community m Northwest Ohio, cal 
352-LAGA (352-5242) from 7-10pm Mon- 
days. Wednesdays $ Fridays. 
OET READY FOR SPRING BREAK 
15% ottalnon-prescription sungleaaea 
at Drs Beattle $ Archer. Inc. 
1022 N Proapect 
Serengeti ■ Porsche 
Ray Ban • Vuarnet 





The Alpha Xl's are exclled tor Tricycle Races 
and lor our tea afterward 






Good home needed 
for year old, very loving 
black, white and grey 
male tiger cat 
Housebroken and handsome 
Cal 352-6363 altar five or 
372-8202 during weekday 
GRANT KIRSCH 
Legal action wH be continued against you un- 
less you gel in touch wrth me IMMEDIATELY 
Cal Melt at 372 8967 or 372-6968 
Always remember to order an extra large! It can 
be used as a night erartfl Forget those smal 
KD ' Rhonda Hazzard ' KD 
Congratulatlona on your surprise 
engagement to Rob Atkinson! 
AOT -YourSlaters 
KD ' Rhonda Hazzard • KD 
Congratulatlona on bemg elected 
President of the Accounting Club 
KD • AOT. - Your Slaters • KD 
PADDY MURPHY W CrOeteNQ- 
PLAY BALL! 
NOW OPEN DOWNTOWN 
ATHLETIC CLUB 1 DELI 
OPEN DAILY 11:00 AM -4:00 AM 
SUNOAY11:00AM-2:»OAM 
QUESTIONS, QUESTIONS 
What Is the purpose of Ufe? Whet Is tore? Am 
I realty tree? Why should I have rigWa? Why 
ettaeUyou? 
These are the klnda ol questions that earn !} 
people iron* an education la all about (an S 
muraple choice teats, large lecture classes. > 
and aS tha IrfHs factokta In texlbooka don't S 
leave much room tor such Issuea. 
We«.QIM£ATlOEAS(A»S2M|larJlfferem'! 
to theml (But we'll   '' 
neat tea: enjoy  £ 
Weeak those q.esuonsl 
Wa argue about theml 
Wa reepact your anewi 
make you tell ua why) 
Consider   Qreat   Meaa 
amen classes. Informal discussions, freedom 
from the muttlple-gueee game. 
Dr. Ryen Tweney, Coordinator (17z-e4a» eel -; 
be teed to heap you deddel 
SOLD Leadership Tip ol the Wsek 
"it the only tool you have a a hammer. 
you tend to see every problem as a net " 
■Abraham Halloa 
Student   Cvoamzattona   Leadership   Develop 
menl   Were S OLD on LaarJaretvoi'' 
cntrtfMfdwip.l» 
DuKover Europe I Earn 6 CrecWt hrs 
Sommer Study Program In Franca 
Claeeea ere in Engftsh 
Or. Chartw Chrttle w« talk about program 
Open to al 
Wed , April 4. 9pm 
Room 1000 BA BkJg. For more info 
Or ChJWe372-8180or3528012. 
Intereated In Joining a campus recovery group 
(or drug and afctthol problems? Cal 2- 2130 and 
aektorMAe  
FIJI  FIJI  FIJI  FIJI  FIJI  FIJI  FIJI 
Phi Gamma Delta 
Proudly Announces our 
Newly Elected Officers 
University Village 
& 
University Courts Apts. 
SUMMER LEASES NOW AVAILABLE 
are now renting 
apartments that feature 
e 9-month and 12-month leases 
e One and two bedroom apartments 
e Heat, water, cooking and sewer included 
e Central air 
e No pets please 
(419) 352-0164 
Clough & Mercer 
Bowling Green 
RESUMES 
QuaUty typeset or 
laaer Imeoeset 
from your typewritten copy or 
compatible Macintosh program 
S15lor one page 
Don't put It off any kJnoerl 
UntOraphlca 














CENTER FOD CHOICE H 
• Abomona thru 17 weeks 
" Morning after treatment 
AJ personal and private 
Proud to be PnXholce 
1S N. Huron St. Toledo OH 
1-26S-77S9 
And Thanks to our 
Outgoing Cabinet 
ISAT-OMAT-ORE-lrKAT-FlrKiEMS 
Kaplan Educational Center 
Smal classess 
Home Study Malenele 
Tael-n Tape UOrary 
Take Kaplan or take your chances' 
a Forming Now: 638-3701 
Need a caring reaponee 
lo your pregnancy concama? 
Cal BQ PBEQNANCY CENTER 
U364-HOPE 
For irfo on FREE PBEQNANCY TESTS 
and supporting ssrvtcse 
Typing 1 35 per page 364-0371 
TYPING SERVICES 
ReeeoneDle ratee wrth accuracy 














FIJI      FIJI      FIJI 
How do you 
catch 17,000 
students in the 
act? 
Keep watching for details. 
I 
K>       March 30,1990 
THE BG NEWS 
Classifieds 
continued from p. 9 
SAE SAE SAE SAE 
"Spring Training Camp '80" 
Tha Major Laaguaa ara owl, 
ThaSAE'Saralnll! 
So grab a data and ba ol tha houaa by 
7:30 Friday 
SAE SAE SAE SAE 
SAE SAE SAE SAE 
"Spring Training Camp '90" 
Tho Mafor Laaguaa ara out. 
THE SAE'Sar* mill 
So grab a data and ba at tha houaa by 
7-30 Friday 
SAE SAE SAE SAE 
SAE SAE SAE SAE 
"Spring Training Camp '90" 
Tho Major Laaguaa ara out 
THE SAE'Sar*mill 
So grab a data and ba at tha houaa by 
7:30 Friday 
SAE SAE SAE SAE 
Soo what you'd look like n a number ol visual 
experiments New hairstyles, a different hair 
color, a cosmetic makeover ate We use the 
latest In computer Imagery to produce this 
unique a exciting service & attar you've made 
your choices we even provide a color photo 
Cat 3540408 lor app't S20. »15 with stu- 
dentlD 
Senior Send OH 
Where: Mlletl Alumni Center 
When: April S, 7-9pm 
Don't Miss The Fun 
sponsored by Senior Programming 
Board 
Serious people to lose weight or earn money. 
Nutritional weight loss Can 837 6041 
Sick ot classes? Come to DRY DOCK I 
To remember Spring Break this Saturday from 
9pm-1am  Located in the basement ol Harsh- 
man Quad No cover Noidi 
Softball Season Is herel 
Quarters Cate Class D ASA sanctioned tourna- 
ment April 28 a 29 Can Mark at 353-8735 lor 
Potass 
Spanky a Pokey 
You guys have got what we need 
hukaing rape, tattoos ot ships. 
peeling noaes. & plaid closes' 
Tacky Tourists we will be 




Don't forget your own personal Cheez Wiz' 
Sweetheart Rose Special 
$5 40 dozen - The Flower Basket 
108 S Mam 
(next 10 Sott Rock) 
The Greek C.A.FLE. Fair 
Apr". S.I 890 In City Par* 
1:00-5:00 pm 
Don't Miss hi 
The Sisters of Phi Mu would like to CONGRAT- 
ULATE Tins Stembrecher on her recent en- 
gagement to Matt 
CONGRATULATIONS!! 
Tatars 
Whoa. Dude! Thanke so much tor the greet time 
•> Florida. Can't wart to tve there and drive 
around In our hot pa* Suzuki "Have you ever 
wanted to do everything Belay KUd us?" Ws got 
great new reap** (proceed hem and Iran mix) 
and made awesome new trlenda- along with s 
tot ol sun. sand, and laying out' Do you know? 
Do you know? Do you know? From Boca Raton 
to Ft Leudordale. It assms eke I've been around 
theworidandl.il. ' I've felon and I cent gat 
up' Too bad I missed the boat ride. It sounded 
tunl The shaving cream waa under wear? 
Wheaat'?' Can't wart M the Lamplighter reun- 
ion! We've been through so much. "Nothing 
compares 2 u" 
UTB. Bunny 
THETACHI 
The Brothers of Then Chi would Ike to con- 
gretuMo Jease Howard on hay arvasartng to Pi 
Beta Phi Sue Matthaidoea       
THETACHI 
The Brothers of Theta Chi would ake to con- 
gratulate Shaun Probert on his ktvataring to De- 
lta Zata Deborah UcNeHe. 
To "Kappa Delta" Karen: 
Hope you have a wonderful weekend. You 
truly are my very special friend. Good luck on 
your tests, and as Bart would aay, "Don't 
have a cow msnll" 
"Seta" Dave 
UAA Officer Applications wit be available Fri- 
day, March 30 in Mxeli Alumni Center. Pick one 
up UAA'ers, and return by April 4. 
UAO ' UAO ' UAO 
Exhibits Committee 
Thank you tor always bemg there. We had a 
greet year because of you11 love you aft 
Shannon 
UAO * UAO ' UAO 
university Ambassador! 
Don't forget the retreet 
this Sundeyl Meet at 
11:30am at the Alumni 
Center (Steering Committee 
at 11 00) See you there' 
WARM WAR!! WAR!! 
YIKESI YIKES! YIKESI YIKESI YIKES! 
The YOUNG BUCKS ol room 1114 
would tke to thank the BUENAS CHIC AS 
ol room 1122 for a fantastic 
lime In South Padre' 
YIKES! YIKES! YIKESI YIKESI YIKESI 
Zets Beta Tau Fraternity has invited the children 
on the Big Brother/Big Sister waiting Hal to a 
cookout and baseball game on Saturday. March 
31 from 11:30am to 4 00pm Tha fratemrly 
brothers wH host a cookout and then work the 
children lo the basebaa game be ween BGSU 
and Youngatown State University 
WANTED 
1 F rmte needed lor 90-91 school year E. 
Merry Apt Can 354-4273. ask for Tern or 
Thonda. 
1 GBAD or STAFF non-smoker needed lo share 
apt. with studious 30 yr. old grsd student 
$187 mo . own room, avail, fall sem.. very 
dose to campus Call Christopher 353-2555 
or leave message 
1 M or F  rmte  lor summer '90 sod/or FaH 
Charles Apts. - Scott Hamilton a Troup  Very 
flexible    Cal   Cher   372-5929   or   Jenny 
3723435 
BG's Oldest and Finest Pizzeria 


































UNITED STATES DRAFT NOTICE 
Name: The Sisters of Pi Beta Phi 
This is to certify that the above named 
people are subject to one (l) evening of 
active duty. The said people are to report 
to 425 East Court Street at their 
designated time (for the more active 
Sisters that's 3:15. for the less active and 
everyone else It's 10:00) in full military 
fatigues accompanied by a male civilian 
also dressed for active duty. 
THE MISSION: 
We will be involved in some serious 
action so be fully prepared to fight to the 
death. Your weapons will be guns and 
the setting will be the woods. ALL 
weapons will be provided including the 
munchies. DO NOT bring any weapons 
with you as this will result in severe 
punishment!! 
If you do not report to the designated 
area at your designated time you will be 
considered A.W.O.L. and thereby 
Missing a super time with the rest of the 
troops. 
Your draft notice becomes effective on 



























1 nonsmoking female to sublease 4th St apt 
for summer   St 17 a month * utttttae   Cat 
353 9338. ask for Keay  
2 lemete roommatee needed F/S '90-91 Ha- 
ven House. Cat soon' Debbie 372-4492 
Aimee 372-1088  
COOK 
tor sorority chapter at BGSU. Person reaponai- 
bte tor kmctvdmner   Prepare for approx. 46 
woman For mlo can Deb 3723886 
FREE RENT FOR SUMMER 
1 FJORM ON SECOND ST HASAC 
TAKE IT AND I'LL PAY PART Of 
THE RENT CALL BILL 353-7994 
HELP: 
1 need 1 fmle to sublease apartment for summer 
with 3 other tmles vary close a nice, also cheap 
(S103 75 plus dep plus etec) 354-7925 eves. 
leeve message  __^_ 
Looking for a Summer Job? 
kvtngsN Y. Del of Put-In-Bay. OH 
la hiring! 
II you enjoy having a good time yet sbs need a 
payee to work, Irving s is the place for you1 Pay 
la $3 75/hr a free housing. It interested cal 
Debbie at 354 8322  
Need 3 females to sublet our house! Close to 
campus, furraehad. air condition. ALL utJeties 
paid o.rept electric1 Call 354 b.tl 5 
Needed 30 overweight people who are serious 
about toeing weight Cal Frank at 354-7883 
United time only  
One mate roommate needed for 90-91 school 
year    2nd   St   Apt    Cal   Bob  or   Mark   at 
354 5834  
One roommate to ahare 3  bedroom  house 
w.AC for summer and/or 90-91 school year. 
Call Karen 352 0130  
SUMMER SUBLEASES WANTED 
2 females needed to rent house for summer. 
OWN ROOM   S95 plus uttl /mo. Cal Marci 
372-1983  
WANTED-WANTED-1 or 2 Female roommates 
for summer HOUSE on 3rd and S College, fully 
linished Call anytime 353-8043. ssk lor Liz 
WANTED 
Students Interested In spending their summer In 
Europe Earn 6 credit hours Informational 
meeting Wed AprI 4, 9pm at BAA 1000 For 
more Into cal Or Ovaries Chlttle: 372-8180 or 
352-6012.  
WANTED: 1 female roommate for 90-91 
school year Fox Run Apartments Cal NOW! 
Mary Beth 2-4470 or Gna 2-5798 
Wanted: t to 4 individuals lo sub-lease house 
tor summer Greet locstion, four houses trrm 
Msrks on Manvfls Pnce nego . contact Paul or 
Scott at 372-1606 or Dave at 372-5993 
Applications ara being accepted 
lor 
SUMMER 1 v»0 BG NEWS EDITOR 
FALL 19*0 BG NEWS EDITOR 
1880-81 GAVEL EDITOR 
1881 KEY EDITOR 
1880-11 MISCELLANY EDITOR 
19*0-91 OBSIOIAN EDITOR 
Applications may be obtained si 
The BG NEWS office, 214 Weal Hall 
Deadline: Thurs.. April 12. Spm. 
ATTENTION EARN MONEY TYPING AT 
HOME! 32.000/yr income potential DetaM. 
|1) 602-838 8885 Ext   T 4244 
ATTENTION: EARN MONEY WATCHING TV' 
S32.000/yr    income    potential     Details 
602 838 8885 Ext TV 4244 
Bartenders a waitresses needed Outgoing, 
friendly personality Fun place to work. Start 
rnmed We w* train Apply In person Wed., 
Thurs or Fn. Gamers Lounge. 893 S Mart 
Detroit area company needs MIS or CS stu- 
dents for summer internship Should have com- 
pleted junior year by this summer snd must 
have at least a 3.0 GPA Pays S1600/month. 
For more information stop by 238 Admin or cal 
372-2451 
EamtS.OOO -15,000 this summer 
running your own business T.A.S.P. 
International Management Services 
Branch Management poeNtona available 
ecroaa Michigan S Ohio, particularly in 
the Toledo & Columbus areas. 
Cal Gregg Merians at 
1 800-543 3792 
Eam up to S4000 for summer fob In Ice cream 
parlor In Put-lrv-Bay. Flexible hours, free 
housing on Island. Contact Sally Stevens 
418-184-1827 or 2117 St Rt 97. Lsxlngton, 
Ohio 44904. 
EBSCO Telephone Service now hiring Secure 
aummer position by working now Learn a mar- 
ketable skil & make money Flexible part-time I 
tua-hme hours available (16 hours minimum.I 
Guaranteed hourly wage plus dairy bonus 
based on sales Year round employment Join 
the tun After 4pm for applications Interviews 
nek) from 4 15-5 15. Cal for an appointment 
353-6662 113 N Main St (next to David's 
Del | 
ENERGETIC COUNSELORS 
Male counselors needed al small 
co-ed camp m Adirondacks ol 
upstate NY, near Montreal 
Salsrig. Wndsurnng 
WSI. TENNIS. Held Sports. 
hiring, trips and more' 
1-800-359-3866 
HELP WANTED 
250 COUNSELORS and Instructors needed! 
Private, coed, aummer camp In Pocono 
Mountains Northeaetern Pennsylvania. LohF 
kan, PO Box 234BQ. Kenltworth, NJ 07033 
(.201)276-099* ^^ 
A $23,000 a year job plus benefits U S Mall 
jobs, your area Anyone can ousfety (219) 
836-3434 ex! 1409 Cal 7 days. 8.00 am - 
k 8 00 pm  
A FREE GIFT FOR JUST CALLING. PLUS UP 
TO 11.700 IN ONLY 10 DAYS. 
Student groups, frata. and sororities needed tor 
marketing protect on campus. For dates* pkja 
your FREE GIFT Group olficera call 
1 -800-765-8472 Ext 50 
AIRLINES NOW HIRING! FLIGHT AT- 
TENDANTS. MANY OTHER POSITIONS! 
$17,500 $58,240 Cal 802-838-8885 Ext 
X-4244 
Home Maeer! 
Earn $500 00 for every 100 envelopes stuf- 
fed For more information send ssit-sddreesed 
ItaTflped envelope to: Box 428216. Evergreen 
Psrk. linois 60642 
ATTENTION HIRING' CRUISE SHIP. CASINO. 
HOTEL JOBS' FREE TRAVEL BENEFITS! De- 
taila 602-838-8885 EM. Y-4244.  
Grain Isrm needs experienced person to oper- 
ate J D. Int'l equip tor spring I summer field 
work Flextxe hra Cal only If experienced 
352-7050 
LIFEGUARDS 
Get your summer job fcned up now! 
Lifeguards an stuffs • S4.50/hr. 
It interested, contact: 
JELLYSTONE CAMP RESORT 
3392 SR 82 
Mantua. Ohio 44255 
 (near Sea World ol Ohio) 
Need Part Time Income? Need a Schotarahlp? 
Need a Grant? We Con Help! Free Mo. 
1 800-USA-1221 ext 1090 
Wart staff, hostess, bartenders 
Now hiring for 1990 Summer Season 
Help needed for al shifts 
Island Houae Hotel-Port Clinton. OH 
1-800-233-7307 
WANTED! 
BGSU'S moat qualified students ss 
ADVERTISING SALES REPS. 
•or 
THE BG NEWS 
If you are sott-mottveted, 
results oriented, you hsvs the potential 
to be one of the highest paid atudente 
on campus. Open to all majors Muss have 
own car. Applications a fob descriptions 





Student Publications will be interviewing 
APRIL 2 - 6 
for 
Fall Semester '90 
Production Assistants. 
Apply at Student Employment, 
460 Student Services Bldg. 
Don't miss your chance 
for hands-on experience! 
'VCT majors check watl the co-op office lor a ful-Ume co-op with us! 
SUMMER EMPLOYMENT 
reaaee. Bartenders. Bueaers Tat 
Country Club. 8746 Tangkmood Trail. Chagrin 
Fees. O 44022 (Bexibridgo Twp.) Apply m 
person, send for appsoafton, or eel 643-7010 
Summer Kitchen Hetpl 
Cooks, no exp needed, but helpful - w« train. 
Musi be 16 I over. Send resume to Caalno, 
PO Box 13 Kesoys Island. OH 43438  
UPWARD BOUND SUMMER PROGRAM 
June 24 ■ Aug   3 (6 wks | 
A pre-cceege preparatory program for high 
school students. Employment available as: 
Tutor/Counselor 
Residential Minimum sophomore classification. 
Four Positions 
Instructors 
High school math. Engash. social etudMa, sci- 
ence Non-residential. Bachelor'e degree re- 
quired Salary negotiable 
Appkcatons available al     . 
301 Hayea Hal Deadline April 2. 
Open auditions interviews being held lor J J 
Musky'a. If you want to work with the newest, 
hotteat. most exciting restaurant in the Sandu- 
aky area, eam great money while having a great 
Brno, work for a major corporation who appreci- 
atee good employees, pays wen and promotes 
from within, If you have something extra to 
offer, if you have a talent you are proud of. (mu- 
sical, amging, or dancing talents wH be put to 
good use). It you are friendly, motivated, ser- 
vice minded person, we want you! Interviews 
wil be held April 2 - Apr! 6 Apply m person 
11am - 9pm. The following positions wH be 
available • servers, bartenders, valet drivers, 
bus persons, bar backs, security, dock per- 
sons, boutique a alas, hostesses/host, line 
cooks, prep cooks. Stewart, cashiers J J 
Musky s Eatery at Pipe Creek. 2003 Cleveland 
Rd Sandusky, Ohio 419-626-5200 
We're looking for aggreearve college students 
to market new line of swrneufts end evening 
wear   Good extra income   Cal TODAY (613) 
777 1188  
Work 15 hours to 30 hours per week out of a 7 
day workweek (day, evening and weekend 
shifts). Our company la seeking employees 
to perform unskilled light production work. 
Plant locstion la only 2 blocks from B.Q.S U. 
campus- The rsts of wage Is $3.60 per hour. II 
Interested pick up en application at the office 
ol Advanced Spectalty Products. Inc. 428 
Clough Street. Bowling Green, Ohio. Tata- 
phone 364-2*44.       
FOR SALE 
1.5 cubic loot dorm relngerator 
$60 00. negotiable 
353-4737, leave message 
1978 Ford Thunderbird 
Nice  car.   well  taken care  ol  $1200   Cal 
669-44 I 3 after 6 00 PM  
1986 Buick Sommerset 
ExceAevilCorirltlon. Loaded $6,500 
354-1207 
at Kawaaakl 660 LTD 
Good Condition $500 
Cal 353-9660 
ATARI 2600 13 games $70 Cal 372-5834 
Couch in excel cond 9ft long by 3ft wide 
Comtonabkt Makes a great bed $100. Cal 
Jon   al    353-6033   or    leave    message 
372 2181  
Four piece drum set for $250.00 or best offer 
Call 891-0516. aak for Chrla 
Macintosh plus CMS Hard Drive image writer 
11 S complete software Cal 877-5445 after 
5  
Need to set ASAP! 1982 Firebkd SE. good 
condition Cal for dslsls 353-5249  
Nintendo game with "Wrestle Mania'' cartridge 
Only used twice • 3 months old Make offer. 
352 4216.  
RACING BIKE 
12 apeed. Suntour, 2000 Accushift. Index 
shifting. Dia-compe brakes, dual water bottle 
mounts, araya rims 1989 Giant/13000 
372-1651  
Ratable car Asking $450 or best offer Cal 
354 4466  
Stereo components: Onkyo 30 watt digital 
receiver-$175 Kenwood double caaaette deck 
$200, Pioneer CD pkryer-$150. two AR 18 
SPeakera-$100, two Advent bookshelf 
speakers-$150. Panasonic playback VHS 
VCR-SS0. stereo cabinet/gases doors$40 
Cal Tom 4 00 PM 353-6971  
VCR$195 K.ng sized water bed $170 or beat 
offfers For more mfo cal 353-6180. 
'87 Merkur XR4T1 German sports car 
Excel cond  Red. al options, low miles, auto. 
MUST SELL' Asking $9750 00   1 -424-2044. 
FOR RENT 
• •SsVRENTALS- ■ 
1 a 2 bdrm apts aval. 
9 6 12 mo leases. Cal 362-7454 
• -CARIBBEAN CRUISE" 
Register today 
R.E. Management 
506 Clough St B15 
Apia for aummer a tal 
stil available 
362-9302 
1 bedroom apt to sublease 
Summit Terrace Apts 
Cal 354-1441 
12 month leases available May 16.1990 
609 5thSt    2 Br houae $450 00 lute 
424 1/2S Summitefflc apt $195 lull 
426 S. Summit - 2 Br. apt $345.00 a uM 
Steve Smith 352-8917 
2 BEDROOM APARTMENTS ONE HALF 
BLOCK TO CAMPUU8. SUMMER OR PALL. 
CALL TOM 352-4673 DAYS OR 361-1*00 EVE 
4WKENDS. 
4 bdrm house Large evtng room. Close to 
campus Available Summer and Fall. 
362-6475 
6 bdrm 6 person house 12 month lease May 
90- May 911 Cal 352-1564. 9-5 or 363 6611 
AVAILABLE NOW 
On* * two bedroom apartments - lurrxened a 
unfumlahed starting at $360 00  Gee » heat 
included Free campus shuttle 
Wkithrop Terrace Aperlmerils.352 9135 
CHEAP HOUSING 
SPACE NOW AVAILABLE FOR 1 MALE 
ROOMMATE DURING SUMMER BRANONEW 
APARTMENT. CLOSE TO CMAPUS FOR 
ONLY S130/MO PLUS UTILITIES IT YOU 
WANT IT. GRAB IT. THIS ONE WON'T LAST 
LONG' CALL 372-4341 or 353-7888 IF YOU 
HAVE ANY QUESTIONS CALL ANYTIME 
D J. and Stereo Equipment 
D J. with complete stereo eosspment available 
for si functions Cal Kim al 354-8516  
Deluxe 2 bdrm turn apt on Fifth St 9 mo 
kteee 2 bdrm. unfum on Seventh St. 12 mo. 
lease. FREE AC a heat Cal 352-3445 
DO YOU HAVE MORE 
FEET THAN FIT IN YOUR 
SQUARE FOOTAGE? 
YES? 
Fosow 3 Easy Stsps To A 
PLACE with more SPACE: 
1  Cal Today 352-9302 
2. Find out how to get BIG 
space for the best $$$ 
3. Choose your 2 bdrm 2 bath apt 
a move your FEET to our STREET' 
ROCKLEDGE MANOR APARTMENTS 
840/850 Sixth Street 
352-9302 
DON'T BE A FOOL 
KEEP COOL 
IN OUR POOLS 
WlNTHROP TERRACE APT*. 
MMtM 
FREE GAS, M20. SEWER a HBO 
Completely Furnished 
706 7th, 724 6th Sis. 
Prtvsts Parking 
Laundry Facilities 
8 a 12 month lea sss 
New love Rental ■ 
326 S. Main 352-6*20 
Georgetown Manor Apts 
800   Third Street 
1 bdrm a 2 bdrm units: 
fully furnished: AC. 
Nowise sing lor 1880-1881, 
and aummer 1990. 
Convenient - a reesonabla. 
Cell 352-49** Spm-IOpm 
HOUSE FOR LEASE. SUMMER 90 
5 BEDROOMS, YES 5, NEWLY REMODELED. 
CLOSEST TO CAMPUS. 372-8406 
JAY-MAR APARTMENTS 
2   bdrm.    turn  unfum     AC.   aa   low   aa 
$440 mo Heal included rates svsaabte. Ph. 
354-6036  
NEED 1 OR 2 PEOPLE TO SUBLEASE APT AT 
THURSTIN MANOR FOR SUMMER. CLOSE TO 
CAMPUS. AC, LOW UTILITIES. FURNISHED. 4 
MONTHS RENT FOR THE PRICE OF 2. CALL 
354-SO09. LEAVE MESSAGE IF I AM NOT 
HOME. 
NEW, LOWER 
COOL SUMMER RATES 
WlNTHROP TERRACE APTS. 
352-9135 
One 3-bedroom unit a One 1 -bedroom unit In a 
houaa between downtown a campus. Cal 
1-893 2317 
Preferred Properttee la now leasing for summer 
and tal. Piedmont apartments and many ol our 
other listings era available' Al residents receive 
a membership to Cherrywood Health Spa Cal 
352-9378  
Subteese May thru Aug 15. 1990 2 bdrm 
apt. ctoae to campus Quiet 3rd tv Air cond. a 
patio $200/mo plus alec. Cal Jon 353-6033 
or Wave message 81372 2181  
SUMMER RENT CHEAP 
' Close to Csmpus ' Furnished 
* Roomy ' UMtktePaal 
* 2-3 females needed 
* 354-6835. Andrea 
Summer rentals Apartments. houe—. and 
rooms Cal Carty Rentals 362-7385  
SUMMER RENTALS 
Housea. apts. rooms. 
Cal 362-7386 
SUMMER RENTAL 
2 PERSON APT  ON E   REED TO BE SUB- 
LEASED FROM MAY TO AUG  CALL NOW! 
354-5151  
SUMMER SUBLEASE- 
Excessnt locstion. huge ysrd tor barbequaaand 
picnics! Furn . 2 bdrm Cal 353-6980.  
Two 2 bdrm. apts. turn, a unfum. avsaatxe tor 
Fa* $ Spring 1990-91. Summer epartmeiita 
turn a unfum also avaaabta. Vfaaga Green 
Apartments. Cal anytime 364-3533. 
Two bdrm. -4 person apts -BG APTS. 816. 
822 2nd St 9 a 12 mo. leases 352-7464. 
After 5pm a wksnde 823-7556. 
Very large 2 bdrm apt for aummer autxeeae 
doae to campus, furnished w'phone Cal any- 
time 354-3568. up to 3-person occupancy 
WANT FUN LIVING?I?I? 
Campus Manor Apts. 
505 Clough SI 
Free Heat and Al ConcMorang 
9 mo leeee 
$695 00 mo 
Summer lasses svaesbie 
RE. MANAGEMENT 
352-9302 
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What Do\6u 
Friend Has AIDS?      ■ 
tins mo THE COLLEGE sworn 
- 
2 ODD Friday Magazine/March 3*. 1W0 
From the Street 
Do you think alcohol affects peoples' sexual judgement? 
Pete Boone, senior finance major from 
Chicago, ill.: "Yes, people become more 
careless when under the influence of al- 
cohol." 
Erik Kohler, junior pre-med major from 
Toledo: "I imagine so, when people 
drink their inhibitions are lowered mak- 
ing physical gratification more impor- 
tant" 
Jodi Chappuis, sophomore prc-nursing 
major from Bowling Green: "Yes, peo- 
ple don't think about things as much be- 
cause their judgement is altered." 
Kim Creek, junior nursing major from 
Cincinnati: "Yes, people lose their inhibi- 
tions and tend to make decisions that 
they normally would not make if they 
were not drinking " 
Spy thriller Package too predictable 
by Brenda Young  
A good spy thriller forces its viewers 
through the twists and turns of the 
story in a steady motion, not once 
stopping to explain the mounting ques- 
tions until the end, when everything is 
neatly tied together. 
Video Review 
A spy thriller that answers every 
question as they pop up, however, isn't 
quite as much fun — or involving. The 
1989 Gene Hackman vehicle "The 
Package" never once leaves the viewer 
wondering who the "bad guys" are 
and where they will eventually end up. 
The "package" is a court-martialed 
soldier named Walter Henke (Tommy 
Lee Jones), whom Sergeant John Gal- 
lagher (Hackman) must escort stateside 
from West Berlin shortly after an im- 
portant nuclear reduction pact has 
been accepted by the Superpowers. 
Henke is not the soldier's name, 
however, and he is not being brought 
back to America to face charges of as- 
saulting a superior officer. His name is 
Bergette, and he has been hired by the 
"bad guys" to assassinate the Soviet 
leader while he is in Chicago to sign the 
nuclear ban. 
Seems the bad guys, both American 
and Soviet officers, don't like the idea 
of losing the "nuclear shield" which 
protects us all (why else hasn't the Cold 
War long since escalated into vicious 
hand-to-hand battle in the streets all 
over the world?) 
The real Henke is a screw-up cor- 
poral who is snuck back into the 
United States to be the patsy. He's the 
perfect fall-guy because he is a Neo- 
Nazi type and, as Kevin Crowley plays 
him, doesn't have the brains to find his 
way out of a paper bag. 
By the time the movie is less than 
one-third of the way through, it is ap- 
parent who will and will not die in the 
end. Henke, as the patsy, most as- 
suredly has to meet a violent end. 
So must all the villainous henchmen 
who keep showing up dressed as MPs, 
sailors, German policemen, etc. Once 
you recognize their faces beneath 
different hats and watch the "fights" 
they stage to free Bergette, you know 
they're part of the well-oiled murder 
plot. 
Of course, their plan must be 
stopped. Thus enters Gallagher, the 
tough-as-nails sergeant with a soft 
heart. Throw in his lovely ex-wife, 
army Colonel Eileen Gallagher 
(Joanna Cassidy), and just wait for the 
bad guys to be strewn in a trail of bullet 
holes, broken necks and blood. 
The whole relationship between the 
Gallaghers makes little sense — we 
never find out why they got divorced, 
since they get along fairly well, except 
for a brief argument. There are ob- 
viously still sparks, but how can 
romance bloom when the henchmen 
aren't far behind? Apparently the hero 
needed to have someone to embrace in 
the end. 
Hackman is just about the only 
reason to see this picture. He is excel- 
lent as Gallagher, but maybe that's be- 
cause Gallagher is a conglomeration of 
Hackman's characters in "Hoosiers," 
"Bat 21" and any number of films 
where he's a gruff but sweet guy. 
The best plan, though, would be to 
go ahead and rent one of those other 
movies — "The Package" is so pre- 
dictable, there's no reason to unwrap 
it. 
"The Package" was supplied by 
Barney's Video. 
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Olscamp forum to focus on AIDS 
by Donna Sharper  
University President Paul Olscamp 
will address the AIDS issue in one of 
his television programs, "One on One 
With Paul Olscamp" to air April 3 at 
10:30p.m. on WBGU-Channcl 27. 
Olscamp will host Joshua Kaplan, 
medical director of the Student Health 
Center and Clyde Willis, dean of 
health and human services and the 
group will discuss the high risk factor 
of college students who are sexually ac- 
tive. 
They said they will also attempt to 
dispel the misconceptions involving 
blood donation and transfusions in the 
light of AIDS. 
Average college students do not con- 
stitute the high-risk category of homo- 
sexuality and intravenous drug abuse, 
but they "should be considered in a 
higher-risked group because of their 
normal behavior," which is being sex- 
ually active, Willis said. 
Another controversial issue the 
guests will discuss is the issue of absti- 
nence versus the use of condoms when 
it comes to options for "safe sex." 
Willis will discuss the ethical issue of 
the disease and the controversy over 
promoting condoms. He will address 
the question of whether it promotes 
promiscuity or protection. 
Kaplan will also speak about the is- 
sues of teaching morality versus sexua- 
lity and sexually transmitted diseases in 
public schools to alleviate AIDS. 
In a personal interview, Olscamp 
said AIDS carries "no moral value in 
and of itself and that people attach 
stigmas to those who get the disease. 
"Because of its prevalence in the 
homosexual society, people make as- 
sumptions about those who get it. 
People shy away from those who have 
AIDS, they condemn them and that's 
wrong." 
Willis said it is easier for people to be 
penalized for having AIDS in the 
workplace or in school, than it is to 
contract it in the workplace. 
Olscamp said, "Young children 
shouldn't be kept out of the school 
system because they have AIDS." 
In one of the first universities in the 
state to offer an accredited course on 
AIDS, the College of Health and Hu- 
man Services invites faculty from 
about IS other departments such as 
psychology, philosophy, and medical 
technology to speak on various aspects 
of AIDS. 
Willis will discuss the leadership po- 
sition the University has taken in the 
state including providing informative 
ATTENTION GRADUATES 
investigate the many advantages 
of our college graduate program 
• 
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Answer this question: 
If a ship is 150 ft. long, and 30 ft.   fp 
wide & sets 15 ft. in the water,       \f \^ 
how old is the captain? "^ 
Need not be present to win, but must present this sd, with your answer, to 
Powell's lea Cream. Woodland Mat. There wH be a drawing every Friday 
night until March 30. 1990. 
video tapes on AIDS to other universi- 
ties throughout the Ohio next year. 
Besides defining the virus and detail- 
ing its path to incapacitating the im- 
munity system, Kaplan will explain 
how carriers of the disease can affect 
other people even if they have not been 
diagnosed with the virus. He also will 
give his perspective of a cure for AIDS 
in the upcoming years. 
In a personal interview, Kaplan said 
the biggest concern he and other health 
officials face is why most college stu- 
dents nationwide who know the facts 
about AIDS are not changing their be- 
havior. 
"I don't think people hanve changed 
thir sexual behavior as much as the sit- 
uation calls for. More men have died 
from AIDS than American men who 
died in Vietnam." 
He noted three reasons people do 
not take precautions, such as using a 
condom, when engaging sexual behav- 
ior. The first reason would be the lack 
of social skills in discussing their con- 
cerns about using a condom before 
engaging in sex or not having sex at all 
in a relationship. 
"I think a lot more people are com- 
fortable doing it (sex) than talking 
about it," he said. "A lot are not dis- 
cussing sexual matters because they are 
insecure about themselves and their re- 
lationships." 
Another major reason college stu- 
dents have not changed their behavior 
in the face of AIDS is the abuse of al- 
cohol which Kaplan cites for causing 
"unplanned, impulsive and high-risk 
sexual activity." Further, Willis said 
college students are more likely to en- 
gage in sexual activity while under the 
influence of drugs and alcohol, than 
the older adult population. 
Kaplan added that he actually knows 
students that have had sex most of the 
time with condoms and a few times 
without them often when they were 
drunk. 
A possible third reason people have 
sex without using condoms is that they 
have not yet perceived the risk they 
take. He added that in 1965 it was safer 
to have sex with a prostitute than it is 
with a "clean cut college student in 
1990." 
The Student Wellness Center in the 
student health center offers small 
group sessions led by University stu- 
dents who discuss facts about AIDS 
and ways people can protect them- 
selves. 
If you should have any concerns re- 
garding this worldwide epidemic, call 
the AIDS hotline: 1-800-342-AIDS. 
What is it? 
Last week's winner was Don 
Eberle, who correctly 
Identified the object as a brick 
wall. 
For great (cod and drinks, it's 
perfectly clear that Quarters Cafe 
is the right choice. 
If you can identify this 
object, you could win a SI5 
gift certificate from Quarter's 
Cafe. 1414- E. wooster. /Does 
not Include mx. gratuity, or 
alcoholic bSverages). 
Drop your answers In the 
eniry box located in the BG 
News editorial office. 214 
West Hall. 
Eniries are due each 
Thursday. 5 p.m. The 
winning eniry will be named at 
that lime. If more than one 
correct entry is received, a 
drawing will be held to 
determine the winner. 
Employees of BGSU Student 
Publications are not eligible 






What is it?  
Heiurn lo BG \'ews Editorial Olfice. 214 west Hall. BGSU. 
Employees of BGSU Sludent Publications are not eligible 
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Translator needed for sneaker buy 
by Christopher J. DIWOI  
I am (and it may be debated) a 
reasonably intelligent person. I'm a 
college student, almost with a degree. 
I'm fairly articulate and witty, but re- 
cently I undertook an activity that 
made me fed like probably one of the 
stupidest individuals on the planet. I 
went out to buy a new pair of sneakers. 
Theoretically, this should not be a 
taxing activity. Go in, pick out a decent 
pair, and buy them. The problem is 
that no one makes "sneakers" any- 
more. 
I should have done the intelligent 
thing and gone to one of those discount 
stores where all the shoes are out, and 
there are no salespersons to assault 
you. There all a person has to do is go 
and pick out a good pair. When you go 
to a real store with salespersons, then 
the process gets really difficult. 
I made the mistake of going to a real 
shoestore. Things were going okay at 
first. I had been calmly gazing at a wall 
of shoes, trying not to faint at the out- 
rageous (in my opinion) prices, when a 
store salesperson sauntered over to me. 
There was no escape. 
"Can I help you?" he asked nicely. 
Yes, I'd like to buy a pair of tennis 
shoes. 
"What brand?" 
That question stumped me. Brand? I 
didn't really particularly care about 
what brand my shoes were. Do I buy 
the brand that Bo Jackson uses? (Does 
Bo really know shoes, or does he just 
know how to raise his bank account?) 
How about the brand I can pump up, 
thereby saving my life the next time I 
"bungi jump" off of a bridge? 
Oh, I don't know. Any brand is fine 
by me. I just need a nice, relatively 
inexpensive pair of tennis shoes. 
"Ah, you need shoes to play ten- 
nis?" 
Well, no not really. I don't play ten- 
nis. That's just what I call that type of 
shoes. I guess I should call them 
"sneakers." 
"Well, if you tell me what activities 
you will need these shoes for, I can line 
you up with the right pair." 
I can't tell him sitting on a bar stool, 
or sitting in a comfy chair and watch- 
ing TV, my two favorite activities. 
Well, I walk a lot. 
"Fine. That means you need walking 
shoes." 
He showed me some pairs of shoes 
that looked really weird. They looked 
like the kind of shoes Mallwalkers 
would wear. Sorry. I'd like shoes that 
make me look semi-athletic, even if 
I'm not. 
I play sports occasionally, too. 
"Sports? What kind of sports?" 
Oh, you know, the usual sports. 
Toss the football around, some hoops, 
baseball, Australian-rules football, 
and full-contact sumo wrestling. 
"Okay, then you need these athletic 
shoes." 
He proceeded to show me some wild- 
looking, neon-colored, and hideously 
expensive shoes, with little features like 
air bags, and special energy-return heel 
pads. I would have bought them if they 
also had real athletic ability built in, 
since I don't. However, they had black 
soles, which are a no-no in the Rec 
Center's Racquetball courts, where I 
go occasionally to get humiliated. 
These shoes all have black soles. I 
can't use them to play racquetball. 
"You play racquetball?" 
Every full moon. 
"Why didn't you say so? You want 
COURT shoes!" 
I do? 
He showed me shoes that didn't have 
black soles, but were still neon, still 
had those little air bags, and were still 
expensive. 
Well, I don't play THA T often. 
"Well what kind of shoes do you 
need? Cross-trainers?" 
Probably not, since I don't cross- 
train. Come to think of it, I don't train 
at all. 
"And you still want athletic shoes?" 
Well, yes. 1 mean, I want a nice, 
inexpensive pair of shoes that 1 can do 
anything in. 
"You're one of those people who 
don't have a different pair of shoes for 
different purposes, aren't you?" 
I guess so. 
"You sicko." 
He did point out a pair of shoes high 
up on the wall. They looked pretty 
sporty, and were a reasonably good 
name brand. The price was also right. 
They had no whistles and bells (or air 
bags) and were exactly what I wanted. 
77iese are exactly what I'm looking 
for! I'll take them! 
"What size do you wear?" 
Twelve. 
"Sorry, we're out of size twelve." 
■ ■■■ 3«., 
TURN IN YOUR ESSAY FOR 
CIAO's 
ROOMMATE OF THE YEAR CONTEST I 
TELL US WHY YOUR ROOMATE 
IS THE GREATEST! 
ESSAY GUIDELINES ARE ON 
APPLICATIONS AND ARE 
AVAILABLE IN THE UAO OFFICE 
3rd FLOOR UNION 
' ALL ESSAYS DUE APRIL 10th 
WIN THE $100 CASH PRIZE 
Jazz Week 
events listed 
by Kimberly Delbridge 
Bryan Recital Hall is the site for a 
variety of performances taking place 
during the University's Jazz Week, 
April 3 through April 7. 
There will be free admission to all 
events. 
According to Jeff Halsey, coor- 
dinator of Jazz studies and associate 
professor of musical arts, this year's 
events will be a sell-out. 
"The concerts are vjjjy intimate due 
to the 250 people capacity limit in the 
recital hall. I suggest getting there early 
to get a seat," Halsey said. 
Tuesday evening will feature 
Rhythm n' Bill, a guitar ensemble 
directed by Chris Buzzelli. 
Wednesday's concert offers some- 
thing unique, Halsey said. 
"I will be bringing in some friends 
from Cleveland to perform with me. 
We are called Cleveland Connection. 
Each year there is a different format 
and different people performing," he 
said. 
This year trumpet flugelhom player 
Kenny Davis, guitarist Dan Faehnle, 
percussionist Val Kent and Halsey as 
basisi will provide the entertainment, 
Halsey added. 
A Jazz Combos Concert will be fea- 
tured on Thursday night. Three bands 
will display their musical talents. The 
bands include Lady and The Tramps, 
The Bone Vivants and The Bebop 
Bamboozlers. 
Friday night offers an opportunity 
for the faculty at Bowling Green to im- 
press the audience with the Faculty 
Jazz Jam. Dave Melle, woodwinds, 
Paul Hunt, trombone, George Hin- 
denach, drums, Chris Buzzelli, guitar 
and Halsey, bass will perform. 
Extending from Saturday morning 
to late afternoon, 12 Ohio high school 
bands will be represented at a festival. 
At 8 p.m. Saturday, the College of 
Musical Arts and the BGSU Cultural 
Events Committee will be presenting 
Stanley Jordan, a well-known Blue 
Note recording artist. 
"Stanley Jordan has a unique and 
remarkable Finger slapping technique 
which allows him to play more than 
one instrument at a time," Halsey said. 
"Jazz is America's contribution to mu- 
sical arts, let's see some Americans get 
out and support it." 
CENSUS "90 
Answer the Census. 
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Telling time with Bush and Gorby 
by Jamice Hardman 
A new line of watches formed by a 
new company provides a different twist 
for political fans and collectors of po- 
litical memorabilia. 
The Political Time Company has de- 
veloped a new line of political theme 
watches featuring President Bush, Vice 
President Quayle, and Soviet leader 
Gorbachev. 
The new company, which recently 
formed in Huntington Beach, Calif, 
are selling the "Bush and Bush Lite," 
along with the "Perestroika" watch 
featuring these prominent political fig- 
ures, Howard Subnick, owner of Polit- 
ical Time Company said. 
The "Bush and Bush Lite" was de- 
veloped First, when the company was 
formed. It features George Bush and 
Dan Quayle caricatures with the nu- 
merals replaced by the words Bush and 
Bush Lite, Subnick said. 
The Gorbachev watch was "bora" 
after the Berlin Wall fell and features 
Gorbachev with his birthmark replaced 
with the hammer and sickle insignia, he 
said. 
"We wanted something that people 
could collect and was also done in good 
taste," Subnick said. "The prices are 
not too outrageous and I feel the wat- 
ches are a good value." 
Subnick said the company wanted 
something that they could continue 
throughout the years and politicians, 
along with watches, will always be 
around. 
Subnick said the company was for- 
med when he and his wife became 
friends with Jean-Pold. Franqueuil 
who has a talent for drawing national 
and international political Figures. 
Franqueuil had been doing some part- 
time work drawing for U.S. News and 
World Report and The New York 
Times. They became fast friends and 
decided to go into business, Subnick 
said. 
Three new watches are expected out 
within the next two months, Subnick 
said. 
"A Barbara Bush watch called 'Sil- 
ver Fox' will be out in about a month 
and a half, and another George Bush 
watch which says 'Eat your broccoli' 
will be out in about a month," he said. 
A watch featuring Fidel Castro and 
the phrase "Cuba Libra" will be avail- 
able in about two weeks, Subnick add- 
ed. 
Subnick said he wanted to keep the 
company small, not in volumes, but in 
people. 
Wall Street McDonald's 
NEW YORK (AP) — Wall Streeters 
hankering for a Big Mac can indulge 
their proletarian urges in an atmos- 
phere suited to their station in life. 
Welcome to the upscale McDonald's 
— where the humble Big Mac is served 
in a veritable temple, featuring a uni- 
formed doorman, a pianist performing 
on a black baby grand, and even an 
electronic ticker for brokers bingeing 
on junk bonds and junk food. 
The eatery 3 blocks off Wall Street is 
distinguished by two massive windows, 
bordered with black marble trim, the 
Golden Arches painted discreetly on 
each one. 
Inside, an atrium is graced by 2-stor- 
y-tall mirrors; sleek. Art Moderne style 
chandeliers; oodles of plants; and just 
a hint of violet neon — to match the 
violet suits worn by the smiling host- 
esses. 
The standard McFare is supplemen- 
ted with espresso, cappucino and pas- 
tries at teatime, and for the pinstriper 
on the go, delivery orders are accepted 
on a fax machine. 
MID AM MANOR 
APARTMENTS 
are within walking distance to campus 
for Summer 1990 and Fall 1990-91 
school year. 
2 bedroom, furnished or unfurnished, 
gas heat & water included, 
air conditioning 
• 2 bedroom furnished, 9 month lease for $525 
• unfurnished, 9 month lease for $395 
Resident Manager, 
641 Third St., Apt. 4, B.G. 
352-4380 
The Political Tine Company's "Bask and Bask Lilt" watch deft) aid the "PereKroika' 
watch (right). 
"The company is going very well 
and we want to keep it just the three of 
us," he said. 
The watches, which cost $29.95 
each, have gold-toned cases and are 
guaranteed for one year after pur- 
chase. They come with a gift box and 
can be ordered through the mail, Sub- 
nick said. 
The watches can be ordered by writ- 
ing to Political Time Company, P.O. 
Box 94, Huntington Beach, Calif., 
92548 or by calling their 24-hour line 
(714) WOW-TIME. 
WANTED! 





The BG News 
If you are a sen-motivated, 
results-oriented person, 
YOU 
have the potential to be 
one of the highest paid 
students on campus. 
All majors encouraged to apply. 
Must have own car. 
Applications and job descriptions 
available at 214 West Hall. 
DEADLINE: April 6, 5 p.m. 
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Jefferson award winners 
by Aaay Dwtchcr 
Helping others has presented five 
Toledo area residents with the presti- 
gious Jefferson Award for Outstand- 
ing Public Service. 
Al Maeder, John Novotny, Mina 
Penn, Colleen Roth and Herbert 
Stockard, M.D., received a bronze Jef- 
ferson Award medallion at a luncheon 
held on March 23 at The Inverness 
Club in Toledo. 
Recipient Al Maeder said he did not 
know his daughter had nominated him 
for the award. 
"I was quite surprised," Maeder 
said. 
Maeder said he started his volunteer 
work with The Ohio Bell Pioneers in 
1940. When he retired 11 years ago, he 
became more active in volunteer work. 
In addition, Maeder volunteers many 
hours for The American Red Cross, 
The Old Newsboys and other groups. 
Maeder also is a vital part of the 
Riverside Hospital Lifeline, which 
gives ISO sick and elderly people in- 
stant communication access to the 
hospital. He has been a part of the 
Lifeline for the past five years. 
John Novotny said he was not aware 
his son nominated him for the award 
until he received a letter saying he won. 
"I was all excited," he said. 
Novotny helps individuals and fami- 
lies by distributing food and clothing. 
visiting the sick, transporting the elder- 
ly and running errands for those who 
cannot. Also, he is president of the St. 
Vincent De Paul Society at his church. 
Saving and sharing are what Mina 
Penn does to benefit others. She said 
she collects such items as newspapers, 
cans, and bottles from various sources. 
She said she also gives any money she 
receives from recycling to a local Boy 
Scout troop. 
Penn also saves coupons, clothing 
and furniture which she donates to the 
needy. 
Being blind since birth does not stop 
Colleen Roth from participating in 
many activities that help others. Some 
of those include being a licensed Re- 
spite Care Provider, surrogate parent 
for children with disabilities and a 
reader at her church. 
Even though Herbert Stockard, 
M.D., practices medicine in Toledo, he 
travels with a group of other medical 
personnel to the Dominican Republic 
and other countries to provide free 
medical care. He said he brings his own 
medical supplies and even covers all of 
his expenses. 
The winners from this area are au- 
tomatically considered for a National 
Jefferson Award. Five "Outstanding 
Public Service Benefiting Local Com- 
munities" national awards will be pre- 
sented in June at The Supreme Court 
Building in Washington D.C. 
"The Best in Live Rock-n-Roll" 
Live Entertainment 7 Nights A Week 
Wednesday Thursday Friday and 
College ID. Ladies' Night Saturday 
Night no cover for the reduced 
free admission ladies cover 
with valid 1.0. before 9:00 
BUSCH BY p.m. 
THE BUCKET 
This Week: Axel Brice 
Happy Hour Every Night from 8:00 - 9:00 p.m. 
Byrnegate Plaza 
135 S. Byrne (near Hill), Toledo 531-1311 
Sunday: The Return of 
Blaclcfoot 





Jazz guitarist show set 
by AM— Walter 
Bowling Green area jazz en- 
thusiasts will enjoy a special treat 
from Stanley .'ord«n next week. 
At a finale t - the annual Jazz 
Week, UAO and the BGSU Cultural 
Events Committee join the College 
of Musical Arts in presenting jazz 
guitarist Stanley Jordan at Ko- 
backer Hall next Saturday evening. 
"Every year, the College of Musi- 
cal Arts hosts a Jazz Week and at 
t he end of the week, we join in the 
production of a major concert," 
said UAO graduate advisor Mary 
Keene. "He's unique because he 
plays the guitar like a piano." 
In an interview in Guitar Player 
Magazine, Jordan explained his 
keyboard-oriented approach. Using 
both hands on the fingerboard, Jor- 
dan taps out independent chords, 
bass lines and melodies; an un- 
precedented approach to electric 
guitar in jazz, Jordan said. 
"The main advantage of the 
touch system," Jordan said in the 
magazine, "is that it enables you to 
play more orchestrally, with fuller 
texture. In other words, you can 
play more parts at the same time." 
Although Jordan began his music 
career playing the piano at the age 
of six, he said he switched to guitar 
at age 11 after hearing Jimi Hen- 
drix, the Beatles and the Temp- 
tations. While studying electronic 
music, theory, and composition at 
Princeton University, Jordan said 
he played with Dizzy Gillespie and 
Benny Carter. 
In 1982, he produced his first 
album, "Touch Sensitive," but his 
success followed his second album, 
"Magic Touch," which topped the 
jazz charts and jumped onto the pop 
charts. Since then, his musical style 
has earned him two Grammy Award 
nominations. 
"People who enjoy jazz know 
about him and are excited to hear 
he's giving a concert in Bowling 
Green," said Keen. "Sales are going 
very well." 
"Most of the people who come to 
my concerts haven't really heard me 
before," Jordan said. "They're 
who I'm playing for. Chances are 
that it's my technique that brought 
them in, so they're going to be 
listening and watching for that the 
most." 
"Jazz fans respect a good instru- 
mentalist, " Jordan added. "I didn't 
consciously intend to become identi- 
fied with a particular style or a 
'Stanley Jordan sound.' I just want 
10 be known as a fine player." 
Jordan will perform at Kobacker 
Hall Saturday, April 7th at 8p.m. 
Tickets can be purchased at the Ko- 
backer box office from 12p.m. - 
b 6p.m. on weekdays, or may be re- 
served by calling 372-8171. Tickets 
are also available at Finder's in 
Bowling Green and Findlay, and 
Boogie Records in Toledo. 
The cost for tickets ranges from 
$9.50 for balcony, $12.50 main 
floor, and $15.50 for mezzanine 
seats. All senior citizens and stu- 
dents with a valid BGSU I.D. will 
receive a $2.50 discount. 
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American sex lives more conservative 
NEW ORLEANS (AP) — When it 
comes to bedroom habits, Americans 
are a rather staid lot, a new survey con- 
cludes. 
On average, adults say they have sex 
once a week. If they are married, it's 
almost invariably with their spouse. 
And they overwhelmingly eschew ho- 
mosexuality. 
"This shows that the sexual behavior 
of Americans is more circumspect and 
traditional than the libertine impres- 
sion we get from the popular media 
and fiction," said Tom W. Smith of 
the University of Chicago, who direc- 
ted the survey. 
A separate study shows that teen-age 
boys, as well, are not living up to their 
reputations. 
It found that adolescents seem to be 
having sex less often, with fewer girls 
and at a later age than teen-agers did a 
decade ago. 
"This contrasts sharply with the 
view that most young men are sexually 
promiscuous," said Fredya L. Sonen- 
stein of the Urban Institute in Wash- 
ington, who analyzed the results. 
Both reports were among sex surveys 
outlined recently at a meeting of the 
American Association for the Ad- 
vancement of Science. 
The University of Chicago results 
were based on interviews and ques- 
tionnaires administered to a cross- 
section of 1,500 adults in 1988 and 
1939. The questions were added to the 
General Social Survey, which has been 
conducted annually since 1972. 
Surprisingly little is known about the 
sex lives of ordinary Americans, Smith 
said. 
His survey found that on average, 
adults have sex 57 times a year, or 
about once a week. 
"We don't know what night of the 
week," he said, "but it sounds like the 
traditional stereotype of every Satur- 
day night." 
Sexual frequency dropped with age 
from about 78 times a year for those 
under 40 to eight times for those over 
70. Overall, married people have sex 67 
times a year, separated people 66 
times, divorced and never-married 
people 55 and widowed people six, the 
survey found. 
However, 22 percent of people said 
they had no sex partners at all during 
the previous year. Nine percent of mar- 
ried people were abstinate, as were 86 
percent of widowed people. 
Among other findings: 
DOnly 1.5 percent of married people 
admitted cheating on their spouses dur- 
ing the previous year. 
□ Between 91 percent and 93 percent 
of people have been exclusively heter- 
osexual during their adult lives. Five 
percent to 6 percent have been bisex- 
ual, and less than 1 percent are exclu- 
sively homosexual. About 3 percent 
have never had sex. 
OMarried people who say they are 
the happiest also have the most sex. 
D Seven percent of adults are at rela- 
tively high risk of catching AIDS be- 
cause they have multiple sex partners, 
they have sex with strangers or they are 
homosexual. 
Smith said some people probably 
lied about their sex habits, especially 
unmarried men, who seemed to inflate 
the vigor of their sex lives, and unmar- 
ried women, who claimed to experience 
less sex than they actually were having. 
But in general, he said he had "reason- 
able confidence" in the data. 
The survey of adolescent boys was 
based on interviews with 1,880 people 
between ages 15 and 19 in 1988. The re- 
sults were compared with a similar sur- 
vey in 1979. 
The boys said they had had six sex 
partners, compared with seven a de- 
cade earlier. They reported having had 
sex an average of three times during the 
previous month, compared with almost 
five times in the earlier survey. 
Condom use has also changed dra- 
matically, apparently out of fear of ac- 
quired immune deficiency syndrome. 
Now 57 percent say they wear con- 
doms, which is more than twice as 
many as a decade ago. 
The researchers didn't give a margin 
of error for either survey. 
Special   Edition   of 
The BG News 
Monday, April 16, 1990 
Spring Fever in B.G. 
As warmer weather approaches : 
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The Friday music picks of the week 
John Lee Hooker: "The Healer" 
John Lee Hooker has raised his mojo 
and released a fine album of blues. 
Hooker's releases now number over a 
hundred and with "The Healer," the 
eighty-year old bluesman is plowing new 
Music Review 
fields of gut-bucket, barrel-house blues. 
He has assembled an ensemble musical 
cast featuring such artists as Carlos San- 
tana, the award winning Bonnie Raitt 
Robert Cray and the Los Angeles based 
LosLobos. 
Hooker has been criticized by blues 
purists for infusing his works with the 
glitz of such aforementioned artists, but 
his defense is simple and convincing, 
"They influence me as much as I in- 
fluence them..." 
Hooker believes that the blues started 
in the Garden of Eden, when Adam and 
Eve first saw each other,"No matter what 
anybody says, it all comes down to one 
thing: a man and a woman, a broken 
heart and a broken home... You know 
what I mean?" 
The title track and lead off cut features 
the searing guitar assault of Santana as 
Hooker sings with a deep honeyed voice 
on the merits of love as a healer,"Heal 
me... Heal you... Heal me to heal you ...•• 
Bonnie Raitt joins in to sing a silk and 
leather duet on "I'm in the Mood." Raitt 
adds a sultry presence to the album 
which Hooker compliments with his call 
and response exhortations to get down 
to the sweetest business. Her slide guitar 
work is consumate as the Godfather of 
Bottle Guitar Blues looks approvingly 
over her shoulder. 
The Tex-Mex gallop that Los Lobos 
bring to.'Think Twice Before You Go," 
give John Lee a chance to pace his guitar 
playing with some good chicken scratch. 
Envisioned is Hooker with this East L.A. 
posse driving the music on a foot stir- 
ring, spine sweating ramble through gin 
joints and honky-tonks. 
On the flip side of the disc Hooker is 
resplendored in all of his glory by simply 
stomping his foot to accompany his 
guitar playing. One becomes mesmer- 
ized by the sadness and hope dripping 
from his voice. The gentle bends of his 
guitar ease the sad tales of a heart on a 
road of loneliness. The blues like whis- 
key, have no better friend than loneli- 
ness. This is exemplified when Hooker 
picks up his National Steel guitar for 
Kockin'Chair" or strums on a 12-string 
during "No Substitute." 
By Chuck Travis 
Lord Tracy: "Deaf Gods of Babylon" 
MCA Records 
Metal albums this thoroughly stereo- 
typical don't come along that often. 
When they do it's a kind of perverse anti- 
event And the debut album by Lord 
Tracy (named after late underaged 
porno star Tracy Lords) is a happening 
truly worth its weight in Olympia, Old 
Milwaukee, or the swill of your choice. 
Now I know that tons of 
glam/thrash/speed/etc. metal product is 
churned out every month, but Deaf Cods 
of Babylon is a cut below the rest Riffs 
that were old in the first place are reha- 
shed time and unholy time again in the 
hope of establishing "a totally irreverent 
hard rock approach to life" as the jacket 
hype proudly proclaims. "She's A Bitch" 
is a firm candidate for most predictable 
metal song of all time ("She's a 
bitch/She's a bitch/And she's a rich 
bitch"). The song's annoying vocals only 
add to the creation of this powerxerox. 
"Foolish Love" is the token sappy bal- 
lad and it doesn't merit detail. Likewise, 
"Whatchadoin'" is the requisite stab at 
instrumental virtuosity. It don't work. 
The trendy thrash effort is "Piranha" 
and it's bound for Spinal Tap heaven 
thanks to such lyrics as "Swimming in 
the deep blue sea/He's after you/He's 
after me" 
Deaf Gods of Babylon is a work so 
wholly derivative that it's tempting to ac- 
cuse Lord Tracy of intentionally forging 
this psuedometal tidbit. But that may be 
giving them tons more credit than they 
deserve. 
By Frank Esposito 
Bob Mould: "Poison Years (Live At 
The Cabaret Metro)" (single) 
This sonic riot is featured on the "CMJ 
Prisoner" compilation album and it fea- 
tures Mould, guitarist and vocalist of the 
late, lamented postpunk heroes Husker 
Du, demolishing one of the best cuts 
from his debut solo LP "Workbook." 
Mould's acrid, hoarse voice threatens to 
collapse on itself while growling his 
deadly anecdote of love gone wrong — 
no matter how desperate the efforts to 
preserve it are. 
He holds out for about half of the first 
verse before he brings back the Husker 
blitz of "What's Going On" and "Eiffel 
Tower High." Then it's all over but the 
shouting. And there's a glorious helping 
pfth.it 
By Frank Esposito 
The Friday film review of the week 
by Brian Lumtey  
Pretty Woman 
Garry Marshall, tlie prolific producer re- 
sponsible for many of the 1970's television 
hits, has made his mark on the big screen 
over the last ten years. As a director, his 
first few films have been box-office, if not 
critical successes. "The Flamingo Kid" re- 
ally broke him into the big time, "Bea- 
ches" was a throwback to some of his ear- 
lier sappy TV shows, and his new film 
"Pretty Woman" is a culmination of both 
the sappiness of "Beaches" and the warm- 
heartedness of "The Flamingo Kid." 
The film itself is very reminiscent of both 
"Pygmalion" and its remake "My Fair 
Lady." Edward Lewis (Richard Gere) is a 
very rich, very lonely businessman who is 
out looking for directions to his Beverly 
Hills hotel. Enter one Vivian, (Julia 
Roberts) the basic "hooker with a heart of 
gold." She picks him up and they end up in 
bed. Their little tryst turns into a real busi- 
ness engagement — he offers to hire her 
for a week to appear as his girlfriend at 
many important business meetings. 
Roberts' Vivian is a fish out of water; she 
turns her tricks to support herself. She re- 
fuses to kiss her clients on the mouth be- 
cause that "involves personal commit- 
hardened Edward, she slowly starts to fall 
in love with him. As the situation progres- 
ses, both realize the constraints on the re- 
lationships. He cares little for her position 
in life. With his credit cards, she makes a 
startling transformation from lower-class 
harlot to a refined lady. It all comes 
together with a Cinderella ending. 
The plotline of "Pretty Woman" is 
vaguely familiar and perhaps a bit old, yet 
it is a thoroughly enjoyable film. Gere does 
a very good job as the lonely industrialist 
His severely understated performance as 
Edward is very complementary to Roberts' 
boisterous Vivian. Their chemistry carries 
the film at its low points and makes for a 
rousing romantic tribute at the film's end. 
Roberts, bouncing back from her awful 
portrayal of a stricken young woman in 
"Steel Magnolias," does a great job in her 
interpretation of the Eliza Dolittle role. 
She is both sympathetic and surprisingly 
comedic. At the outset of the film, she ap- 
pears to be very out of place in her little 
blond wig in the grown-up world. She 
comes across as both an innocent little girl 
and a seriously sexy woman. Look for 
Roberts to be the screen's next vamp, she 
has the ability to act and carry a certain 
screen presence. 
"Pretty Woman" is the kind of film that 
carries no deep message about nuclear 
annhilation, AIDS, or acid rain, it's pure 
escapist entertainment But with all the 
films regarding the aforementioned issues, 
this film is a welcome relief to all the 
preaching being done on the silver screen 
. ladX.Fw a uttle^erjonal rebutted***. 
Richard Gere and Julia Roberts in this 
year's first pretty movie. 
Roger and Me 
"Roger and Me" finally makes its way to 
area screens. This documentary portrays 
the problems of auto-town Flint, Michigan 
through one man, GM Chairman Roger 
Smith. First-time filmmaker Michael 
Moore set out with the premise of trying to 
meet Smith and ask him to come to Flint 
and see the damage for himself. His film is 
both introspective and truly funny. Moore 
narrates the film and gives it a Capraesque 
touch a la David Lynch. 
Flint's problems are truly devastating. 
Seeing the despair caused by the closing of 
the local GM plants is wrenching. Images 
of the Great Depression flash through a 
viewer's head. Abandoned houses, evic- 
tions, curb-lawn garage sales all add to the 
futility these people feel at the hands of 
GM. Moore captures many diverse images. 
His camera wavers into homes of people 
that are about to be evicted, to the posh 
sections of Flint, and onto the golf courses 
where the rich and famous philander with 
their cronies. 
Editing is truly the strong point in 
"Roger and Me." As Moore crosscuts be- 
tween Roger Smith's annual Christmas in- 
vocation to his employees (extolling the 
virtues of kindness to others) we see for- 
mer GM employees being evicted from 
their houses on Christinas Eve. It all melds 
into a very heartbreaking scene, the 
hypocrisy of big business exposed to the 
Smith remains elusive to Moore's 
camera throughout the film, and not until 
the end does he finally get to see the Gen- 
eral Motors' head. This scene is wonderfu- 
lly underplayed, it is short and sums up the 
entire situation. Smith doesn't really care 
about Flint and says that he is not to blame 
for the woes that Flint is facing. 
Throughout Moore interviews varied 
people of different backgrounds, all giving 
insight into what they might do because of 
the shutdowns. One lady, a seemingly une- 
ducated woman who kills rabbits for meat, 
wants to become a veterinary assistant be- 
cause there are animals "that need to be 
cared for." This is typical of the humor in 
Moore's film. It is all true, none of it fab- 
ricated for the camera. 
"Roger and Me" is both entertaining 
and evocative. It exposes problems of to- 
day's world — the apparent apathy of ex- 
ecutives to the people that helped make 
these executives rich. Although the film 
has come under scrutiny lately for its "in- 
naccurate" portrayal of the situation in 
Flint In extolling the problem to GM and 
Smith solely, critics say that Moore over- 
simplified the depression. But as evident 
within the film, Flint's problems didn't 
arise out of nowhere. "Roger and Me" is a 
fascinating documentary that transcends 
the boundaries of enlightenment and be- 
comes a very entertaining and informative 
look at a very tragic problem. 
'■NN v* *f^ryn <¥ —- .„„....» 
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Dull Oscars ceremony reflects biases 
by Brian Lumley 
Another year, another laugh ... 
Monday's Oscars brought few sur- 
prises to we few uneager fans. Practi- 
cally every film that was expected to 
The Friday Column 
win won, and only a few gold statuettes 
made their way into stray hands. 
The only clear victory in this year's 
race was the fact that not one film ran 
away with all the major awards. Most 
years, the Best Picture winner usually 
takes home all the technical awards 
Gook at 1987's "The Last Emperor," 
for example). But not one film really 
dominated the ceremony; all the tech 
awards went to various, and deserving 
nominees. Perhaps the only exception 
is "Back to the Future II," whose spe- 
cial effects were clearly better than the 
one solitary computer-animated won- 
der from "The Abyss." Another close 
call would be the cinematography a- 
ward for "Glory." Although all the 
nominees within this category were 
outstanding, James Cameron and his 
crew spent uncountable hours under- 
water filming his epic "Abyss." His 
crew achieved many things unprece- 
dented in film history. If one has seen 
the film, they can verify that the pho- 
tography in "The Abyss" is both stun- 
ning and a remarkable achievement in 
that field. "Glory" was dark and many 
of the characters were indiscernible 
from one another. Cinematographer 
Freddie Francis was clearly trying to 
achieve a look that evoked campfire 
scenes, using ambient sources to light a 
very dark set. Since "Glory" was over- 
looked in most of the other categories, 
this award was probably substituted as 
a charity gift. 
But, overall, those two awards were 
perhaps the only two that were not de- 
served. After all, the very distinguished 
academy knows what they are doing, 
right? 
The awards themselves were the typ- 
ically long and dry ceremonies that the 
academy strives for every year. The 
one event that I can'( waitao see was 
missing from this year's presentation. 
The opening dance number that must 
be prepared months and months in ad- 
vance of the awards was sadly gone 
from this telecast. Why, I ask you? 
Why? 
With this year's Oscars, a much, 
much better substitute was included to 
replace that awful dance number. A 
retrospect of one hundred years of mo- 
vies flashed by our eyes in a montage 
of over three hundred films. Now 
that's Hollywood, and not that asinine 
Busby Berkley drivel. 
But alas, ratings were down (What 
else is new?). So, a rumor around Tin- 
seltown for next year's number is that a 
new dance is already in the planning 
stages. It will be a magnificent dance 
honoring all the past Best Actor and 
Actress winners. The academy plans on 
digging up all the dead winners and 
rolling them out on dollies to dance 
with their live counterparts. Perhaps 
that will help boost the sagging ratings 
of this deaoJMecast anyway. Well, it's 
an idea at least... 
What was the high point of this 
year's telecast? It sure wasn't the Best 
Picture winner. When "Driving Miss 
Daisy" won (gee, big surprise!), pro- 
ducers Richard and Lili Fini Zanuck 
gave a very saccharine acceptance 
speech. When Diana Ross led the 
"world" in a sappy rendition of "Over 
the Rainbow" it was less heartwarming 
than nauseating. The one dance num- 
ber that had to be included showed the 
Baron Munchausen practically break- 
dancing, it made me think,"Boy, does 
the academy have LOTS of integrity!'' 
Gee, reduce John Neville's masterful 
characterization of the Baron into a 
cheap Michael Jackson clone. Now 
that's GREAT entertainment. 
Perhaps the most inspiring moment 
of the night was Kim Basinger's hon- 
est, if awkward, sentiments. Basinger 
stood at the podium and congratulated 
all five Best Picture nominees and then 
went on to cheer on Spike Lee's forgot- 
ten-by-the-academy opus "Do the 
Right Thing." This was followed by a 
half-embarrassed applause from the 
audience and then a congratulatory 
k«J.<>r..      — 
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cheer from Basinger herself. Do you 
think she'll be back next year as a pre- 
senter? 
The other big moment came after the 
awards themselves. ABC's "Night- 
line" held an interview with both Spike 
Lee and Dennis Hopper, both directors 
immensely different, yet so much that 
they ended up complimenting each 
other. "Nightline" host Ted Koppel 
asked both Lee and Hopper questions 
regarding the state of independent 
filmmaking. Hopper answered most 
eloquently, giving insight into his 1969 
film "Easy Rider," that was summar- 
ily ignored by most academy members. 
Spike offered input into why his film 
was ignored. He said that the academy 
likes films that are "nostalgic," espe- 
cially in their treatment of blacks. 
"Daisy" was favored over "Do the 
Right Thing" because it showed blacks 
as how the academy still perceives them 
— as chauffers, underlings, and gen- 
erally as an inferior race. 
Spike Lee kept himself in check, but 
his sentiments of five weeks ago still 
seeped through. "How could anyone 
like ("Driving Miss Daisy") over my 
film," Lee said,"It's about an old 
black guy that drives around an old 
wrinkled woman." With comments 
like that. Spike will join Spielberg in a 
small minority of great filmmakers 
that will never win an Oscar. But, es- 
sentially. Spike was right. "Daisy" was 
a nice film, that will be forgotten way 
before Spike's flick will. 
In essence, how does a body as big as 
the Academy of Motion Picture Arts 
and Sciences pick the so-called "Best 
Picture" of the year? They like cute, 
little movies that raise no controversy, 
show the triumph of the human spirit, 
and can be shown on a network Sun- 
day night movie with little editing. The 
integrity of the academy is gone. Why 
did "Platoon" win in an era of such 
guarded conservatism? That was the 
only true gutsy flick that won the 
coveted Best Picture statuette since the 
late '60's "Midnight Cowboy." Every 
winner since has been a "nice" film 
that people cherish (though misguide- 
dly) as the best work that that certain 
year had to produce. 
What reigns at the academy? POLI- 
TICS, POLITICS, POLITICS... Den- 
zel Washington was great in his role as 
an embittered slave in "Glory." Was 
that why he won? Partly. The real 
reason was that only three blacks have 
won in the history of the Oscars. It was 
due for a fourth to win, so it was time 
to nominate another black ... It's really 
a small travesty, and sort of ironic that 
he is the second black to win for play- 
ing a slave. So basically, fifty percent 
of all black actors to win this 
"coveted" award have won for playing 
an "inferior" being. Spike Lee is right 
after all. 
Perhaps that's the best way to sum 
up the Oscars. It's a popularity race 
that hardly ever picks the true winners, 
but those that they feel are deserving 
because the nominees fit into a certain 
mold. Hell, why not nominate "Road- 
house" because of the wonderful 
comeback by Sam Elliot, in a role 
ihatclearly deserved academy con- 
sideration. But, just like the Cleveland 
Browns, there's always next year ... 
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New violin instructor likes 
collegues and the Midwest 
by Donna Sharper  
From the east coast, violist Korey 
Konkol joined the Bowling Green 
String Quartet last fall. As instructor 
of performance, he replaced three year 
member and faculty violist Pamela 
Ryan. 
Born in Stevens Point, Wis., Konkol 
received his bachelor's degree from 
Western Illinois University and his 
master's from the New England Con- 
servatory of Music, Boston, Ma. 
Konkol made his first debut last year 
with the Boston Musica Viva, which is 
a CM. ensemble. He also toured Eng- 
land with the New England Conserva- 
tory Honors String Quartet in the 
1988-89 season. 
However, Konkol said he came to 
Bowling Green for a change of pace. 
"I like the pace of this part of the 
country." 
"Boston is a beautiful city, but you 
have to Fight to make a living," he 
added. 
Konkol said he received job offers 
all over the country, including Miami, 
but he liked the repertoire of the Quar- 
tet and the members. 
He said he wanted to feel comforta- 
ble with the other string players be- 
cause "We sit and look at each others' 
faces for six hours a week in our reher- 
sals." He said the members are rich 
with experience and he is still learning 
and developing as a violist. 
"I think I add something to the 
Quartet (because) I'm very outgoing 
and bubbly ... and at the same time 
they're helping me." 
Konkol plays as principal violist for 
the Ann Arbor Symphony and plays 
for the Toledo Symphony, which is 
another reason he came to Bowling 
Green. 
"I wanted to teach and keep up my 
symphony playing." 
Konkol taught at the North Shore 
Center of the Arts in Winnetka, Illinois 
and was principal violist of the Peoria 
and Know-Galesburg Symphonies, he 
said. 
He has received several awards and 
scholarships including first prize in the 
St. Paul Federal Viola Competition, 
Chicago III. and full scholarships to the 
Musicorda Summer Music Festival, 
Mt. Holyoke, Mass. and to the Aspen 
Summer Music Festival, Aspen, Colo. 
He also played as principal violist 
for the Hintinglon Theatre Orchestra, 
Boston, Ma, New England Conserva- 
tory Symphony Orchestra, and the 
Peoria Symphony Orchestra, Peoria, 
111. 
Now, Konkol's teaching duties in- 
clude private viola, quartet coaching, 
and Music History 101. He added that 
he enjoys his activities here in the 
Midwest, but added "It gets very hec- 
tic." 
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The Friday music quiz 
by Dave Basklnd 
Those top artists of the SO's from the last quiz may have been pretty easy. So, 
in this week's drawing from all entries our lucky graduate and our winner is 
Christy Vargo of Partridge- Congratulations, Christy. Here art those correct an- 
swers: 
1. "Like A Prayer" by Madonna 
2. "Maneater" by Hall & Oates 
3. "Bad" by Michael Jackson 
4. "Batdance" by Prince 
5. 'Tell Her About It" by Billy Joel 
6. "All Night Long" by Lionel Richie 
7. "R.O.C.K. in the U.S.A." by John Cougar Mellencamp 
8. "I Don't Wanna Co On With You Like That" by Elton John 
9. "Jacob's Ladder" by Huey Lewis & the News 
10. "Cherish" by Kool & the Gang 
Please submit all entries to this week's quiz on a sheet of paper with your 
name, address, and phone number to "Friday Music Contest," c/o 214 West 
Hall, Bowling Green, Ohio, 43403. Submit all entries before 6 p.m., Wednesday, 
April 4,1990. Only one winner per household, per semester, PLEASE. BCSU 
Student Publications' employees are not eligible. The winner's namefs) and the 
correct answers will be revealed next week. 
AS YOU'RE PROBABLY AWARE, THIS WEEK BRINGS US EVERYONE'S 
FAVORITE AND MOST FEARED HOLIDAY, APRIL FOOL'S DAY. WHAT 
WOULD THIS FESTIVE OCCASION BE, THOUGH. WITHOUT THE FIRST 
(AND PERHAPS LAST) "DR. DAVE'S INCREDIBLE COLLEGE OF MUSICAL 
KNOWLEDGE" SALUTE TO FOOLS OF ALL SORTS? WELL, HERE IT B: 
Freshman level — One point each. 
1. What band hit the Top 40 in 1983 with "Foolin"? 
2. What teen hit number one in 1988 with "Foolish Beat"? 
Sophomore level — Two points each. 
3. Who went solo to hit the Top 40"   with "Foolish Heart" in 1985? 
4. What band hit the top 40 last year'with "Fool For Your Loving"? 
Junior level — Three points each. 
5. Who hit the Top 10 in 1981 with a remake of "Why Do Fools Fall in Love?"? 
6. Name either act who hit the Top 20 in the BO'S with a song called "Nobody's 
Fool". 
Senior level — Four points each. 
7. Name the band whose last Top 40 hit was "Fool in the Rain" in 1980. 
8. Name the Number One from 1989 with the lyrics, "And you feel like such a 
fool./You let her walk away." 
Graduate level — Five points each. 
9. Name the classic Top 5 hit from 1981 with the line/The joker ain't the only 
fool." 
10. Name the Top 20 hit from 1980 and 1989 with the line, "Separated by fools 
who don't know what love is yet" 
This week's winner will win an free promotional album from the Record Den, lo- 
cated in Woodland Mall on N. Main SL, Bowling Creen. 
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Simpsons definitely a hit 
NEW YORK (AP) — "The Simp- 
sons," five pop-eyed suburbanites with 
funny overbites and bad hair, could 
become America's favorite TV family 
— and the biggest prime-time cartoon 
hit since "The Flintstones." 
"Unquestionably, Fox has a hit of 
the first magnitude," said David Mar- 
ans, media research chief for J. Walter 
Thompson advertising. It even could 
outshine Fox's other hit, "Married ... 
with Children," he said. 
The Fox Broadcasting cartoon se- 
ries, shown on Sunday nights, is, as the 
Monty Python gang used to say, some- 
thing completely different. 
Homer Simpson is an accident-prone 
supervisor at the local nuclear power 
plant. Marge is his unenlightened haus- 
frau, Lisa is a Good Little Girl, Bart is 
a pre-teen rebel and Maggie, well, 
Maggie sucks on her pacifier. 
They bear no resemblance to those 
Stone Age suburbanites Fred and Wi- 
Ima Flintstone, who came to prime 
time in I960 from Hanna-Barbera 
Productions and stayed for six years, 
then lived on through syndication. 
The Simpsons blunder through a 
surreal suburbia with a vague sense 
that Something is Wrong in the Repu- 
blic, a key theme of their creator, 
"Life in Hell" cartoonist Matt Groen- 
ing (rhymes with "complaining," as he 
has noted). 
Not everyone is comfortable with its 
satire of American culture, but it's 
well-animated, with colors that glow 
and dazzle, and the cutting humor un- 
derlines a basic affection for things 
Simpsonian. It is clever writing. 
It's also clever programming, said 
Betsy Frank, a senior media analyst for 
the giant Saatchi and Saatchi advertis- 
ing conglomerate, because it appeals to 
the young, hip audience that Fox so 
BG Nous. 
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very much wants to attract. 
Ms. Frank said Fox deserves its re- 
putation for taking risks with "The 
Simpsons" and other unconventional 
programs. 
"Granted, they had not a lot to 
lose," she said, "but this is certainly a 
risk that's paid off for them." 
"The Simpsons" began Dec. 11 as 
the No. 1 show in its early prime-time 
Sunday slot in the key demographic 
groups of adults 18 to 49, teen-age 
boys and girls, and children, said Fox 
Entertainment Group president Peter 
Chernin. 
"The only thing it wasn't No. I in 
was adults 55 and over," Chernin said. 
"I think this looks like a big hit show." 
'"The Simpsons' has done better 
among men 18 to 49 than such notable 
hits as 'Golden Girls,' Bill Cosby, 
'L.A. Law' and '60 Minutes,'" Mar- 
ans said. "What's really impressive 
about this is that Fox isn't available in 
about 12 percent of the country." 
"The Simpsons" began life as 
"bumpers," brief segments that 
cushioned the commercials, on "The 
Tracey Ullmann Show," but it was an- 
nounced in March 1989 that the car- 
toon family would venture out on its 
own. 
John Rohr, a programming consul- 
tant for Blair Television, which repre- 
sents 145 television stations, said it's 
too early to tell whether "The Simp- 
sons" is a hit. "I think that it's still be- 
ing sampled," he said. 
"I am encouraged by the numbers," 
Rohr said. "Certainly you feel a lot 
better seeing big numbers early on than 
you do by seeing small numbers." 
Ohio popular tourist spot 
COLUMBUS (AP) — Ohioans, 
by and large, think pretty highly of 
their home state. 
But even the staunchest of Buck- 
eyes may be surprised to learn that 
Ohio was dubbed one of the hottest 
tourist destinations in the country in 
at least two surveys. 
A survey of customers conducted 
by Holiday Inn ranked Ohio the No. 
3 destination in the country in 1987 
and 1988. The U.S. Travel Data 
Center, which bases its figures on 
the tourism income, ranked Ohio as 
the nation's 10th most popular des- 
tination in 1988 with an income of 
$7.5 billion that year. 
Figures for 1989 are not available 
yet. 
Even Ohio Development Depart- 
ment Director David Baker, whose 
job it is to keep tabs on such things, 
smiled wryly when he acknowledged 
in a recent interview that many peo- 
ple likely would not automatically 
connect the words "Ohio" and 
"tourism." 
He does not, however, doubt the 
accuracy of the statistic. 
"How could Ohio become one of 
the top five sought states as a tourist 
destination? Lots of people are sur- 
prised by that," he said. "But after 
you get over going to Disney World 
or one or two other things around 
the country, what do you want to do 
next? 
"Where can you go better than 
Ohio to see a diversity of people and 
landscape, agriculture and urban 
life, industrial and rural, a signifi- 
cant body of water to the north, 
hills that are almost as good as 
mountain climbing and on and on 
and on? Ohio's a pretty interesting 
place." 
Ohio came in behind California 
and Florida and ahead of Tennessee 
and Texas in the Holiday Inn sur- 
vey, which also showed in a city-by- 
city breakdown that Sandusky — 
home of the Cedar Point amuse- 
ment park — Cincinnati and Cleve- 
land were ranked among the top 25 
cities to visit in the country in 1987 
and 1988. 
Baker said the recognition is wall- 
deserved. 
His department's division of trav- 
el and tourism has spread the word 
of Ohio's attractions on what he 
said is a small budget compared 
with money other states invest in 
tourism. 
And Ohio has received some un- 
expected help from the media, he 
said. 
In the past few months, articles 
regaling readers with Ohio's tourist 
wonders have appeared in two air- 
line magazines, and widespread 
coverage of last year's "Son of 
Heaven: Imperial Arts of China" 
exhibit of $66 million worth of 
Chinese art treasures in Columbus 
attracted visitors to the city and the 
state. 
Baker said such coverage is a 
good long-term tool to attract tou- 
rists. 
"Even if people who read about it 
didn't come for Son of Heaven, 
even if they don't come here for two 
or three years, they have read about 
Ohio and maybe noticed something 
special was going on here," he said. 
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Rewriting history after the Wall fell 
CAMBRIDGE, Mass. (AP) — Rev- 
olutionary changes sweeping Eastern 
Europe have professors and textbook 
publishers scratching their heads about 
keeping up with history in the making. 
It's a mind-boggling world for So- 
viet bloc specialists, said Sovietologist 
Ben Eklof of Indiana University. 
"And it's very stressful," he said. 
"I've begun to wish everyone over 
there would play baseball for a month 
or so and give me some time to rethink 
things." 
The campus confusion started as So- 
viet bloc governments began toppling 
in last fall. College syllabuses had to be 
tossed out and curricula overhauled. 
"Some of my colleagues are waiting 
for things to settle down, but they 
might as well give up waiting because I 
don't think that will happen for an- 
other generation," said Adam Ulam, 
who directs Harvard University's Rus- 
sian Research Center. 
"It's exciting and tiring at the same 
time," said Henry Krisch, an author 
and professor at the University of 
Connecticut. "It's as though someone 
in history has hit fast forward and pro- 
cesses that normally take a long time 
are seen in a short period." 
Independent political journals and 
newspapers have blossomed in Eastern 
Europe. Artists and theorists are 
speaking out. Scholarly exchange and 
travel opportunities are opening. 
In many cases, U.S. professors have 
opted to use newspapers and free-form 
classroom debate on current events in- 
stead of the standard and now out- 
dated texts. 
"Right now I'm in a quandary as to 
whether to offer my course again next 
fall because I'm not sure if anything of 
a permanent, published nature will be 
available," said Edwin Gere, a profes- 
sor at the University of Massachusetts 
at Amherst. 
Publishers have similar problems. 
The books from which generations of 
high school and college students 
learned about the Soviet bloc suddenly 
need daily revision. 
"The academic headaches are reflec- 
ted in the publisher's office," said 
Frederick Praeger, editorial director at 
Westview Press Inc. 
"You cannot publish books that 
deal with the current situation in the 
Soviet Union or Eastern Europe be- 
cause it changes just about every day," 
Praeger said from his Boulder, Colo., 
office. "On the day you publish, the 
book is out of date." 
Sam Gesumaria, a vice president at 
Macmillan-McGraw-Hui's school divi- 
sion, said editors in his New York of- 
fice had updated various social studies 
texts repeatedly since November. 
"All textbook publishers are faced 
with the same problem right now," he 
said. "The best we can do is give some 
sort of information about these 
changes, but we have to stop short of 
being conclusive because these events 
aren't done yet. And we have a long 
way to go yet, I suspect." 
The Warsaw Pact's transformation 
may continue for years, but textbook 
publishers need to deal with an imme- 
diate bottom line. They've got to find a 
way to keep up with the change if they 
want to keep selling books. 
Eileen Peters, vice president of Scott 
Foreman and Co.'s international divi- 
sion, said several publishing houses 
were considering supplements for col- 
lege survey texts. 
"Professors can change their read- 
ing lists from semester to semester," 
she said from her office in Chicago. 
"It's critical to have the books up to 
date, because professors are going to 
go with the book that has these changes 
in it." 
Robert V. Daniels, an author and re- 
tired University of Vermont professor, 
said some of the scholars working on 
specialized texts have been tempted to 
sit back and wait for the events to un- 
fold. But he rejected the practice. 
"That's ivory tower thinking!" the 
author of "Is Russia Reformable?" 
said. "We can't be concerned that cur- 
rent events will spoil our neat conclu- 
sions. More than ever we need analyses 
of where we are." 
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Student bedmate 
to rare mummy 
MIDDLETOWN. Conn. (AP) 
— A college freshman was 
shocked when he returned to his 
dorm room and found his bed 
had been occupied by someone 
dead for a long, long time. The 
body was a 2,500-year-old un- 
wrapped Egyptian mummy. 
The mummy had been swiped 
from its Wesleyan University hid- 
ing place and slipped into Tim 
Abel's bed as a practical joke, 
campus public safety officials 
and Abel said. 
Abel said he had returned to 
his dorm room on a Saturday 
night to Find a crowd gathering 
and a prankster trying to spirit a 
body away. Abel grabbed the 
body to see if it was real, and was 
disgusted to And flakes chipped 
off in his hand. The prankster, 
whom Abel declined to identify, 
fled, clutching the body. 
"It was one of the most putrid 
things I've ever seen," said Abel, 
of Wilmington, Del. "I looked at 
my bed and there were all these 
skin chips and little chips in it. It 
was pretty disgusting." 
The espisode is being in- 
vestigated by Middletown police 
and campus security officers. 
Wesleyan President William M. 
Chace promises to make sure the 
mummy receives proper care and 
respect, a school spokesman said. 
A Wesleyan classics professor 
bought the mummy in Athens in 
the 1880s, at a time when pilfer- 
ing Egyptian tombs was popular. 
The 5-foot, 2-inch body was dis- 
played at the university's natural 
history museum until the 1950s, 
when interest in mummies waned 
and it was stored in a library at- 
tic. 
University scholars decided in 
1978 to study the mummy fur- 
ther. Since then, it had been 
wrapped in plastic and stored in a 
wooden crate. After its surprise 
appearance in Abel's room, it 
was returned to its climate- 
controlled resting place in a cam- 
pus building. 
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Global rights focus off Lamb lecture 
Recent events in Central Europe as 
well as ongoing changes in the Soviet 
Union and South Africa suggest the 
emergence of political thought and ac- 
tion on a global scale. 
A world-renowned social crictic, his- 
torian and philosopher from the Uni- 
versity of Nottingham will identify a 
framework to understand the goals of 
these events when he gives the annual 
Edward Lamb Peace Lecture at the 
University. 
Dr. Richard H. King will speak on 
"Civil Rights in Global Perspective: 
Non-Violent Protest Politics from 
Montgomery, Alabama, to Berlin, Jo- 
hannesburg, and Tiananmen Square" 
at 7:30 p.m. Wednesday (April 4) in 
the Joe E. Brown Theatre of University 
HaH. 
The lecture is free and open to all. 
In his address, King will describe 
how recent events have grown out of 
post-World War II protest politics in 
Africa, the Middle East and the Ameri- 
can South. 
A Phi Beta Kappa graduate of the 
University of North Carolina, King 
holds a master's degree in American 
studies from Yale and a doctorate in 
American history from the University of 
Virginia. He has taught American stud- 
ies at Nottingham for the past seven 
years. 
He is the author of two books, "The 
Party of Eros: Radical Social Thought 
and the Realm of Freedom" and "A 
Southern Renaissance: The Cultural 
Awakening of the American South, 
1930-1955." 
He also has written many essays, ar- 
ticles and book reviews for profes- 
sional journals and magazines ranging 
from the "Kenyon Review" to "Psy- 
chology Today" and "American Litera- 
ry History." 
The Ultimate in Frisbee fun 
Ultimate Frisbee is the fastest grow- 
ing participation sport on college cam- 
puses today and the second annual 
FUI Ultimate Frisbee Classic is set for 
Saturday (April 7). 
The tournament, which is open to 
both University and community teams, 
wi be held from 11 a.m. to 5 p.m. on 
the intramural fields west of the Sta- 
dium. 
Ultimate, better known as frisbee 
football, Is a non-contact sport which 
mixes the rules of football, basketball 
and the children's game of keep-away. 
Only seven players can be on the Held 
at any time, but there Is no limit to the 
number of players on a team. 
The tournament will be divided into 
three divisions: men's, women's, and a 
club and college division. 
Trophies will be awarded to the first 
place team in each division. 
Persons interested in forming and 
registering a team can obtain additional 
information from the tournament spon- 
sors, Phi Gamma Delta fraternity. The 
telephone number Is 372-8331. 
The entry fee Is $15 and proceeds 
will benefit the Make-A-Wish Founda- 
tion of Northwest Ohio. 
Following the tournament, the local 
band "Lovestreet" will kick off a free 
open air concert. 
Tom Griffin's gentle comedy "The Boys Next Door" wW be stagedat 8 p.m. 
Wednesday through Saturday (April 4-7) In 405 University Hat. Tickets, priced 
at $2, are available at the door. 
"The Boys Next Door" Is a tunny yet touching play about the lives of four re- 
tarded men who live by themselves but are under the supervision of a sincere 
but "burned out" social worker. 
It is being directed by doctoral student Barbara Legler 
Canfora to examine student activism 
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Pictured in the foreground is Alan Canfora minutes before being shot by an 
Ohio National Guardsman at Kent State University on May 4, 1970. Guardsmen 
tolled tour students arid wounded nine during the 13-second burst of gunfire. 
On May 4,1970at Kent State Uni- 
versity, 13 seconds of gunfire 
changed the life of Alan Canfora. 
During a now-infamous anti-Vietnam 
War demonstration, Ohio National 
Guardsmen fired 67 times into a crowd 
of unarmed students, killing four and 
wounding nine others. 
Canfora was one of the nine woun- 
ded students. An investigation Into the 
shootings resulted in the Guard's 
exoneration and the indictment of 25 
students. From the day those indict- 
ments were handed down, Canfora 
has worked to educate the American 
people about the shootings and to ex- 
pose what he perceives to be a cover- 
up of murder. 
At 7:30 p.m. Tuesday (April 3), Can- 
fora will bring his story to 121 West 
Hall. He will discuss the events sur- 
rounding the Kent shootings and the 
issue of student activism from the 
1960s to the 1990s. Canfora win also 
jMtfiitAA^I tl llif'!!'        
address the history of American stu- 
dent activism, beginning in the colonial 
era, and wiH focus on the recent stu- 
dent uprisings in Beijing and Romania. 
The lecture and slide presentation is 
free and open to all 
Canfora is the founder and director 
of the Kent May 4 Center, an organiza- 
tion which serves to present relevant 
information to the public and also Is in- 
volved with the efforts to construct a 
memorial to the students who were in- 
jured and killed 
Canfora has spoken at over 100 
campuses and is developing a com- 
prehensive lecture tour which will cul- 
minate at Kent State on May 4, 
1990-the twenty year anniversary of 
the shootings. He has also spread his 
message to the nation on television 
shows such as "Nightline." 
The lecture is co-sponsored by the 
Progressive Student Organization, the 
Social Justice Committee and others. 
, ■■■, ■ ■ • ■ ■■•■■ , 
Monday 
April 2 
10e.m.-7p.m -Teacher Job Fair 
Open to those who registered with the Place- 
nient Office. LenhartGrerWBaa/oom. Unton. 
Noon - Hiepanic Awareness Week 
The keynote address wM be delivered by Magar- 
itaDeLeon. who w« discuss "Hispanic Culture 
and Subculture Diversity " Free and open to at. 
Sponsored by the UBno Student Union and the 
Office of Multicultural Affairs. Towers' Inn. 
McDonald Quadrangle 
12:20p.m.- Internationa I Week 
Flag Parade Free and open to el. Sponsored by 
WSA 411 South Hat 
1:30-«:30 p.m. - International Week 
Asian coffee hour. Free and open to el. Spon- 
sored by WSA. 411 South Hal. 
3 p.m. - Economics Colloquium terles 
Or David Richardson, St Lawrence University. 
win discuss "Social Security. Uncertainty Ad- 
justments, and the Consumption Decision." Free 
and open to al Background materiel le avaasble 
in 301 Business Administration 4000 Business 
Administration. 
6-9 p.m. - Tutoring 
Math tutors avaasble. Free and open to al. Piano 
Lounge, McDonald Eaat and 231 Bromfieid 
7-9 p.m. - Tutoring 
Biology and chemistry tutors avaasble. Compton 
Activity Lounge. 
7-9 p.m. - Tutoring 
Psychology tutors available Founders Study 
Lounge. 
7:30-9 p.m. - International Weak 
International games Free and open to al. Spon- 
sored by WSA 411 South Hal 
7:30-9:30 p.m. - Contemporary Theology 
"Psychological Development" wll be discussed 
St. Thomas More, 425 Thurattn. 
6 p.m. - Concert 
Quest pianist Barbara Gumtoska Rosiecka wH 
perform Free and open to al Kobacker Hal, 
Moore Musical Arts Center 
8:30 p.m. - Open Share 
Participants wil be able lo share their work, 
thinking, or pleasures In various modes of pre- 
sentation. Free and open to al United Christian 
Fellowship Center. 313 ThursOn 
9 p.m. - Prayer Group 
Open to al. St. Thomas More, 425 Thuratln. 
Tuesday 
April 3 
1:30-4:30 p.m. - International Weak 
European coffee hour. Free and open to el. 
Sponsored by WSA. 411 South Hal. 
2 p.m.-Softball 
8GSU vs. University of Toledo. Softball field, 
eaat of Staler FMd. 
3 p.m. - Baseball 
BGSU vs Cleveland State University Warren 
Staler Field. 
3:30 p.m. - Tennis 
Women's teem vs. Kenyon Colege Robert 
Keete Courts. 
4 p.m. - Intramural Deadline 
Entries due for men's voleybel. Play begins 
Apr! 9  108 Student Recreation Center. 
6-9 p.m. - Tutoring 
Math tutors available Free and open to al. 
Compton activity lounge and Founders study 
lounge. 
7 p.m. - International Week 
The cultural game BaFaBaFa wH be pieyed. Free 
and open to al. Sponsored by WSA. Taft Room. 
Union. 
7 p.m. - Hispanic Awareness Week 
BakJemar Valeaquez. president of the Farm 
Labor Organizing Committee, wil diecuss "Food 
and Justice and the Plight of the Migrant Worker 
in the USA." Free and open to al. Sponsored by 
the Latino Student Upton and the Office of MuKi- 
cuftyral Affairs 403 Moseley ' " 
7-1:30 pjn. - It bis Study 
Open to at Anttoch Library. St Thomas More. 
425 Thuratln. 
7-0 p.m- Tutoring 
Biology, chemistry and psychology tutors aval- 
able. Free and open to al. Piano Lounge, 
McDonald East 
7-8 pjn.- Tutoring 
Psychology tutoring avaasble Free end open to 
al. 231 Bromneld 
7:30p.m.-HonorsStudent Election! 
Elections. Open to al HSA members. Honors 
Center. Krelecher Quadrangle 
7:30 p.m.-Student Activism Lecture 
Alan Canfora, one of the students wounded at 
the Kent State Shootings, will discuss the social 
and poetical issuee lacing todays students Free 
and open to al Sponsored by the Progressive 
Student Organization, the Social Justice Com- 
mittee, and the Graduate Student Senate. 121 
West Hal. 
I p.m. - Jazz Week 
Student |azz combo Miythm-N-M and the BGSU 
Guitar Ensemble we* perform. Free and open to 
al. Bryan Recital Hal, Moore Musical Arts 
Center. 
■ p.m. - Planetarium Show 
"rrs About Time." Si donation, open to al. 
Planetarium, Physical Sciences 
•:30 p.m. - Woman's Spirituality 
Free and open to al. 217 S Washington. 
9 p.m. - Peace Coalition 
Meeting Open to al. United Christian Fellowship 
Center.313Thurstm. 
1:30 p.m. - Progressive Student Organization 
Meeting Open to al United Christian Feaowshlp 
Center.313Thurstm. 
10:30 p.m. -One on One with President Paul 
Ot scamp 
President Olscamp and guests w* examine the 
AIDS issue WBGU-TV 27 (cable channel 12). 
Wednesday 
April 4 
10-11:30 a.m.-Hearing Impaired Education 
Advising for majors. For appointments call 
372-7293 365 Education 
Noon - Hispanic Awareness Week 
A video presentation, "Hiepanic Student Life," 
wD be shown. Free and open to al. Sponsored 
by the Latino Student Union and the Office of 
Multicultural Affairs Second fkxx lounge. Stu- 
dent Services 
12:30 p.m.-Reflection Time 
Informal worship Open to al. United Christian 
Feaowshlp Center, 313 Thurstm 
1-3 p.m. -Hearing Impaired Education 
Advising for majors For appointments can 
372-7293 365 Education 
t :30-4:30 p.m. - International Week 
American coffee hour. Free and open to al. 
Sponsored by WSA 411 South Hal 
3-4:30 p.m. - French Coffee Hours 
Free and open to al. French House 
3:30 p.m. - Biology Seminar 
Dr Pappechen Kolattukudy, Ohio State Universi- 
ty. wB speek. Free and open to el. 112 Ue Set- 
4 p.m. - Hispanic Awareness Weak 
A video presentation, "Hispanic Student Life," 
w* be shown. Free and open to al. Sponsored 
by the Latino Student Union and the Office of 
MuMouftUral Affairs. Letlhart Grand Basroom. 
Union. 
e-9 p.m. - Tutoring 
Math tutors available Free and open loan Piano 
Lounge, McDonald East and 231 Bromfieid 
•:30 p.m. -Bible Study 
Open to al Fouraquare Gospel Church 206 
Sandridge. 
7-0 p.m. - Tutoring 
Paychotogy tutors avaasble Free and open to ' 
7-«p.m.- Tutoring 
Biology and chemietry tutors avaasble Free and 
open to al. 231 Bromfieid and Founders Study 
Lounge. 
7:30 pjn. - Edward Lamb Peace Lecture 
Dr. Richard H. King wH discuss "Ctrl Rights In 
Global PerspecBve: Non-Violent Protest PoWcs 
from Montgomery, Alabama, to Berth, Johan- 
nesburg, and Tiananmen Square." Free and 
open to al Joe E Brown Theatre, University 
7:30 p.m. - BGSU Ski Club 
Meeting Open to all 070 Overmen 
7:104 p.m. - International Weak 
International fashion show Free and open to al. 
Northeast Commons 
8 p.m. - Jazz Week 
"Jeff Halaey and Frienda" wa" perform. Free and 
open to al Byran Recital Hal. Moore Musical 
Arts Center. 
S p.m. - Theatre Production 
"The Boys Next Door" wll be performed. Tick- 
ets are S2 and are available at the University Hall 
box office. 405 University Hal. 
Thursday 
April 5 
1:30-4:30 p.m. - International Weak 
Middle Eaatem and African coffee hour. Free 
and open to el. Sponsored by WSA. 411 South 
7 p.m. - Hispanic Awareness Weak 
Charles Monlta. director of the State Committee 
on Spanish Speaking Affairs, wf discuss 
"Should English Be Our Official Language?' 
Free and open to al. Sponsored by the Latino 
Student Union and the Office of Multicultural Af- 
fairs. Capitol Room. Union. 
7-0 p.m. — Senior Send off 
There wsl be refreshments, music and prizes, as 
wel as the presentation of the 1990 Outstand- 
ing Senior Award. Free and open lo seniors. 
Sponsored by the Alumni Association and the 
Senior Programming Board Mteti Alumni 
Center. 
7:30 p.m. - Earth Day Event 
Or. Norman Myers, an ecotogjet who is an expert 
on rainforest eecoeystems, w« discuss "Earth's 
Vanishing Genetic Heritage." Free and open to 
al. Sponsored by the Center for Environmental 
Programs snd the Environmental kitereet Group. 
Alumni Room, Union. 
7:30 p.m. - Society for Creative Anachronism, 
me. 
Medieval. Irving history group holds fighting 
practices and re-enacts the finer pursuits of the 
Middle Ages Free and open lo al to watch or 
participate. Union Oval, weather permitting, oth- 
erwise the second floor deck ol Anderson 
Arena. 
7:30 p.m. - Fellowship of Christian Athletes 
Meeting. Open to el. State Room, Union 
7:10 p.m. - Thursday Nlte Live 
Free and open to al. Sponsored by BGSU Bible 
Studies Presidential Lounge, toe Arena. 
S p.m. - Je zz Week 
BGSU student )azz comboe The Bone Vtvants, 
Lady and the Tramps, and The Bebop Bamboo- 
zlers w« perform Free and open to al Byran 
Recital Hal. Moore Musical Arts Center 
• pjn. - Theatre Production 
See 8 p.m. Wednesday, Apnl 4. listing 
8-11 p.m. - International Week 
Artifact showcase. Free and open to al. Com- 
munity Suite, Unton 
9 p.m. - UAO Movie 
"Peter Pan." Free and open to al. 210 Math 
Sciences. 
Friday 
Noon-2 p.m. - Hispanic Awareness Weak 
Tables wH be set up for persons to sample tra- 
ditional Hispanic cuisine Sponsored by the La- 
tino Student Union and the Office o( Muhtouttural 
Atfars Union Oval 
2 p.m. - SottbeM 
BGSUvs Miami University Softball field, eaat ol 
Staler Field 
2:30 p.m. - Master Class 
Composer Claude baker wll give a master class 
Free and open to al 2122 Moore Muatoal Arts 
Center. 
3p.m.-Tennle 
Women's team vs Youngstown State University 
Robert Keefe Courts. 
5 pjn. - Sloe and KMs Weekend 
Bobby Hunt, the one-men ckcua. wH perform. 
Free and open to an Forum, Student Services 
6 pjn.-Jazz Weak 
"Faculty Jazz Jam" wet be presented David Me 
le, Paul Hunt, Christopher Buzzes!. Jeff Halaey, 
and George Hindenech wW perform. Free and 
open to el. Bryan Recital Hal, Moore Musical 
Arts Center. 
8 p.m. - Reading! In the Chapel 
MFA students Carol Thompson and Elen Ber- 
hens we" read their fiction Free and open to al. 
Sponsored by the Creative Writing program. 
Prout Chapel. 
• pjn. - FemlnlstfaatHist Comedian 
Kate Clinton wll perform Donstlons of $8$12 
are requested Open to al. Sponsored In part by 
the Women's Studies Program, Student Activi- 
ties Organization, and LAGA Joe E Brown 
Theatre, University Hal 
8 pjn. - French Movies 
Free and open to al. French House. 
I pjn. - Theatre Production 
See 8 p m Wednesday. April 4, listing. 
8 pjn. - Planetarium Show 
'It's About Time." $1 donation, open to al. 
Planetarium, Physical Sclenceo. 
8-10 pjn. - Slbe and KMs Weekend 
Open skating. Students skate for $2. alba and 
kids skate free. Ice Arena. 
8, 10 p.m.-UAO Movie 
"Honey, I Shrunk the Kids " $ 1 50 with valid 
BGSU student ID., 50 cents lor sibs and kids 
210 Math Sciences 
8 p.m.-1 a.m. - Hiepanic Awareness Week 
Dance Admission Is $ 1. Sponsored by the La- 
tino Student Union and the Office ol Muhtouttural 
Affairs. Northeast Commons 
Midnight - UAO Movie 
"Back to the Future." SI .50 with valid BGSU 





10 a .m.-4 p.m. - Internationa I Weak 
T-shirt painting Cost is $5 per shirt or bring your 
own. Unton Foyer. 
Noon - Graduate Student Luncheon 
SI donation requested for lunch Open to al 
UnitedChrtstlan Fellowship Center, 31 3 Thurs- 
' Brf. * 
9 s.m.-4 pjn. - Jazz Week 
High School Jazz Band Festival will be present- 
ed Free and open to al. Kobacker Hal. Moore 
Muatoal Arts Center. 
9:30,10:30a.m.- SI bs and KIds Weekend 
Buses leave the Unton Oval for the Toledo Zoo. 
Tickets, priced $2 lor students and S1 lor sibs 
and kids, go on sale at 8:30 am There la an ad- 
ditional cost ot S1 50 to see the rjnosaur exhi- 
bit Al sibs and kids must be accompanlad by a 
BGSU student Buses wi return to the Ova) at 
1:30 and 2:30 pm. 
9:45 a.m. - Saturday Recreation Program tor 
Youth with DiMblllll.i 
Group III should meet at Hayes Hal. 
10:15 a.m. -Sib. and Kids Weekend 
Presentation by Office ol Admiesions Open to 
al. A campus tour will leave from the presen- 
tation at 11 am McFalCenter. 
10:48 a.m. - Saturday Recreation Program tor 
Youth with Disabilities 
Groups I and II should meet at the Student Re- 
creation Center 
10 a.m.-8 pjn. - Mud Volleyball 
Cost is $30 per team, open to those who pre- 
, registered. Sponsored by the Undergraduate 
AMTOTI Association College Park 
11 s.m.-S p.m. - BOSU Ultlmats Frlsbee Cles- 
aie 
Entry fee a $ 15. and tournament la open to uni- 
versity and community teams A free, open air 
concert by "Loveatreet" win follow Persons In- 
terested In forming and registering a team should 
contact Phi Gamma Delta at 372-8331. Intramu- 
ral fields, wrest of the Stadium. 
Noon - Tennla 
Men's team vs. Onto University Robert Keefe 
Courts. 
Noon Midnight - Sibs and Ktds Weekend 
Coco gamea marathon Free and open to an. Off- 
Campus Student Center. 
1 p.m. - Sort ball 
BGSU vs. Miami University. Softbal field, east of 
Staler FloM. 
1 p.m. - Baseball 
BGSU va. Ohio University. Warren Staler FlaM. 
2 p.m.-Tennla 
Women's team at Ohio University. Athens 
3:30 p.m. - SI be and Kids Weekend 
"Peter Pan" wM be shown. Free end open to el. 
210 Math Sciences. 
4-11 p.m.-Slbs and Kids Weekend 
Open bowang. Free shos rental for atudenta. 
albs and kids Buckeye Room, Union. 
6 p.m. - Hispanic Awareness Week 
Recognition and alumni banquet Invitation only. 
200 Campbel Ml 
• p.m.-« a.m. - Slb» and KIds Weekend 
Greek week dance marathon Free and open to 
al. Forum. Student Services 
7-10:30 p.m. - I nt ern a t ton. I Week 
International dinner Ticket Information available 
al 372-2247. Open to al. First United Methodist 
Church. 1506E Wooster 
8 p.m. - Jazz Qultar Concert 
Stanley Jordan will perform. Tickets are $7. $10 
and $13 for students and senior citizens, and 
$9.50, $12 50 and$15 50 lor others, and are 
available at the Kobacker Hal Box Office. Ko- 
bscker Hal, Moore Musical Arts Center. 
8 p.m. - Theatre Production 
See B p.m. Wednesday, April 4, listing 
8,10p.m.-UAOMovla 
"Honey, I Shrunk the Kids.  $1.50 with valid 
BGSU student 1.0., 50 cents for sibs and kids 
210 Math Sciences 
8 p.m.-1 a.m. - Dry Dock 
No cover, no I.D. Sibs and kids welcome. Base- 
ment. Harshman Quadrangle. 
Midnight - UAO Movie 
"Back to the Future." S1.50 with valid BGSU 
student l.D.. 50 cents for sibs and kids 210 
Math Science*. 
Sunday 
Monday      Wednesday 
April 9 April 11 
8 a jn.-4: JO p.m. - Undergraduate Student Art 
Exhibit 
Free and open to al. Gallery, Fine Arts. 
10:30 a.m.-Mats Co ntoatto i Week 
Aprilt 
11 a.m.-7 p.m. - Mud Volley ball 
See 10a.m. Saturday. Apr! 7, listing 
Noon - Tennla 
Women'a teem vs. University of Akron. Robert 
Keefe Courts. 
1:30-4:30 p.m. - Undergraduate Student Art 
Exhibit 
Free and open to al. Gallery, Fine Arts. 
J p.m. - Concert 
BGSU Women's Chorus w* perform. Free and 
open to al. Kobacker Hal. Moore Musical Arts 
Center. 
3:80-8:30 p.m. - Sibs and Kids Weekend 
Open skating. Students skate for $1 50, alba 
and kids skate for 50 cents Ice Arena. 
7-8 p.m. - Dry Dock Advisory Board 
Meeting. Open to al. 203 Education. 
7:30 p.m. - Planetarium Show 
"It's About Time. "SI donation, open to al. 
Planetarium, Physical Sciences. 
8 p.m. - Concert 
Vtokst Korey Kbnkol and pianist Valrie Kantorski 
wi perform. Free and open to al Bryan Recital 
Hal,,Moore Musical Arts Center. 
f«!U4'. :i::l:::::rli:::iiiiii" 
Jim SMjkcM. UPI Toledo, w* discuss "Wlrs Ser- 
vice*." Free and open to al. Alumni Room, 
Union. 
12:30 p.m.-Mass Communications Week 
Paul Kwaplch and Philip Drechsler, Toledo's TV 
11. w« dlecusa "Television News Photogra- 
phy." Free and open to al. Alumni Room, Union. 
« p.m. - Mass Communications Week 
Amy Bast, Toledo's Funk-Luetke, w* discuss 
"The Competitive World of PR - Getting Your 
Frat Job and Keeping It " Free and open to al 
Alumni Room, Unton. 
8-8 p.m. - Tutoring 
Math tutors available Free and open to al Piano 
Lounge, McDonald East and 231 Brorrmeld 
7 p.m. - Maaa Communications Week 
Showcase of student work. 1007 Business Ad- 
ministration 
7-8 p.m. - Tutoring 
Biology and chemistry tutors available Compton 
Activity Lounge. 
7-8 p.m. - Tutoring 
Psychology tutors available Founders Study 
Lounge. 
7:30-8:30 p.m. - Contemporary Theology 
"Psychological Development" will be discussed. 
St. Thomas More. 42S Thucstm 
Tuesday 
April lO 
8 s.m.-4:30 p.m. - Undergraduate Student Art 
Exhibit 
Free and open to al. Galery, Fine Art*. 
8:30 a.m. - Maas Communications Weak 
Sally Schaffer, PUSH'S Development Director. 
wM discuss "Life After the Internship.. It's Not 
Just College Credit." Free and open to al 
Alumni Room, Union. 
2 p.m.-Softball 
BGSU st Kent State University. 
2:30 p.m. - Maaa Communications Week 
Hon. James Bachman, BG Municipal Court, w* 
discuss "Fair Trial, Free Pre**." Free and open 
to al. Alumni Room, Union. 
3 p.m. - Baseball 
BGSU at Cleveland State University. 
4 p.m. - Mass Communications Weak 
Mark Luetke and Mike Plotntck, Toledo's 
Funk/Luetke Inc., wH dwcuaa "The Agency 
Perspective: The Advantages and Chalenges of 
Working at a Public Relatione Firm." Free and 
open to al. Alumni Room, Union. 
7:30 p.m. - Mass Communications Weak 
Eileen Foley. City Editor. The Blade; Rk* 
Covers, News Director. WTOL, Toledo; Cad 
Twentler, News Director, WSYX, Columbus; and 
Alan Mayberry, Prosecuting Attorney, Wood 
County, w8) discuss "How Much Is Too Much? 
Sensationalizing News." Free and open to al. 
121 West Hal. 
8 p.m. - Planetarium Show 
"It's About Time." $1 donation, open to al. 
Planetarium. Physical Sciences 
8:30 p.m. - Woman's Spirituality 
Free and open to at. 217 S. Washington 
8 p.m. - Peace Coalition 
Meeting. Open to al. United Christian Fellowship 
Center, 313 Thurstki 
9:30 p.m. - Progressive Student Organization 
Meeting Open to al. United Christian Fellowship 
Center, 313 ThursBn 
3 p.m.-Baseball 
BGSU vs. Unrverstty of Akron Warren Stellar 
Field. 
3:30 p.m. - Maaa Communications Weak 
Tracy Batdorf. Beverage Ind.. and David Walker, 
Matrix, w8) discuss "Magazine Journalism I 
Wouldn't Trade my Job with Anyone." Free and 
open to al Akjrrjry Room. Union. 
3 a.m.-4:30 p.m. - Undergraduate Student Art 
Exhibit 
Free and open to al. Galery, Fine Arts. 
8:30 a.m. - Maaa Communications Weak 
Teresa Tarantmo. Cleveland, wta discuss "The 
Trasto Press: Making their Business your Busi- 
ness ' Free and open toal Alumni Room, 
Union. 
8:30 a.m. - Maaa Communications Weak 
Diane Larson, Toledo's TV 13, wa discuss 
"Women m the Spotlight The Role of Female 
Anchors. "Free and open toal. 121 Wast Hal. 
10-11:30 a.m.-Hearing Impaired Education 
Advising for majors. For appointments cal 
372-7293 366 Education 
Noon-1:15 p.m. - Open Forum 
President Paul Olscamp wH meet with students 
Free end open to al Chart Room, McFal 
Center. 
12:30 p.m. - Mass Communicstlons Week 
Barbara Boylen ol KDKA radio in Pittsburgh, v.* 
discuss "Flash and Dazzle In Forty Seconds: 
Trends in Radio News." Free and open to al. 
Alumni Room. Union. 
12:30 p.m.- Reflect Ion Time 
Informal worship Open to al United Chrtatian 
Fesowshlp Center. 313 "Thursbn. 
1-3 p.m. - Hearing Impaired Education 
Advising for majors. For appointments csH 
372-7293 365 Education 
1:30 pun. - Maaa Communications Week 
Sheldon Rosen, Law Director for the city of 
Toledo, and Mark Rolenhagen. of the Toledo 
Blade, wW discuss "What is Public Record?" 
Free and open to al. Alumni Room, Union. 
2:30 p.m. - Mass Communicstlons Weak 
Thomas Harmon, Ponton Publications. wH dis- 
cuss "Business Publications " Free and open to 
al. Alumni Room, Union. 
3-4:30 p.m. - French Coffee Hours 
Free and open to al. French House. 
3:30 p.m. - Biology Semlner 
Dr. Peter Curtis. Ohio State University, wet dis- 
cuss "Long-term Ecosystem Responses to Ele- 
vated Carbon Dioxide." Free and open to al. 
112 Life Sciences 
8:30 pjn. - Bible Study 
Open to al. Foursquare Gospel Church. 205 
Sandrtdge. 
7:30 p.m. - American Statistical Association 
Jeffrey Wysong, Ross Lsborstohes m Colum- 
bus, wa" discuss "A Bootstrap Application for 
Variance Estimation from a Large National Sur- 
vey." Free and open to al 459 Math Sciences. 
7:30 p.m. - BOSU Ski Club 
Meeting Open to al. 070 Overman. 
Thursday 
April 12 
8 a.m.-4:30 p.m. - Undergraduate Student Art 
Exhibit 
Free and open to al. Galery. Fine Arts. 
9 a.m.-5 p.m. - Art Exhibit 
Mixed-media exhibit featuring works by BGSU 
art faculty members Mlchsei Franklin, Joan 
McKee, Robert Mazur, Adrian Tto, and graduate 
art student Todd Brosa Free and open to al. 
Kennedy Green Room. Moore Musical Arts 
Canter. 
7 p.m. - Mass Communications Weak 
RTVF banquet and awards ceremony Tickets 
are $11.50 and reservations can be made 
through the RTVF office In 322 West Hall Res- 
ervations must be mads by 5 p.m. Monday, Apr! 
S. Bowing Green Country Club, 925 Fsrrview 
7:30 p.m. - Society for Creative Anachronism, 
Inc. 
Medieval, Iving-hlstory group holds fighting 
practices and re-enacts the finer pursuits ol the 
Middle Ages. Free and open to al to watch or 
participate Union Oval, weather permitting, oth- 
erwise the second lioor deck of Anderson 
7:30 p.m. - Fellowship of Christian Athlete. 
Meeting Open to al State Room. Union 
7:30 p.m.-Thursday Nlte Live 
Free and open toal Sponsored by BGSU Bfekt 
MudaH. Presidential Lounge, Ice Arena. 
8 p.m. - Concert 
The Brass Choir w* perform. Free and open to 
al. Kobacker Hal, Moors Musical Arts Center 
8 p.m.-UAO I 




9 a.m.-4:30 p.m. - Undergraduate Student Art 
Exhibit 
Free and open toal. flaliry. Fine Arta. 
9 ..m.-S p.m.-Art Exhibit 
See 9am  Thursday. AprH 12. listing 
Noon - Graduate Student Luncheon 
$1 donation requested tor lunch. Open to al. 
United Chnstisn Fesowshlp Center. 313 Thurs- 
nn. 
Noon, 7:30 p.m. - Good Friday Service 
Open to al. St. Thomas More. 426 Thurstin. 
1 p.m. - Baseball 
BGSU at Eastern Michigan University YpeHanti 
2 p.m. - Softball 
BGSU at Bal State University Muncte. kid. 
5 p.m. - Scholarship Deadline 
Entries due tor the Gersk) Saddlemve Schol- 
arship. 406 Student Services 
6 pan.- BO Gaming Society 
Various role-playing game* played. Free and 
open to al. 222 Education 
8 p.m. - Readings In the Chapei 
MFA student Justin Bogdanovitch wW read his 
fiction, snd fellow MFA student Connie Vrvrett 
wsl read her poetry Free and open to al Spon- 
sored by the Creative Writing program. Prout 
Chapel 
8 p.m. - French Movlaa 
Free and open to al French House. 
8 p.m. - Planetarium Show 
"Its About Time "$1 donation, open toal 
Planetarium, Physical Sciences. 
8 and 10 p.m., Midnight-UAO Movie 
"Field ol Dreams."$1 50 with valid BGSU stu- 
dent ID 210 Math Science 
Saturday 
April 14 
1 p.m. - Tennla 
Men's teem vs Miami University Robert Keefe 
Courts. 
1 p-m. - Tennis 
Women's team at Miami University. Oxford. 
1 p.m. - Softball 
BGSU at Bal State University Muncie, Ind. 
1 p.m. - Baseball 
BGSU at Eastern Michigan University Ypslantl 
3 and 10 p.m., Midnight - UAO Movie 
"Fieto of Dreams." $1.60 with valid BGSU stu- 
dentlO. 210 Math Science 
9 p.m. - Easter Vigil Mess 
Open to al. St. Thomas More. 426 Thuratki. 
Sunday 
April 15 
2-8 p-m. - Undergraduate Student Art Exhibit 
Free and open to al. Gallery. Fine Arts. 
7-8 pun. - Dry Dock Advisory Board 
Meeting Open to all 203 Education 
7:30 p.m. - Planetarium Show 
Four weeks, a weekend and a day 
International Week 
The World Student Association Is 
sponsoring the annual International 
Week from Monday through Saturday 
(April 2-7). This year's theme is "Shar- 
ing the Work) in Us..." and features 
several events which attempt to pro- 
mote world unity through understand- 
ing. 
Beginning on Monday, at 12:20 
p.m., a Flag Parade will commence 
with the participants assembling in the 
International Lounge, 411 South Had. 
The parade will travel campus and end 
In front of the Union at approximately 1 
p.m. From 1 30-4:30 p.m., there will 
be an Asian coffee hour In the Interna- 
tional Lounge, and from 7:30-9 p.m. 
the International Lounge wW host var- 
ious board games and other non- 
athletic events from around the world. 
Tuesday's events include a 
European coffee hour from 1 30-430 
p.m. In the International Lounge, fol- 
lowed by BaFaBaFa, a game which 
promotes awareness of other cultures, 
be held at 7 p.m. in the Taft Room of 
the Union. 
The American coffee hour on 
Wednesday will be held from 
1 30-4:30 p.m. in the International 
Lounge. From 7:30-9 p.m., an interna- 
tional fashion show in the Northeast 
Commons wlH highlight current and 
traditional clothing styles from coun- 
tries such as India, China and Mexico. 
Middle Eastern and African coffee 
hour win be held Thursday from 
1:30-4:30 In the International Lounge. 
An artifact showcase featuring ten 
booths, each displaying nicknacks 
from a different part of the world, will 
be open from 8-11 p.m. in the Com- 
munity Suite of the Union. 
On Friday, bring a t-shirt to the Union 
Foyer or buy one for $5 between 10 
a.m. -4 p.m. for the international t-shirt 
paint. Students from different coun- 
tries can paint words or phrases from 
their native language on a shirt. 
The highlight of the week is on Sat- 
urday, when the attention turns to the 
International Dinner. Tickets for this 
event are sold out. 
Al events during the week are free 
and open to all. 
Hispanic Week 
The plight of migrant farm workers, 
the special needs of hispanic students, 
and making English the official lan- 
guage of the U.S. will be among the 
topics discussed during the annual 
Hispanic Awareness Week. 
Set for Monday through Saturday 
(April 2-7) the week is being spon- 
sored by the Latino Student Union and 
the Office of Multicultural Affairs. 
The week will begin with an opening 
ceremony and keynote speech at 
noon Monday in the Tower's Inn, 
McDonald Quadrangle. The keynote 
address will be given by Margarita 
DeLeon, the founder and past presi- 
dent of the Toledo chapter of IMAGE, a 
national organization which advocates 
employment and educational im- 
provements for Hispanics. 
The director of public relations at 
Riverside Hospital In Toledo, DeLeon 
also volunteers her time as the local 
advertising manager and news editor 
of El Nuevo Die (The New Day), north- 
ern Ohio's first Spanish language 
The topic of her address will be 
"Hispanic Culture and Subculture Di- 
versity." 
On Tuesday, Baldemar Velasquez, 
president of the Farm Labor Organizing 
Committee, will discuss "Food and 
Justice and the Plight of the Migrant 
Worker in the USA." The speech will 
begin at 7 p.m. in 403 Moseiey HaH. 
A video presentation entitled "His- 
panic Student Life" will highlight 
Wednesday's activities. The videp- 
tape, which focuses on the issues of 
acculturation and stress management, 
will be presented at noon in the sec- 
ond floor lounge of the Student Ser- 
vices Building and at 4 p.m. in the 
Grand Ballroom of the University 
Union. 
After each presenation, Israel 
Najera, a doctoral student in psycholo- 
gy at Ohio State University, will exam- 
ine the issues presented in the video- 
tape. 
"Should English Be Our Official Lan- 
guage?" is the topic of a presentation 
at 7 p.m. in the Capital Room of the 
University Union. Delivering the ad- 
dress will be Charles Monita, director 
of the state Committe on Spanish 
Speaking Affairs. 
Friday has been designated "Latino 
Cultural Day." From noon until 2 p.m. 
tables will be set up in the Union Oval 
for persons to taste traditional Hispanic 
food. In addition, a live broadcast of 
Hispanic music will emanate from the 
Oval. 
The day will conclude with a dance 
from 9 p.m. to 1 a.m. in the Northeast 
Commons: admission is $1. 
The week will come to a close with a 
"Recognition and Alumni Banquet" at 
6 p.m. Saturday at the Elk's Club, 200 
Campbell Hill Road. The banquet is by 
invitation only, but it will be followed by 
a dance which is open to the public. 
The music, provided by Juve Aldaco 
y Su Grupo Musical Veriedad of Lans- 
ing, Mich., will begin at 9 p.m. at the 
Elk's Club. Admission is $10, with the 
proceeds benefiting the Miguel Ome- 
las Memorial Scholarship. Omelas was 
director of the University's Office of Af- 
firmative Action until his death in March 
'of 1989. 
For more information, contact the La- 
tino Student Union at (419) 
372-8325. 
Mass Comm Week 
The 19th annual Mass Communica- 
tions Week will be held Monday 
through Thursday (April 9-12). 
More than 20 media professionals in 
the fields of photography, print and 
broadcast news, public relations and 
communication law will hold work- 
shops and discussions throughout the 
week. With the exception of an awards 
dinner on Thursday, aH of the events 
are free and open to the public. 
The week will begin at 10:30 a.m. 
Monday in the Alumni Suite of the 
Union when Jim SieUcki, a newswriter 
for United Press International wiH dis- 
cuss "The Wire Services " 
Also that day, a screening of stu- 
dent-produced films, commercials and 
on-air internships wHI be held at 7 p.m. 
In 1007 Business Administration Build- 
ing. 
The hlghlght of Tuesday's events 
wM be a presentation by Bowling 
Bachman at 2:30 p.m. in the Alumni 
Room of the Union. His topic: "Fair 
Trial, Free Press." 
Wednesday's activities will include 
an address by Barbara Boylan, a re- 
porter for America's first radio station, 
KDKA in Pittsburgh. Boylan wHI dis- 
cuss "Flash and Dazzle in Forty Sec- 
onds: Trends in Radio News" at 12:30 
p.m. in the Alumni Room of the Union. 
A complete list of the week's activi- 
ties can be found in the Green Sheet 
calendar. 
Jazz Week 
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The annual Jazz Week sponsored by 
the College of Musical Arts will be held 
Tuesday through Saturday (April 3-7). 
Highlighting the week will be a per- 
formance by Stanley Jordan, whom 
critics say is one of the nation's best 
young Jazz guitarists. 
Jazz Week opens with an 8 p.m. 
concert Tuesday (April 3) by the Elec- 
tric Guitar Ensemble, directed by 
Christopher Buzzelli, and the student 
jazz combo Rhythm-N-Bill. 
Jeff Halsey and the Cleveland Con- 
nection, featuring guest jazz artists 
from the Cleveland area, will peform at 
8 p.m. Wednesday. 
An 8 p.m. concert on Thursday (April 
5) will feature The Bone Vivants, Lady 
and the Tramps, and The Bebop Bam- 
boozlers student jazz combos. 
A faculty jazz jam is scheduled at 8 
p.m. Friday. Appearing will be Bowling 
Green faculty Paul Hunt, David Melle, 
George Hlndenach and Buzzelli. 
All four concerts will be presented in 
the Bryan Recital Hall of trie Moore 
Musical Arts Center and are open to 
the public free of charge. 
The University's annual daylong High 
School Jazz Festival starts a 9 a.m. 
Saturday in Kobacker HaH of the 
Moore Musical Arts Center. 
Capping the week of activities will be 
Jordan's performance at 8 p.m. in Ko- 
backer HaH. Tickets for the concert are 
on sale at the music center box office. 
Priced at $15.50, $12.50 and $9.50 
(University students receive a $2.50 
discount on tickets in all price ranges), 
tickets can be reserved by calling 
(419) 372-8171. The box office Is 
open between noon and 6 p.m. Mon- 
day through Friday. 
Jordan first earned critical acclaim in 
1985 when he recorded "Magic 
Touch." The album earned him a pair 
of Grammy nominations and a record- 
breaking 17-week run at the top of 
"Billboard" magazine's jazz chart. 
The next year he released "Stan- 
dards, Volume I," which resulted to his 
being named best jazz guitarist of the 
year by "Rolling Stone," "Downbeat" 
and "Guitar Player" magazines. 
In addition to performing in nu- 
merous television specials, he has per- 
formed throughout the U.S., Europe, 
South America, Australia and Japan. 
Sibs Weekend 
The tradition continues and the 
weekend of April 8-8 will see the cam- 
pus teaming with a younger genera- 
tion. The annual Sibs and Kids Week- 
end wiH be filled with activities for the 
younger brothers, sisters and children 
of University students. 
Activities commence Friday when 
Bobby Hunt, better known as "the      ■ 
at 8 p.m. in the Forum of the Student 
Services Building. 
On Friday and Saturday. UAO is 
sponsoring campus movies geared 
toward a younger crowd. At 8 and 10 
p.m. nightly, "Honey, I Shrunk the 
Kids" will be shown In 210 Math-S- 
cience Building. At midnight each 
night, the movie is "Back to the Fu- 
ture." Admission for each show is 
$1.50 with a valid BGSU ID and 50 
cents for sibs and kids. 
On Saturday, UAO presents a spe- 
cial matinee showing of the movie 
"Peter Pan" at 3:30 p.m. in 210 
Math-Science Building. Admission is 
$1.60 with a valid BGSU ID and 50 
cents for sibs and kids. 
A trip to the Toledo Zoo is also on 
deck for Saturday. Buses leave the 
Union Oval at 9:30 and 10:30 a.m. 
and return at 1:30 and 2:30 p.m. 
Tickets wiH be on sale in the oval that 
morning beginning at 8:30. Admission 
is $2 for students and $ 1 for sibs and 
kids. Al young people must be ac- 
companied by a BGSU student. 
The Greek Week dance marathon 
wiD take place on Saturday from 8 p.m. 
to 6 a.m. in the Student Services 
Forum. Special contests will be held 
for sibs and kids. Admission is free. 
For a complete listing of Sibs and 
Kids Weekend events, check the ca- 
lender on the inside page of the Green 
Sheet. 
Earth Day 
A noted ecotogist who is an expert 
on rainforest ecosystems will speak at 
7:30 p.m. Thursday (April 5) in the 
Alumni Room of the University Union. 
Dr. Norman Myers, an environmental 
consultant and conservationist, will 
discuss "Earth's Vanishing Genetic 
Heritage" as part of the 20th anniver- 
sary celebration of Earth Day. 
The talk is being sponsored by the 
Center for Environmental Programs 
and the Environmental Interest Group. 
The lecture is free and open to the pub- 
ic. 
Today, Myers is an expert In the 
areas of ecosystem management; re- 
sourse economics; tropical forests, 
savannahs and coastal zones; 
threatened species and genetic re- 
sources; and interdependency lin- 
kages among nations. 
Most recently, he has served as a 
consultant to the World Bank, the 
United Nations, the U.S. departments 
of State and Energy, the World Com- 
mission on Environment and Develop- 
ment, and the U.S. National Research 
Council. 
Green Sheet is published by the 
Bowling Green State University Of- 
fice of Public Relations for students, 
faculty and staff. 
The next issue of Green Sheet 
wil be published April 13 and wW be 
the last for the academic year. It wil 
cover events occuring Apr! 18 
through May 5. The deadline to 
submit information for that issue is 
noon Wednesday, April 11. 
Al events must be submitted in 
writing to the Green Sheet editor, 
806 Administration Building. There 
is no charge to have an item listed. 
Editor: Jeff Schober 
Calendar Editor Melissa Henry 
